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AES'TRAC

This proposal requests funds to elaborato and test a new approach to

the study of adoptioa of agricultural innovations. The new approach begfins

with the idea that early adopters ire usually uncertain about the exact

economic implications of adoption. This idea modifies the traditional

approach which emphasizes full information and rational decisions.

The two approaches lead to different predictions about the behavior of

farmers. Specifically, the new uncertainty-oriented approach challenges

the common finding and conventional theoretical wisdom that adoption rate

increases with the farmer's economic rank. It predicts that, under certain

conditions, the tendency to adopt decreases as economic rank increases.

Preliminary results support this hypothesis.

Controversy surrounding these preliminary results points to the need

to bring a large number of cases to bear on the contrasting predictions.

The proposed research will locate, obtain and analyze appropriate data

that will permit secondary analysis.



Uhen pecple decide to do soeUthing n1E". somehin innvative thcy

usually face a risk. 'nss often involves the unmknown nd the umrcertain

The actor who invests resources in a new venture risks losing his investlient.

Such an actor presumably anticipates gain of some kind, and fears loss.

The research proposed here explores, for a limited situation, how people

at different ranks in a stratification system might handle this balance of

anticipation, fear and uncertainty.

The focus is on these aspects of the adoption of agricultural inno-

vations. The research will concentrate on secondary analysis of data

gathered by other investigators, thereby taking advantage of the enormous

amount of work already done in this field (Rogers 1962, Rogers and Shoe-

maker 1971).

Iost work done on the adoption of innovations in agriculture is within

the information-oriented tradition found in university departments of

Rural Sociology and Communications and in Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tions. This great tradition is oriented to rational planning and the

reduction of uncertainty in the dispersion of technological advances in

agriculture. It concentrates on the communication of information that

would lead a rational actor to adopt an innovation.

The research proposed here focuses on another part of the process

leading to adoption. It takes response to uncertainty to be an important

element in the early stages of dispersion of an innovation. It notes that

firm knowledge among potential adopters grows only slowly with experience.



Thus, earL er adopter; are likely to be pmople who adopt before they can

be ccrtin of outccmnr's. They are people who take risks.

The traditional information-orientcd approach and the risk-taking ap-

proach proposed here are cbmplimentary in their focus, and share many

features. But there are real differences in the conclusions they make

about the relative importance of crucial factors in the adoption process.

And they have different policy implications. Below I will set out the

contrast in more concrete terms.

ITO.rFICATION OF H TI TRBMITICIIMA APPROACH

In studies of the diffusion of agricultural (and other) innovations it

is commonly found that adoption increases with ecoroiic rank (Rogers

19621'74-175; Rogers and Shoemaker 1971:187). That is, rich farmers adopt

new farming practices more readily, on a statistical basis, than do poor

ones.. 'Jhile not all studies show this relation of rank and adoption rate,

a high percentage do, and the finding may be considered well established.

In addition, the traditional approach which emphasizes information and

rational planning often generalizes this finding to give richer farmers the

overall positive image associated with the innovative actor in our culture.

The research proposed here seeks to modify the overall conceptual

scheme, the specific theory and even the empirical findings associated with

this traditional approach. I stress the fact that the aim is modification

not replacement, and the related fact there are many problems in the study

of the adoption of innovations that neither approach addresses or solves.



The problem addressed in this researyh is a limited, inportant one.

The uncertainty-risk idea leads to modification of the conceptual

scheme. Uncertainty and ris: are associated with action under conditions

where infornation is less than Derfect. A clear definition of uncertainLy

translated into concrete research operations emerges below.

The overall scheme which results when the uncertainty-risk idea is

added to the information-oriented conceptual apparatus traditionally used

may be described in terms of three simplified factors. The three factors

are

1. Ability to pay for the innovation,
2. Knowledge (information),
3. Inclination to risk.

Abill't- tovr Uhatovrer the approach to the adoption of innovations,

the potential adopter's ability to pay for the innovation is clearly

crucial. Innovations are often costly and seldom infinitely divisible.

For example, in a situation where a relatively wealthy farmer can barely

afford a small tractor, a poorer farmer may simply be excluded from adopticn

because he cannot pay for the innovation. On the whole, over a range of

situations, this factor alone would lead to the finding that wealthier

1. Frank Knight (192129-20) distinguishes between measurable or quanti-
fiable uncertainty, which he calls "risk," and unmeasurable or "nonquanti-
tative" uncertainty which he calls "uncertainty." Risk describes situations
where an actor knows the odds for and against a desirable outcome from a
given course of action: uncertainty describes situations where he does not.
In many recent discussions of agricultural development, "risk and uncer-
tainty" appears.as a single term, and I will follow that usage here. I
should note, however, that while economists tend towards measures and
models that embody the "risk" side of Knight's distinction, my aim here is
to give more emphasis to the "uncertainty" side. See Cancian 1972:6, 134-
136, and 157-159 for further discussion of these definitional problems.



aammers are e din' in'novators

ntow~lcdm ( .or iation) . The kore kno lec e a farmer has, the more he

can be certain aboutI the economic payoff of his investment in an innlovation.

Thus, knowledge reduces the riskiness of an innovation and leads to a more

straightforward, rational decision to adopt. Lack of such firm knowledge,

which is of concern here, makes the decision to adopt more complex and

inclination to risk more important.

In both the traditional information-oriented approach and the modification

which emphasizes the balance of rational decision and inclination to risk

it is clear that increased knowledge or information increases the tendency

to adopt. Uhile the approaches emphasize different aspects of the potential

adopter' s Lnulcdgo or lacl cf it, they suggest the same thing about the

results of increasing knowledge.

It is a reasonable assumption that, in most populations, education and

access to information will increase with economic rank. Thus, on the whole,

over a range of situations, this factor alone would lead to the finding that

wealthier farmers are leading innovators.

Inclination to risk. Inclination to risk is an imputed motive that may

explain some variance not explained by the factors listed above. It is

inclination to go ahead with an innovation even when the outcome is not

entirely clear. Emphasis on this factor leads to some new ideas about the

adoption process.

While it is clear, tautologically, that ability to pay increases with

economic rvnk and it is likely that knowledge and its effects on adoption



increase with economic ra; it is not inneAptely clear what the relation

of economic ran. cnd the inclination to risk mig;ht be. The approach

developed for this research emphasizes the reasons why inclination to rish

may decrease as economic rank increases, For extnple, high ranking people

have more rank to maintain and less rank to gain than low ranking people.

Thus, if we attend to conservation of rank as well as to actors' desire to

increase their rank through innovation, there is reason to think that higher

ranking people will be less inclined to risk than lower ranking people.

When, uncertainty is high, i.e., when loss is a likelihood, conservation of

rank may be the dominant motive. It may be that higher ranking people act

more cautiously in order to preserve what they have. This theoretical

reasoning leads to the proposition that, on the whole, over a range of

situations, when uncertainty is hirh, wealth farmers will innovate less

than poorer farmers.

This assertion is the most important part of the proposed modification

of the traditional information-oriented approach to the adoption of inno-

vations. It leads to importantly different predictions about the behavior

of adopters of different economic ranks.

Of course, this theoretical statement is not empirically obvious, and

alternative theories about the relation of economic rank and inclination to

risk could be constructed. iore important, adoption behavior is typically

recorded as a single act, not as a three part act in terms of the three

factors laid out above. Thus, in order to test the theoretical proposition

connected with the uncertainty-risk approach, a way must be found to express
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the facciors in capirical re carcn.

aYCT niS O E:BRICAjJPL SEARC

The uncertainty idea is a complex one that is subject to many

definitional problems, but one thing is clear- if the idea means anything,

ncerinty is geater in the arl stes of the introduction of an in-

novation and less in the later stapes. As soon as some people adopt an

innovation and use it for a time, they know more about its economic conse-

quences for someone in their situation, and their friends and neighbors

1-now more. The uncertainty of all of them about the economic consequence's

is reduced. 2 As this reduction of uncertainty occurs, the relevance of

inclination to :is12 lcscenc. Decisions to adopt become more straightforward

ones determined by the ability to pay and specific factors involving the

increasingly known characteristics of the innovation and the situation of

the particular farmer.

These ideas about uncertainty lead to two testable hypotheses about the

adoption of innovations. It may be hypothesized that, early in the adoption

process, inclination to risk is more important than ability to pay and

knowledge. Thus, Hypothesis A may be stated as follows.

.In the tages of adopotion (when uncertainty is hirh),roar

fa.rme rs will adopt more than rich farme.rs.

This is a Quixotic gesture in the face of the established positive relation

2. Clearly with ideally tested innovations and ideally informed farmers

there is little room for significant reduction of uncertainty, but all
innovations and farmers are not ideal.
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of economic ranki and adoption m ntioned above (ogers e 2a174-28r

End Shoemaker 1971 .187 . But, preliminary results show that, undEr certain

conditions, it is possible to question the established positive relation-

ship. I do not expect a general confirmation of the negative relationship

stated in the hypothesis. Rather I hope to establish scm:e qualifications

on the broad generalization that is now commonly accepted.

The second hypothesis is more important, for it avoids the unrealistic

absoluteness of Hypothesis A and its conventionally accepted alternative.

By using the notion of stages of the adoption process over which uncertainty

decreases, this hypothesis offers a more subtle and relevant test of the

uncertainty-risk idea in general and the proposition that inclination to

risk is negatively related to economic rank in Sje(CiLfii'.

The logic is as follows; if inclination to risk is more important in

the early stages of the adoption process, then the negative relation of

economic rank and adoption should be more important in the early stages of

the adoption process. Thus, if stages are compared, we should find an in.-

creasingly positive relation of economic rank and adoption as the innovation

becomes more wide-spread. This is true whether the overall relation is

positive or negative at the outset. It should be less positive (more

negative) in the early stages of adoption than in the later stages of

adoption. Hypothesis B may be stated as follows:

The positive difference between adoption rate in an earlystae of

the adopt ionarocess and adoption rate in a later stare of the

adoption process will increase as economic rack increases.
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As will be Thown below, this hypothesis is supported by preliminary resoronch.

UISTOLY OF TUP RESEAROK

The procosed research is -n expansion mnd modification of previous re-

search. It is partly a response to controversy engendered by publication

of preliminary results. Thus it seems relevant to briefly describe the

development of the ideas presented above, the nature of the original empirical

research and the published response to both the ideas and the preliminary

results. In this process, data relevant to the hypothesis stated above will

be presented.

Preliminary Work. The idea that adoption might be negatively related

to economic rank developed in Summer 1964 when I was doing research on

adoption of innovations in Zinacatan, Pexico. When the Zinacantan data-con-

firmed this counter-intuitive and counter-empirical idea, I sought additional

cases. Correspondence with a number of cooperative rural sociologists whose

publications indicated that they had appropriate data provided six addi-

tional cases and the preliminary results were published (Cancian 1967).

Figure 1 and Table 1 show that Hypothesis A is supported by four of seven

cases and Hypothesis D is supported by five of seven cases, when the rank

continuum is divided into quartiles and the relationship between Low Pjiddle

and High lddle quartiles is considered.

The four cases (Cancian, Dean et al, Fliegel and Lindstrom) that show

the Low Piddle rank adopting more than the High Piddle rank challenge the

accepted finding that the relation of economic rank and adoption rate is
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Japan Kentucky N. Carolina

Figure 1

Note: The lines are drawn to facilitate visual comparision of the points

which represent the data (see Table 1). Stage 1 shows adoption rate by

rank among the first 25% of the total population to adopt. Stage 2 shows

adoption rate by rank for the second 257 of the total population to adopt.

The ranks shown represent the middle ranks in a population divided into

quartiles. LM rank is the second quartile from the bottom. BM rank is

the third quartile from the bottom. Table 1 gives results for all four

quartiles.

1 See Cancian 1967 for full reference to studios by others.
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Table 1

ADOPTION RATES BY RANK AND STUDY*

Stage 1 Stage 2

Low- fligh- Low- High-
Study Low Middle Middle High Low Middle Middle lii, h

S17 21 16' 4( 0 15 30 49
- ,,an et at. 14 30 26 30 10 27 32 32

16 22 19 43 8 17 37 39
Gross 13 23 27 36 24 7 26 23

5. Lindstrom 18 27 23 33 20 28 29 22
6 Marsh & Coleman 23 13 24 40 27 11 26 36
7. Wilkening 10 11 25 54 17 18 23 42

*From Cancian 1067:922
**Percentage of row.



monotonic and positive. They suggest uhat analysis techniques often uscd

by raral sociologists (recression or ripartite division of the economiic

rank continuum) may be obscuring an imp ortant tendency towards a different

relation of economic cank and adoption rate in the middle ranks.

The five cases (those mentioned abova, plus harsh and Coleman) that

support hypothesis B represent more important support for the uncertainty-

risk modification of the traditional approach to the adoption of agricultural

innovations.

These very preliminary and imperfect findings in support of Hypotheses A

and 3 are made more plausible by an interesting fact about the deviant cases.

It seems that where discontinuities in the available data made it necessary

to use poor anprovimations to ouartiles as measures of economic ranks and

stages of adoption, confirmation of the hypotheses is less likely (Cancian

1967;925-926). That is, deviant cases would be eliminated by certain

reasonable standards of data quality control. While this fact has no apparent

theoretical relevance, it does give reason to believe that Hypotheses A and

B would receive stronger support from a larger and more carefully controlled

sample of cases.

These preliminary results were replicated in a full-scale study of

Zinacanteco responses to government corn-buying and road-building programs

done in 1966-67 and published in a book (Cancian 1972). With the book I

began setting the research in the context of an approach emphasizing action

under uncertainty.

Reactions. Reactions by the community of rural sociologists began before
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the appearance of the book, but the publishMd ones apeare(d after its

publication. They sees to have been stimnlated in part by my provocative,

but basically unimportant, identification of the high liddle rank with the

rmiddle class" and the consequent phrasing of the theory as an explanation

of "middle class conservatism."

In a long and critical review of the book Denton hOrrison justifies his

almost exclusive attention to the single chapter on rank and -risk-taking

theory with the remark that it "....challenges major aspects of existing

notions in the social science literature and deserves major scrutiny"

(1973 262). He concludes his review (page 265) as follows:

Cancian's theory, .method, and data are a model of explic-
itness and detail this is one of the reasons he is open
to soecifie criticir.n Thus I do not wih the above
remarks to negate the very important service he has
done in causing us to re-examine both the implicit
theory and the empirical evidence for the relation-
ship between stratification and innovation. But there
are crucial difficulties in his theory, method, data, and
interpretations that must give us "substantial uncertainty"
about the claims, despite the important and quite possibly
corrective stimulus Cancian has provided.

Garll 1 kilkening and Presser (1973) devoted a paper to criticism of

various aspects of the theory and research. They make appropriate and tel-

ling criticisms of the specification and analysis of my Hypotheses 1; 2, 3,

4, 7, and 8 which involve the relation of the variables across all four

economic ranks. However, they do not undermine the tests of the central

ideas embodied in Hypotheses 5 and 6 (Hypotheses A and B here). As is clear

in all the publications, Hypotheses 5 and 6 (A and B here), which are

specified for the middle ranks, are the crucial ones. GarNell, Wilkening



and Presser's single attemnp to challen.;'e thOse hY-irortheses involves a

serious error on their part.

Mbile, in a sense, 1 would like to arge that critical respnnre t

publication of the theory and the preliminary results is a better measure

of their importance than positive response, I will list the published

positive response that has come to my attention. Kivlin and Fliegel (1968)

and Stanfield and Uhiting (1972' employ the idea of "middle class conserva-

tism" that emerges from the preliminary finding that the High Kiddle rank

may adopt innovations more slowly than the Low Aiddle rank. Layton (1973)

uses the entire framework in interpretation of a French community. Almy

(1974) has systematically tested the theory and provided independent con-

firmation of the central hypotheses.

Gartfll, Wilkening and Presser's criticisms involved the addition of
A

one case to my data. y replication in Zinacatan (Cancian 1972) involved

additional measures in one of the populations included in the original

3. Garte11, 1Wilhening and Presser (1973 397) reinterpret Hypothesis 6
(Hypothesis 3 here> and recalculate results on the basis of this reinterpre-
tation. Tn their Table 2 (page 3)3) they sho the hypothesis confirmed in
only one of eight cases. Further down the page, they slide gently into the
conclusion that "Gverall, the test results of hypotheses 5 and 6 suggest
that the inhibiting effect (Cancian's original theory) is not consistently
manifest." If their recalculations had been appropriate, they might have
been less gentle. In fact, their recalculations are based on an entirely
inappropriate assumption stated on page 397. "Hypothesis 6 .... clearly
implies that there will be a higher rate of adoption in Stage I than in
Stage I for both the Kigh Aiddle and Lo. Iliddle categories. Terms on both
sides of the equation should be nositive (emphasis in the original)."
They neglect the- rather obvious fact that the adoption rates across stages
in the data are largely an artifact of the definition of stages and the
discontinuities in the data. Given this, the principles on which they base
their recalculations are meaningless.
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(Cancian 1967, study. Such corpiling of smalI numbers of cases is in-

app?2priate given the nature of the questions ashed. Thus, I am presently

involved in an attempt to enlarge the sample substantially.

Present hork:. I am presently trying to gather additional cases.

Letters have been sent to nore than 25 scholars and institutions whose

publications indicate that they may have aupropriate data. . A covering

letter explaining my purpose is tailored to the situation of.the addressee.

In addition, each addressee is sent a description'of my-nbeds that is at-

tached here as Appendix 1. The literature search continues.

While no data sets have been received at this writing, several pro-

mising responses have been received. Even with the kind cooperation of

others, locating data sets requires rch detective work. Investigators

change institutions, co-authors lose track of each other, data and code

books are misplaced. I hope to have twenty or more data sets located by

the end of this academic year (June 1975), and expect that several of these

will actually be in my hands by that time.

This work is proceeding with the aid of one half-time research assist-

ant paid by a small grant from the Stanford Center for Research in Inter-

national Studies. The grant also provides a small amount for incidental

expenses and travel.

With this proposal I am requesting funds for- 1. collection of data

that are located and available, but expensive to obtain, 2. support of

myelf and assistants during the period of analysis and report preparation,

and 3. computer time and other expenses incidental to the analysis. Details



of the use- of funds are "-u)plicd in t", bulo a tho ran Lfet :urnLi Ion

section below.

SIGiTFIZInCAhO]- C7 TIS

The work described above is important in at least two ways.

1. The uncertainty-risc approach implies that r' ga for change

(specifically those focused on agricultural practices among small farmers

in the United States and elsewhere) should be reevaluated in two major ways

a. inclination to risk, rather than access to information and ability to

process it, may be crucial at the beginning of the process of change, and

b. the high middle ranks (the "17iddle Class"), which is often the cultural

ideal and the focus of change efforts, may be, for a number of reasons,

particularly conservative and an especially poor initial target for change

programs.

These ideas have three immediate, concrete implications for the admin-

istration of change programs designed to increase agricultural productivity.

First, information diffusion, insofar as it is used, should be aimed at

lower-than-average income farmers. Second, technology development and

credit programs should be tailored to an investment level that can be at-

tained by lower--than-average income farmers. Third, investments in

infrastructure, like roads and agricultural technology, should concentrate

on opening opportunities loosely defined. Less should be planned in detail,

and more should -be left to the ingenuity of the farmer. He will adopt with

incomplete information. He will determine the ultimate suitability of the
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innov at ion for his situation This last point should not be taken to

encourao teehnological Irrespensibility on the part of the developr.s of

new techniques. Rather it sua-gests that the ultimate decision must be

shared with the farmer.

The data used to test the theory in my previous studies were sufficient

to draw attention to the theory and to cause some upset on the part of

investigators devoted to established perspectives, but they were not suf-

ficient to convince them (or me\ that the major elements of the theory must

be routinely considered in the design of research on change and innovation.

The research proposed here will permit analysis of many more studies which

should: a. substantiate the importance of the theory (if in fact it is

confirmed in these te3t- , and b. aid in specification of the conditions

under which the theory may or may not be applicable. That is, further

concrete implications for change and innovation research should emerge.

2. The uncertainty-risk approach may also be seen as part of a larger

trend that is developing an alternative to what I call "information-

oriented" approaches to action. These latter include various applications

of micro-economic theory, decision-making approaches in psychology and

anthropology, and communication research in rural sociology. All of these

approaches treat the initiation of action as the result of a rational

calculation made in terms of specified goals and kmnown conditions. To put

it crudely, deviations from perfect information about goals and implications

of action and from perfectly rational calculation are problems for these

m.todels.
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The alternativc to the rational-calculaTion, infornation-Oriented

approach attends directly to the uncertainty and complexity that everyday

life forces on the actor. An important part of this alternative anproach

is embodied in Simon's principle of bounded rationality. "The capacity of

the human mind for formulating and solving complex problems is very small

compared with the size of the problems whose solution is required for

objectively rational behavior in the real world - or even for a reasonable

approximation to such objective rationality" (1957;98>. This principle is

the basis of Simon's well-kinorn idea that actors are often "satisficing"

rather than maximizing. More recently, Karch (1972) has written about the

manner in which models of action used by social scientists restrict our re-

search and our concentions of what is appropriate and rossible, Crozier's

(1964) attention to the function of uncertainty in organizations is also

part of the shift in emphasis, broadly defined.

The approach presented here is one concrete application of these general

ideas. It is important because it involves a specific research application

that is directly parallel to studies done within the information-oriented

tradition. And it is important because it begins to face the obvious problem:

how can we use a rigorous model to study a natural situation characterized

by looseness and uncertainty? This is a problem that the rational-calcula-

tion, information-oriented approach does not have to face, because the

character of its model is consistent with its characterization of the

nature of human action (see Cancian 1966, 1974 for brief discussions of

related problems).



The proposed research may be seen as an attempt to draw out the

implications of the idea that ignorance' and unceatainty are often as basic

as information and rationality in situations of change. Here I have used

variance in uncertainty (over stages of innovation' to specify the impli--

cations of the approach. This is the kind of basic step that will, I hope,

contribute to the development of rigorous models of loose, complex and

uncertain natural situations.
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PERSOYLTEL LID FACILITIES

Principal. Inve stifgato

Frank Cancian was born in Stafford Springs, Connecticut on August 14, 1934.

He received a B.A., in philosophy, from Uesleyan University in 1956, studied

in Italy on a Fulbright Grant in 1956-67, and worked as a reporter-photo-

grapher for the Providence Journal Company in 1957-58. He received a Ph.D.

in Social Anthropology from the Department of Social Relations, Harvard

University, in 1963, and has taught at Harvard University (Instructor

1963-64), Cornell University (Associate Professor 1966-69) and Stanford

University (Assistant Professor 1964-66 and Professor 1969 to present).

In 1966-67 he was a Foreign Area lellowship Program Posk-doctoral fellow

in Latin American Studies, and in 1970-71 he was a fellow at the Center

for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. His recent teaching has

concentrated on Economic Anthropology, Social Stratification and Design

of Field Research. His major field work, totaling about 36 months on

seven trips between 1960 and 1971, has been in Zinacantan, !exico. He is

Chairperson of Anthropology at Stanford. His relevant publications are

listed under references cited above.

Research Assistants

Research assistants will be recruited from the graduate student body

in Anthropology and Sociology, or from the community. Two ideal candidates

are described (with their permission) below. Active recruitment of the



best qualified personnel will begin as soon as funds are conniLM

Qrlord Ueeley received a B.A. in Political SCiencc from Smi th & 11

in 1969, has a K.A.T. degree from Antioch College and has done graduate

work at Sarah Lawrence College, She started a school in Philadelphia under

a grant from the city, and she worked as northern California editor of the

T,.. Guide for more than a year. She is presently a second year graduate

student in Anthropology at Stanford, where her interests include the

study of social stratification. Her editorial and organizational skills

in combination with her skills as a social scientist would be invaluable

in the proposed research.

Thomas Clenn received a B.A. in Economics from Stanford University in

163 and did graduate work in Economics at Tulane University. 
he taught

Economics, including courses in micro-economic theory, 
international

economics, urban economics and mathematics for economists during eight

years of teaching, two as an instructor at Tulane, four as an assistant

professor at Franklin and h-arshall College 
and two as a lecturer at

California State University at San Francisco. 
He is presently a second-

year graduate student, and his topical specialty is economic anthropology.

His extensive emperience in computer programming and his 
very strong

academic background in statistics in combination with his skills as a

social scientist would be invaluable in the proposed research.
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Facilities

A 400-souar- oot., furnished office ,.ill be avail'ble for tho exclusive

use of the project, and space for secretarial work and long- onn starage

will be available in the some buildin-. It is convenient to Stanford's

central com~puter facility, which is excellent.



.TheSampie:

Two-hundred or wore farmers living in the same community.

Populations whoce members live in different physical communities may be

used insofar as they form a reference group,

For populations that include many part-time farmers, it will be useful

to separate out full-time and part-Lime farmers and to concentrate on analysis

of full-time farmers.

For populations that include many different types of farming (e.g., grains

and dairy) it will be useful to separate the major types of activity.

Economic Rank Variable:

Acreage, number of animals and gross value of annual product will be taken

as very good measures of this variable.

Level of living, tax reports, ratings by alters, etc., may also be used.

While data providing a continuous distribution on this variable would be

ideal, any data permitting division of the population into approximate quartiles

will bc useable.

Adoption Variable:

Time (year) of adoption of a crucial innovation will be the ideal measure

of this variable.

Indices based on time of adoption of many innovations or on the 
number of

innovations adopted by a given point in time may also be used.

For indices that include expensive and inexpensive innovations, 
it will

be useful to be able to separate innovations on the basis of cost.

While data providing continuous distribution on this variable would be

ideal, any data permitting the division of the population into approximate

quartiles will be useable.

Other Variables:

It will be useful to be able to control for age, education, types and

number of information sources and other variables that are often important to

adoption.

Frank Cancian
Department of Anthropology

Stanford University -
Stanford, Cal i fornia 94305



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Supervisors of External Research Projects DATE: April 30, 1979

FROM: Suman Bery, VPD k)3

SUBJECT: Project Narratives

1. In preparing the 1979 edition of the Abstracts of

Current Studies booklet, we plan to retain substantially the
same format followed last year. On this basis and following

the guidelines set out below, I would appreciate it if you

would prepare, by c.o.b. Thursday, May 31 a narrative on the

research project(s) that you supervise. Your draft of 3-4

pages (double spaced) should consist of a main narrative
section followed by three summary sections on project

responsibility, completion, and published reports.

2. Though coverage will vary among projects, the

Narrative Section should deal with the following:

(i) The Project Framework: The nature of the topic
being considered; the approaches taken so far

and how this research project differs from or

improves upon other studies in the same area of

concentration, and how the Bank has so far dealt
with the problem being considered. For research
that evaluates Bank development projects, the
project should be described in some detail.

(ii) Objectives and Strategy: This discussion, with
the one on methodology, forms the major part of

the narrative. It should address the issue of

the usefulness of this study for Bank policy and
operations, for policymaking agencies in
developing countries, and more generally, for

the development community? It would be helpful

if you could make explicit why the Bank and not

a university or some other institution has
undertaken this research. Include here, or as

a separate paragraph, a description of the

output(s) expected from the project. If the

study is carried out in phases, describe how the

current phase builds on earlier ones (enumerating
major findings from these earlier phases) and how

it lays the groundwork for further analysis.

(iii) Methodology: Describe, as appropriate, the
features of the model structure used; how
surveys have been designed and carried out;



Project Supervisors - 2 - April 30, 1979

how different portions of the research relate
to each other. Avoid equations, but do not
hesitate to elaborate on technical aspects you
feel are essential for a clear understanding
of the project.

(iv) Outputs of the project (if not covered else-
where), and planned extensions of the work.

3. The narrative should end with three Summary Sections
giving the following information:

(i) Responsbility: The names of the Departments,
Bank staff members, and consultants involved
in the project. For research with collaborating
institutions, list their full names and
locations and summarize their contributions to
the research design and execution. In addition,
this section should also indicate whether

government ministries or other public agencies
are involved, through awareness and approval,
if not active participation.

(ii) Completion Date: The month and year in which

the project is expected to be completed.
Please be more specific than "final report is
being prepared."

(iii) Reports: List the books, Occasional Papers,
Staff Working Papers, journal articles, and
other reports that have been completed and
are available to the public. Articles issued
in the World Bank Reprint Series should be so
indicated. The reports should be listed in a
standard professional format, with author,
title, publisher, date of publication, and,
for a journal article, volume number and date.
For publications in languages other than
English, special attention should be given to
accents and spelling.

4. An assistant will be available in early June for a

limited time to work with you, as necessary, to revise your
drafts. Please, therefore, make sure that the drafts reach

me no later than c.o.b. Thursday, May 31.

cc: Mrs. Hughes, Messrs. Duloy, B.B. King, Habte, Haq,

Jaycox, Rovani, Willoughby, Yudelman, de la Renaudiere,

Thalwitz
Ms. Hidalgo-Gato, Peter, Stout, McLeod, P. Moses,
C. King, de Tchihatchef, Weaving, Hazzah
Messrs. Bhatnagar, Veraart, Gomez, Soncini, Kang,

Rathnam, Lowther



FORM NO.75 THE WORLD BANK
(9-78)

DATE:
ROUTING SLIP April 26, 1979

NAME ROOM NO.

Mrs. Hughes

Mr. Cheetham

Mr. Bery,

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

)TE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

I shall be seeting Robert Wood at
10 a.m. on May 2.

FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Benjamin B. King K4000 -61001



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution below DATE: April 26, 1979

FROM: Benjamin B. King 4 p RESEARCH LIBRARY COPY
SUBJECT: Visit of Director of ODI

1. Please see the attached letter from Robert Wood. He is,
in effect, asking for support from the Bank for some ODI projects.
Past experience suggests that working with ODI is not easy, since
they want us to act like a Foundation, although we tell them that's
not what we are. Unless there is a very good case for support, I
would, therefore, suggest keeping our distance.

2. However, we may be interested in keeping tabs on some of
the projects. I am therefore circulating numbers 1 and 5 to those
who might be interested. Please let me know by c.o.b. Tuesday,
May 1, if there is anything you want me to say to Robert Wood or
if you'd like to see him yourself.

Attachments

Distribution

Mr. Westphal (1, 5)
Mr. Anderson (1)
Ms. Cortes (1)
Mr. Keesing (5)
Mr. Mazumdar (1)



Those Listed Below April 25, 1979

Suman Bery, VPD

A Panel to Review a Research Proposal:
"The Construction of Econometric Models
for the Supply of Perennials"

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. J. Benard (Chairman),
C. Blitzer, T.N. Srinivasan, C. Carlier and A. Green has been
established to review the attached proposal on Wednesday,
May 2nd at 10:00 p.m. in Room K3700.

Staff Amount
Propoal Res _onsible Recuested

The Construction of M.J. Hartley $85,000
Econometric Models for
the Supply of Perennials

2. The panel is expected to consider issues such as:

(i) Is the proposed research of interest to the Bank:

(ii) What contribution are the research findings expected
to make to the Bank's operations?

(iii) Are the hypotheses to be tested and the methods of
analysis well defined'

(iv) Are organizational arrangements adequate and clearly
specified?

3. The proposal was discussed in draft form at a workshop
on April 13th. As a result of the workshop discussion the
scope and phasing of the proposal were altered. These changes
are outlined in the memorandum "Response to Suggestions in
Workshop on Research Proposal on Perennials ", which is attached
to the present proposal. Also attached are guidelines designed
for the preparation and submission of research proposal, which
may be of assistanct in the review.

4. I would appreciate receiving the recommendations of
the panel by Monday, May 7th.

Attachment (s)

Distribution:

Messrs. J. Benard, C. Blitzer, T.N. Srinivasan,
C. Carlier, A. Green

cc: Messrs. B.B. King, M.J. Hartley

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / iNTERNATIONAL FBNANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM CKw
TO: Those Listed Below DATE: April 23, 1979

FROM Suman Bery, VPD44

SUBJECT: A Panel to Review a Research Proposal:
"Sector Planning for Agriculture and
Rural Development"

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. R. Picciotto (Chairman),
G. Pyatt, 0. Price, P. Naylor and W.I. Jones has been established
to review the attached proposal on Thursday, April 26th at 4:00 p.m.
in Room A330.

2. The panel is expected to consider issues such as:

(i) Is the proposed research of interest to the Bank?

(ii) What contribution will the research findings make
to the Bank's operations?

(iii) Is the scope and method of the work proposed well
defined? Are organizational arrangements clearly
specified and adequate for the task?

Guidelines for the preparation and submission of research
proposals are attached. These may be of assistance in the
review.

3. I would appreciate receiving the recommendations of
the panel by Thursday, May 3rd.

Attachment (s)

Distribution:

Messrs. R. Picciotto, G. Pyatt, 0. Price
P. Naylor, W.I. Jones, B. Balassa.

cc: Messrs. G. Donaldson, M. Yudelman, P. Scandizzo

SKBery:bf



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Larry Westpha DATE: April 10, 1979

FROM: Suman Bery, VPD -6

SUBJECT: Your draft announcement: "Exports of

Technology from Semi-Industrial Economies"

1. Thank you for allowing me to comment on this draft.

2. What you propose represents an ambitious 
attack or

an important set of issues. At present it comes across as a

full scale program of research, given the 
variety of sectors

and activities you intend to encompass. 
I would favor concen-

tration on industrial technology at present. 
Generalizations

to other sectors could proceed once the 
theoretical framework

and mode of attack were clearly established. 
Within industry,

the factors influencing capital goods exports are 
likely to

be different from those influencing service 
exports. This

distinction might be more sharply drawn.

3 If the finalized version of this 'announcement' is

intended for a non-DPS audience, the tone and balance 
of your

sections 'Why Research ... ' and 'Justification for Bank

Involvement' should be altered. The current draft stresses

the academic interest. Instead, I would suggest reversing the

order of A and B on p. 2 (and in the ensuing narrative). The

section on Bank involvement would be strengthened by 
your

identifying the policy and lending implications of the

research more explicitly. The reference to the internal and

external panels and to academic interest 
should come as an

additional endorsement rather than as 
the main justification.

4. Presentationally, I would suggest that the list

of questions on p. 11 come sooner, on p. 2. I also think that

the present paragraphs 5 through 
13 could be made more succinct.

5. I hope these comments are helpful. 
I look forward

to the finalized version.

cc: Messrs. B. Balassa, B.B. King, M. Selowsky

SKBery:bf



Mr. Friedrich Kahnert, URBOR April 6, 1979

Uche Mbanefo, WAPID

Research Proposal CEPAZE

Your memorandum and attachments of March 29 on the above subject

have been reviewed by members of our Division who work on Cameroon and
Mali. The staff member who works on Upper Volta is away on mission.

Nevertheless, the attached note, prepared by Ms. Insel4 who is familiar
with Mali, is fairly representative of the general feeling in this division

towards the proposed research project. I trust that you and the project

planners will find her comments and suggestions useful.

cc: Ms. Insel (WAPID), Messrs. Beguary and Hindle (WAPID).

UMbanefo/an

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



DRAFT
BInsel/td

TO: Serge Guetta April 4, 1979

FROM: Barbara Insel

SUBJECT: Research Proposal by CEPAZE

1. The attached proposal would study artisans in Cameroon, Upper Volta

and Mali through the following arrangenents for about $75,000:

- 3 weeks in the field in each country to review artisan problems;

- fourteen weeks to prepare report;

- a final three weeks summary visit over a one year period.

The nature of the final product expected is not described. Apparently,

some financial participation is expected from the Bank.

2. I have two comments:

1) The issues to be investigated are generally described and

appear to be essentially a summary of the conventional

wisdoms of artisans' problems. I am somewhat concerned that

CEPAZE may end up "re-inventing the wheel" - repeating the most

obvious of what we know about this sector. I would like to

see some evidence that they have reviewed current developments,

projects, etc. For example, there are at least three studies of

Mali's artisans plus several of the tax and regulation system,

in addition to one consultant's report. They should, if

they can, build on this work and not repeat it.

2) I am not sure what can be accomplished in three weeks in each

country with such a broad set of objectives. It's a bit of a

fishing expedition and, while some interesting insights might

evolve, no coherent program of development is likely.

3. In sum, I would recommend:

- a clearly defined preparation plan for each country, to avoid

repeating existing work;
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- a clearly defined set of objectives, i.e. specific problems

on which to focus and recommendations for their solution.

- either a longer initial period in each country or a more

clearly focused (both intellectually and geographically) program

within, or perhaps reduction to one or two rather than three

countries;

- a clearer definition of the products to be produced by this

study, perhaps integrated into our project preparation/implementation

activities.

Although generally, while all insights into this problem are useful, I do

not have high hopes for any practical benefits from this study as

presented.



Those Listed Below April 4, 1979

Suman Bery, VPD

Workshop discussion of research proposals
"Programming Models for Project Design*

You are invited to a workshop discussion of the
attached draft research proposal, submitted by the DRC.
The workshop will be held in Room K-3700 at 3:00 p.m.
on Monday, April 9th.

Attachment

Distributions

Mesarms J. Cleave
G. Donaldson
A.C. Egbert
J. Linn
P. Naylor
R. Picciotto
I.J. Singh
H. van der Tak
P. Zuckerman
A. Ray

cc: Messrs. Balassa, Candler, Duloy, Kutcher

SKBerytbf



Form No. 1168
(4/77)

WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM

Project Proposal

Date of Submission

3/22/79

PART I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

1. Title: A Comparative Study of Labor Market Consequences of Educational Expansion

2. Department(s) Responsible: 3. Staff Participation
a. Principal Supervisor: R. H. Sabot

Development Economics b. Others Responsible:

4. . of Contracts: 5. Estimated Total Cost: $78,.U20

6. Estimated Total Staff Time Required (weeks): 65

Professional: 65 Assistant:

PART II. COORDINATION AND APPROVAL

1. Interdepartmental Coordination:

Do not Support
Support No Project-Comment

Department Name and Signature Project Objection Submitted

a. Education

b. E. A. Projects

c. E. A. Programs

2. Departmental Approval:

Division Chief (signature) Department Direct6/- (signature)



Form No. 1168
(4/77)
Project Proposal Page 2

PART III. IMPLEMENTATION

1. Date Work to Start: September 1979 2. Date First Draft Expected: August 1980

3. Date Final Report Expected: June 1981
4. Implementation Method: Names:

a. Bank Staff................................./x/ R. H. Sabot
J. B. Knight, P. Collier,

b. Individual Consultants..................../ x/ M. J. Bowman
Economic Research Bureau

c. Developing Country Contractor/Institute.. ZJ University of Dar es Salaam

d. Developed Country Contractor/Institute ... /7 _

e. Conference or Seminar. ............................ __

Proposed Liaison with Operating Departments:

6. Reports Expected in the First Year:

Drafts of each of the country studies, including preliminary results of the

econometric analysis of changes in the structure of wages in Tanzania between 1971 and 1979.

PART IV. FINANCIAL AND STAFF RESOURCES

1. DollarlCosts (Estimated Disbursements by Fiscal Year):
Aftr

___80 FY 81 FY FY Total

a. Consultant Fees 11,250 11,250 22,500

b. Travel 15,860 6,660 22,520

c. Data Processing 2,000 1,000 3,000

d. Other Contractual Services 26,500 3,500 30,000

e. Contingencies

Total 55,610 22,410_ 78.020

2. Staff Requirements (Estimated staff-weeks by Fiscal Year):
_ _After

FY FY FY Fy Total

a. Professional 32 33 60

b. Assistant 32 33

Total



SUMHARY

1. Many developing countries have experienced rapid expansion of

educational enrollments over the last couple of decades. Though various

economic rationales have been found for such expansion, government policies

have no doubt been influenced by the pressures for educational provision

which arise from high private rates of return to education. The answer

to the policy question of whether educational expansion is too great, or
too little, requires a measure of the.social value of additional education.
Empirical knowledge of the relationship between education and labor pro-
ductivity is derived mostly from one-shot surveys of modern wage employ-
ment. Little is known about the impact of education on labor productivity

in agriculture or in non-agricultural self-employment. Even less can be

said about how the relationships between education and labor productivity
have changed over time. There is research underway or plarned to fill

the first two gaps. The study we are proposing here is designed mainly

but not exclusively to begin the process of filling the third gap, namely:

as the education level of the labor force increases, how does the addi-

tional education affect labor productivity?-

2. Whereas for competitive labor markets economists have a simple
method of estimating marginal benefits, in uncompetitive labor markets a
knowledge of the destinations in the labor market of the additional school-
leavers is required. Mean earnings of the existing labor force of a particu-
lar educational category are then a poor guide to the earnings of additional
members of that educational category, who may "filter down" into lesser jobs

in the formal sector, enter the informal sector or the agriculture sector,

or become unemployed. We are not proposing fully fledged social rate of

return studies. Our concern is with the process of adjustment in the labor

market to educational expansion. We are interested in the extent to which

labor markets are competitive or uncompetitive, have flexible or fixed

wages, are unified or segmented, and in the consequences of such labor

market characteristics for the absorption of the newly educated. However,

the project should have useful methodological and practical implications

for the value and refinement of social rate of return analysis.

3. The analytical framework developed for this project introduces

the concept of occupational specific production functions, a generaliza-

tion of the observation that the relation between education and earnings

(productivity) depends on occupation. The framework is mainly clarifica-

tory rather than operational. It does, however, fulfill three important

functions in the empirical analysis of the impact of a shift in the supply

curve of educated labor:



a. It shows that labor markets with different characteristics

will adjust differently to similar increases in the supply

of educated manpower. It also shows why and how judgments

regarding the social benefit from additional education must

take account of differences in labor market characteristics.

b.. The framework suggests two sets of indicators: one set to

examine whether the supply of educated job seekers is in-

creasing relative to the demand, the other to examine how

the labor market adjusts to an increase in relative supply.

c. The framework is an interpretative tool. Differences among
countries in the pattern of adjustment indicators suggest
differences in the underlying labor market mechanisms at work.

The framework can be used to specify these latter differences.

4. Among other tasks such as documenting trends in the quantity

and quality of education, the empirical analysis will involve the con-

struction of labor market adjustment indicators, noted above, for each

of the countries. Trends in the educational composition of the labor

force in different sectors, of participation rates, of the unemployed,
in the education-occupation matrix of employees, in the occupational and

educational structure of wages, in the relationships between education

level, length of job search and entry wages for labor-force entrants, to

name a few, will be documented. Our focus in much of this analysis will
be on the labor market as a whole. For some of the analysis, however, our

focus will be on one urban sub-sector for which there is a particularly

rich data lode (see 7 below). Within the framework of this more narrowly
focused analysis we will be able to "test" econometrically a variety of

hypotheses regarding the influence of education expansion changes over
time in the structure of wages.

5. There is interest in the labor market consequences of educational
expansion among those in the Bank concerned with lending for education and

among country economists. The latter are often called upon to assess the

impact of educational expansion on economic growth, on the distribution of
income and on the efficiency with which labor is allocated, and to advise
governments on the optimal rate and structure of future expansion. The
need for improvements of the analysis of the linkages between education and
the labor market as a basis for the assessments made by country economists
has recently been emphasized. Their clearer analytic framework, their
greater depth,- their comparative orientation and their goals of identifying
priorities for research on external efficiency and for changes in the economic

work programs of the regional departments as they relate to education and the
labor market, distinguishes the proposed case studies from current work done
in the regions.



6. It is important that, in the countries selected for study,
the analysis should not be unduly constrained by either a lack of data

or initial ignorance of the workings of the labor market. Moreover,

some of the questions to be raised are best answered by comparing one
country with another. Tanzania is rich in relevant data and the principal

researchers have previously analysed other dimensions of its labor market.

Kenya is a natural comparator of Tanzania. Their economies possess many

characteristics in comon, but since Independence they have increasingly

diverged in their rates of educational expansion and in the extent of

government intervention in the labor market. A preliminary examination

of the evidence suggests that in Kenya the supply of post-primary leavers

has outstripped demand in occupations where earlier cohorts were employed,

while in Tanzania the opposite is the case. The research on Kenya will

extend ongoing work in the Bank and can be accomplished with the application

of limited additional time and funds.-

7. A premise underlying this proposal is that in each of the countries

included in the study there is an abundance of data, generated perhaps for

other purposes, that has not previously been exploited for the purpose of

analyzing the adjustment of labor markets to educational expansion. This

premise is based on the assessments of data availability made by the 
partici-

pant researchers who have extensive experience in these countries working on

labor market and related issues. In Tanzania existing sources will be supple-

mented by the collection of new data. A sample survey of 1,000 manufacturing

employees administered by Sabot in 1971 will be duplicated. The original

survey has been used by Knight and Sabot for an intensive cross-section

econometric analysis of earnings. Administering the survey in the same

establishments eight years later will enable the examination of changes in

the structure of wages over time. The opportunity to make precise time series

comparisons of this sort may well be unique for developing countries.

8. Interest in improving the comprehension and analysis of the labor
market consequences of rapid expansion of the educational system is strong

among staff engaged in project preparation and country economic analysis.

The comparative advantage of Bank staff members, however, in conducting such

research is less marked. Thus it seems advisable to have much of the research

conducted by consultants. Also it is our intention to associate with the

project a staff member of the Economic Research Bureau of the University of

Dar es Salaam or of the Manpower Planning Division of the Treasury. He will

collaborate in the administration of the sample survey of wage employees

and on aspects of the subsequent research. The team of interviewers for

the 1971 survey was comprised of economics students of the University; we

intend to make similar arrangements for the new survey.
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I. Objectives and Strategy

l.A. Objectives and General Problem

We propose to comprehend and analyse in some detail the

experience of several developing countries which have pursued policies

of educational expansion. In the first phase of the project, for which

we are currently seeking financial support, we will focus on Tanzania and

Kenya. Assuming the results of these studies fulfill our expectations,

a proposal to replicate the study in other countries will be submitted.

Alternatively we leave the door open for a proposal for more research

in these countries if phase one suggests that that is the right way

to go. Our main objeccive is to determine how labor markets in these

countries have adjusted to an increase - in the domestic supply of

educated labor. This positive analysis should assist both labor market

and educational policy making.

Many developing countries have experienced rapid expans~ion of edu-

1/

-cational enrollments over the last couple of decades. Various economic

rationales have been found for such expansion: that more education increases

the productivity of the labor force, that it reduces inequality in the distri-

bution of labor incomes, and that it reduces dependence on foreign sources

of skills and educated manpower. However, government policies have no doubt

been influenced by the pressures for educational provision which arise from high

private rates of return to education. It is an increasingly common view that

educational expansion has gone too far in some developing countries, and that

1/ Between 1950 and 1970 school enrollments in Africa increased four-fold

at the primary and tertiary levels; seven-fold at the secondary level.

The rate of growth of total enrollments was markedly higher than in

Asia and Latin America and more than 3.5 times the growth rate in

developed countries.
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there is danger of it going too far in others. Evidence such as is

found in Kenya, of sharp declines in the ratio of modern sector job open-

ings to labor market entrants with secondary or higher education, of marked

changes in the occupation-education matrix, and of high rates of unemploy-

ment among school leavers is used to corroborate this view. In other

countries such as Tanzania, these trends are not apparent.

Such evidence is, moreover, consistent with there still being

high social rates of return to education. 1/ The answer to the policy

question of whether educational expansion is too great, or too little, requires

a measure of the social value of additional education. Whereas for competitive

labor markets economists have a simple method of estimating marginal benefits,

the existence of uncompetitive labor markets requires a knowledge of the

destinations in the labor market of the additional schoolleavers. Mean

earnings of the existing labor force of a particular educational category

are then a poor guide to the earnings of additional members of that educa-

tional category, who may 'filter down' into lesser jobs in the formal sector,

enter the informal sector,or the agriculture sector, or become unemployed.

We are not proposing fully fledged social rate of return studies.

Our concern is with the process of adjustment in the labor market to educa-

tional expansion. We are interested in the extent to which labor markets

are competitive or uncompetitive, have flexible or fixed wages, are unified

or segmented, and in the consequences of such labor market characteristics

for the absorption of the newly educated. However, the project should have

useful methodological and practical implications for the value and refine-

ment of social rate of return analysis.

1/ An increase in the proportion of employment opportunities going to

workers with post-primary education may not be "credentials inflation":

it could be interpreted as a manifestation of human capital deepening.
Likewise the unemployment of school-leavers may be seen as due to

predictable lags in the adjustment of expecations, of education-occupa-

tion linkages and of the occupational structure of wages to the rapid
increase in the supply of educated labor, in which case its social 0
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By examining the determination of the earnings of the educated, and

the importance of market and institutional forces in that determination,

it will be possible to show the effects of educational expansion on the

distribution of labor income. It is relevant to ask whether and how an

increase in educational supply relative to demand compresses the structure

1/
of earnings.- The study will therefore have implications for the formu-

lation of incomes and distributional policies.

1.B Origin of Interest in the Problems Within the Bank

The Bank's first education project was presented to the Execu-

tive Directors in 1962 after it had "become clear that the lack of

qualified manpower in developing countries-was a serious obstacle to the

successful implementation of many of the Bank's own projects in particu-

2/
lar and to the process of development in general.'- Lending for

education has increased from $5 million in 1963 to $352 million in

1978. Forty seven percent of all education loans made during this

period were to African countries. Lending for education is a larger

component of the lending programme in the African regions than in any

other region.

Interest in the labour market consequences of educational

expansion originates from those in the Bank concerned with lending for

education. Project staff now recognise the need to view education projec:s

1/ In the industrial countries educational 
expansion is credited

with the steady compression during the twentieth century 
of

the occupational structure of wages.

2/ "Education Sector Working Paper," 1974.



in a wider context. In the "Annual Review of Project Performance Audit

Results"L/ it is emphasized that "the Bank remained preoccupied with

the risk of unemployment of secondary school graduates and the recurrent

and social cost implications of expanding (education) systems too

rapidly." The primary concern of education project staff is, however,

naturally with the internal efficiency of educational systems.

The interest in the issues we propose to examine is

greater among staff engaged in country economic work. Country economists

are often called upon to assess the impact of educational expansion on

economic growth, on the distribution of income and on the efficiency with

which labour is allocated, and to advise governments on the optimal rate

and structure of future expansions. They consequently give greater

emphasis to the external efficiency of the education system. The need

for improvement of the analysis of the linkages between education and

the labour market as a basis for the assessments made by country economists

was recently emphasized in the "Functional Review of Employment in Country

Economic Reports." There it was noted that "reports tended to deal

separately with education and employment. 
While the division of labour

in report preparation is inevitable, there is scope for improving 
the

linkage between the employment and education sections. 
The determination

1/ World Bank, November 1978.
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of the size and content of the education investment programme should

emerge inter alia from an analysis of the skilled manpower situation and

a review of the country's training needs. The reports' discussion of these

issues was frequently weak." The External Advisory Panel on Education

recommended an increase in research on various aspects of the internal

and external efficiency of educational systems, in effect suggesting the

need for the type of macro-economic evaluation of recent educational

experience that we are proposing.

1.C Relationship to Other Current and Planned Research

In the Bank, education research accounts for only 5% of the alloca-

tions of the Research Committee and roughly half of all education research
1/

projects focus on internal efficiency issues. The proposed project will be

concerned primarily with the external efficiency of educational systems.

Until recently empirical knowledge of the relationship between

education and labor productivity was derived solely from scattered one-shot

surveys of modern wage employment. Little was known about the impact of edu-

cation on labor productivity in agriculture or in non-agricultural self-

employment. Nor could much be said about how the relationships between edu-

cation and labor productivity have changed over time.

Dean Jamison's DEDPH research in rural Nepal is designed to partly fill one

of these gaps in our understanding of the impact of education on labor pro-

ductivity: his work is concerned with the extent to which and how the formal

1/ "Education Research and the Bank," paper prepared for the External
Advisory Panel on Education, 1978.
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schooling of farmers affects their efficiency as farm managers. A proposal

for research applying to non-agricultural self-employment production function

techniques of analysis similar to those being used by Jamison in his agri-

cultural sector study is currently in the early stages of preparation in

DEDPH. The study we are proposing here is designed mainly but not exclu-

sively to begin the process of filling the third gap, namely: as the edu-

cation level of the labor force increases, how does the additional

education affect labor productivity?

A substantial part of the reseaich now underway in the DEDER is

concerned with the structure and operation of labor markets. The project on
1/

wage and employment trends and structures and the proposed project are both

concerned with the evolution of labor markets in the course of development.

They overlap to a certain extent, but the emphasis is different. The wage

study is concerned with the whole range of factors determining wage trends

and changes in wage structures, among which is educational expansion. The

education study is concerned with the labor market consequences of educa-

tional expansion, among which are the level and structure of wages and their

change.

An increasing number of Bank country economic reports have focused

on labor market, education and employment issues in the context of an over-

all analysis of country economic performance and policies. This work com-

plements the proposed research on the adjustment of labor markets to the

1/ M. Leiserson, et. al., "A Proposal for Research on Wage and Employment

Trends and Structures in Developing Countries," November, 1978.
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increased supply of school-leavers. Indeed, the issue of the adjustment

of the labor market to the expansion of educational opportunities is on the

agenda of a forthcoming special human resources mission to Egypt.

Tracer studies also overlap with the proposed project. A tracer study

collects, with survey techniques, information on students at two or more

points in time: when they are in school and subsequently, when they are

in the labor force. Since data is often generated in successive years

such studies are potentially of great value for detecting changes in labor

market conditions over time. The Bank has recognized the contribution

tracer studies can make to the assessment of the impact of individual edu-

cational projects. To facilitate evaluation 48 Bank education projects to
1/

date are scheduled to have tracer components. The Bank has sponsored

tracer studies in Egypt (as part of Credit 681) and in Tanzania (as part of

Credit 607). In addition there is a large scale tracer study (not limited

to one education project) of post-primary leavers in Kenya and another of

university leavers in Tanzania sponsored by other institutions. Not only

.will the proposed research benefit from the existence of these studies

(see below) but the project, in turn, will contribute to the development

of analytic methods for exploiting what is currently an untapped data lode.

1.D Choice of Countries

We propose to carry out the work in two phases. In the first phase,

two countries will be studied. Assuming the results fulfill our expectations,

a proposal to replicate the study in other countries will be submitted.

Because of the coverage of the topic by the human resources mission,

the other research on Egypt already underway in DEDPH and the labor

market research planned by DEDER, Egypt is the strongest candidate for

inclusion in Phase II and/or in a subsequent phase of DEDER's RPO 671-84.

1/ S. Heyneman, "Status of Tracer Systems in Education Projects,"
December 1979.
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On the other hand, we leave the door open for a narrower study, collecting

more original data, if phase one suggests that that is the right way to go.

Clearly the extent to which the results of these case studies can

be generalized is limited. However, the methods of analysis which we intend

to pioneer may well be capable of being used more generally. It is an aim

of the study to provide country and sector economists with a useful frame-

work for analysis in other countries. The first step is to refine in two

countries the methodology outlined in the proposal. A task of this research

will be to try to establish the minimum data requirements for such an analysis.

Tanzania and Kenya have been selected for the first phase,

so permitting an interesting comparative dimension. Tanzania and Kenya are

natural comparators. Their economies possess many characteristics in common,

but since Independence they have increasingly diverged in certain relevant

respects. There have been interesting differences in their rates of edu-

cational expansion and in the extent of government intervention in the labor

:market.

It is important that, in the countries selected for the first

phase, the analysis should not be unduly constrained by either a lack of

data or initial !gnorance of the workings of the labor market. Tanzania and

Kenya are both rich in relevant data, and the project is made more manage-

able by the fact that Richard Sabot and the consultants to be employed are

familiar with the economies. The Tanzanian labor market has been

intensively analyzed by Richard Sabot, who conducted a large-scale urban
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household survey of labor market conditions in Tanzania in 1971.-/

A more recent analysis of labor market conditions in Tanzania was

undertaken by Paul Collier as part of the Basic Economic Report on

2/
Tanzania.- Moreover, Richard Sabot and John Knight are jointly

completing an econometric analysis of earnings in the manufacturing

sector of Tanzania using 1971 data; a study which provides a good

3/
cross-section basis for comparisons over tine.- Nor is Knight a

4/
stranger to Tanzanian education. We shall therefore begin the Tanzanian

case study from a basis of knowledge and evidence.

The choice of Kenya was influenced by the fact that the DEDER

project 'Wage and Employment Trends and Structures' contains a case study of

Kenya which overlaps with our project. Thie DEDER work on Kenya by Paul

Collier means that part of the Kenya case study for our project will be funded

by that means. The DEDER work includes as components the role of education

in explaining the trends and structure of urban wages of different urban

groups, and the construction of rough balances of the demand and supply for

different types of educated labor. With the application of limited additional

time and the use of limited additional funds, Paul Collier, as the main

consultant on Kenya, will be able to address the same questions in Kenya as

Knight and Sabot address in Tanzania.

1/ Bienefeld, M.A. and Sabot, R.H., The National Urban
Mobility, Emvlovment and Earnings Survey of Tanzania,
Economic ResearcH Bureau, University of Dar es Salaam,
1972; Barnum, H.N. and Sabot, R.H., Migration, Education
and Urban Surnlus Labour, OECD Development Centre,
Paris, 1975; Sabot, R.k., The Social Costs of Urban
Surplus Labour, OECD Development Centre, Paris, 1977;
Saoot R.H., Economic Develonment and Urban Migration,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1979.

2/ Tanzania Basic Economic Retort, 'Annex III - Labor
Market Allocation and income Distribution', December
1977.

/ Knight, J.B. and Sabot, R.H., "Why Wages Differ",
DEDPH, January 1979.

Z/ Knight, J.3., The Costing and Financing of Educational
Develovment in 7anzania, IIEP, Paris, 1966.
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II Design

II.A The Analytical Framework

1/
The analytical framework on which much of the study is to be based

was developed as an outgrowth of a DEDER Division research project now nearing
2/

completion. Data from an earnings survey showed that occupation was very

important in the determination of earnings: the relation between education

and earnings depended on occupation, and the relation between education and

occupation differed according to the cohort of workers. This suggested the

need for the concept of an occupational production function. The outline

below summarizes the underlying notions of the analytical framework within

which the project will be conducted.

What is the effect in the labor market of exogenous educational

expansion? In strict human capital theory, this is not a sensible question

because education is an endogenous variable. The demand for educated

manpower determines the supply, and earnings differentials based on

education depend simply on the cost of acquiring education and the discount

rate. Retaining the assumption of competitive labour markets but introducing

the capital market imperfections which exist in African conditions, an

increase in public education shifts the supply curve of educated manpower

to the right and reduces the wage until the marginal product of educated

manpower is again equated with the supply price. The extent of the fall

depends in part on the shape of the marginal productivity function, itself

1/ The framework is elaborated in greater detail in J.B. Knight, "Job
Competition, Occupational Production Functions and Filtering Down" to be
published in Oxford Economic Papers, July 1979, a copy of which is attached
as Annex I to this proposal.

2/ See J.B. Knight and R.H.Sabot, "Why Wages Differ in Tanzania's Uanu-
facturing Sector."
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influenced by the degree of substitutability between educated manpower

and other factors, The fall in the relative earnings of the educated

implies a fall in the private and social rates of return to education.

The effects of educational expansion in the labour market

depend on the way in which the salaries paid to educated manpower are

determined. If earnings are determined by the

forces of supply and demand, conditions of shortage put a pressure on

educated manpower: there is a bidding up of salaries by employers who

compete with each other for the limited supplies. Educated manpower is

able to earn a "scarcity rentt According to another explanaticff -

salaries were set in the past at the level necessary to attract expatriate

staff from the colonial power to its colony, and these were taken over,

in the name of equality, by local staff. Since the public sector is the

main employer of educated manpower - the argument runs - there is no free

market for its services. Instead, salaries are determined by the balance

of political forces, which favours the vocal and powerful educated elite.

The choice between these two types of explanation is not

simple to make. If salaries in the private sector exceed those of public

servants with the same level of education, this might suggest that the

private sector acts as a pace-setter, i.e., competitive bidding by the

private sector forces the public sector to pay high salaries. However,

where the public sector is dominant, it is unlikely that competitive forces

- from outside can determine its salaries. Firms may rationally choose to

pay whatever the public sector pays plus an addition to attract staff of

high calibre. The implication is that a cut in public service salaries
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would lead to a corresponding cut in private sector salaries. Even where

public sector salary scales are institutionally determined, there is room

for the operation of market pressures., Some competitive bidding can occur

even among sections of the public sector. The symptoms are a high rate

of turnover in posts, an increase in the proportion of high scale posts,

and the upgrading of posts so as to command higher scales. When both

market and institutional forces influence the earnings of the educated,

it is possible that neither public sector salary cuts alone nor expansion

of supply alone would be sufficient to reduce educated earnings generally.

There is good reason for distinguishing between the cases of

wage flexibility and wage rigidity. A corzesponding distinction is that

between wage competition and job competition, i.e., competition for jobs

on the basis of wages and competition for jobs on the basis of personal

characteristics suc as education. It is helpful to introduce the concept

of an occupational production function, showing non-linear occupation-
1/

specific relationships between education and productivity. It permits

substitutability between education levels within an occupation but

recognises that the relation between education and productivity is dif-

ferent for each occupation. It can give theoretical precision to the

commonly expressed notions that certain levels of education are

tinsufficient', 'appropriatet or texcessivet for a particular job. The

1/ See Annex I, pp. 2-5.
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occupational production function is consistent with perfect competition

but comes into its own in the presence of market imperfections.

An expansion of the stock of educated manpower at one level of

education can generate a chain process by which some of this educated man-

power filters down into occupations previously performed by persons with less

education, and some of these in turn filter down into lesser occupations, and

so on down. Given wage flexibility, all persons of the same education will

be paid the same wage even if they are not in the same occupation. If there

is job security, the incumbents of existing posts are protected against new

entrants: wages are not bid down. New entrants are absorbed as jobs at the

normal or at a lower level become available, receiving preference over the

less educated. The fix-wage case of filtering down (in which wages are

determined institutionally) differs from the flex-wage case in that persons

in the same occupation but with different education receive the same

pay, but persons in different occupations but with same education receive

.-different pay. Where there is job security pay is likely to be positively

associated with the length of employment: the incumbents of good jobs

hold on to them.

This theoretical framework can be modified and complicated in a

number of ways, Whenever wages are inflexible and markets therefore fail

to clear, the probabilistic nature of obtaining employment can give rise

to voluntary unemployment, Expansion from below, with surpluses appearing

first at the lowest educational levels, can generate private demand and

public pressures at ever rising educational levels. The occupational

production function analysis can be adapted to the case of educational

screening, in which education simply identifies ability: this also can

give rise to filtering down. The case of 'credentialism, i.e., payment
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according to the education of a person, can also be accommodated. A reason

for the wages not falling, and one which retards the process of filtering

down, is the possibility of brain drain from the country.

II.B Specific Research Tasks

The analytic framework will be the same in each of the case

studies, as will the agenda of issues to be examined. Differences between

countries in data availability and economic conditions mean, however, that

the issues researchers choose to emihasize may vary a little. In certain

respects the case studies will be similar in approach

to the country economic work conducted in operational departments.

Aoth rely on existing sources of data; both emphasize the judicious

evaluation of information of varied quality gathered from a variety of sources,

rather than the precise statistical testing of hypotheses. The country

studies will, however, involve more in-depth research of issues relating

to education and the labor market than is generally possible with the

resource constraints and specific operational and policy purposes that

shape the economic work programs of the regional departments. Moreover

some of the work will involve figorous econometric analysis. The aim

of the studies is not to produce definitive statements on all the relevant

issues, but rather to provide a reconnaissance of these issues as a basis

for further research in these and other countries and for the comparative

analysis of the impact of educational expansion under varying ccnditions.

Their clearer analytic framework, their greater depth and statistical

sophistication, their comparative orientation and their goal of identify-

ing priorities for future research on the external efficiency of education

systems distinguishes the case studies fromthe economic work on education

done in the regions.
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The theoretical framework developed for the project is mainly

clarificatory rather than operational. It does, however, provide a guide

for the empirical analysis of the impact of a shift in the supply curve

of educated labor. The framework fulfills three important functions:

a. It shows that labor markets with different characteristics

will adjust differently to similar increases and declines in the relative

supply of educated manpower. It also shows why and how judgments regard-

ing the social benefit from additional education must take account of

differences in labor market characteristics. -In the flexible wage case,

the problem is to estimate the elasticity of the mean earnings of a par-

ticular educational category in response to*-a non-marginal change in supply.

In a fixed wage case, the problem is to estimate the destinations of the

additional educated manpower and their mean earnings at each destination.

Therefore it is important to know how the educated are absorbed into the

labor market; into which occupations, at what wage, into the wage-

employment or the self-employment sector, into employment or unemployment?

b. The framework suggests two sets of indicators: one set

to examine whether the supply of educated job seekers is increasing

relative to the demand, the other to examine how the labor market adjusts

to an increase or decrease in relative supply. These are normally not

fully exploited in conventional analyses of employment conditions in

developing countries, despite the availability of relevant data.
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The following indicators of relative supply are suggested;

normally it:is their movement over time that is revealing: 1/

(i) The educational composition of the labor force and the

educational structure of participation rates.

(ii) The education-occupation matrix of employees.

(iii) The educational composition of the stocks and flows of

internal and external migrants and the educational structure

of rates ofuigration.

(iv) The rates of expansion of the supply of school leavers at

various levels and of the increase in labor demand (employ-

ment plus vacancies) for occupations in which previous

cohorts of school-leavers were employed.

The second set of indicators might include:

(i) The occupational structure of wages.

(ii) The educational structure of wages.

(iii) Mean earnings categorized by both occupation and education.

(iv) The educational composition of the unemployed.

(v) The relationships between education level, length of job search

and entry wages for labor-force entrants.

(vi) The relationships between education level, length of time on job,

rate of mobility between jobs, and wage rates.

1/ It should be emphasized that these indicators do not reveal whether
expansion of supply is too fast or too slow. This depends on the net
social rates of return to additional investment in education relative
to other sectors. We have noted above the difficulty of estimating
these returns where labor markets suffer from significant imperfections.
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c. The framework is an interpretative tool. Differences among countries

in the pattern of adjustment indicators suggest differences in the underlying

labor market mechanisms at work. The framework can be used to specify these

latter differences. For example, consider two extreme and relatively

clearcut cases of countries in which the growth of supply of post-primary

leavers exceeds by a wide margin the growth in labor demand in the relevant

occupations. In one there is evidefce of some filtering down of educated

workers into lower level occupations but also of growing educated unemploy-

ment and lengthening periods of job search among school-leavers. Also the

occupational structure of wages remains roughly constant and differences

among occupations in wages of workers with the same educational level appear

or widen. In the other case, filtering down also occurs, but educated un-

employment remains low and roughly constant, as does the length of the

period of job search. There is also evidence of the compression of the occu-

pational structure of wages and rough equality, or at least no significant

-,change in the differences, among occupations in the wages of workers with

the same education level.

The indicators in the second case all point to a smooth adjustment

to the shift in the supply curve of educated labor. The evidence is con-

sistent with the predictions of the theoretical framework (see Annex I,

page 9 and figure 6) for the case in which the labor market is competitive.

The indicators in the first case suggest an adjustment process that is

seriously impeded by labor market imperfections. The evidence is consistent

with the predictions of the theoretical framework (see Annex I, page 10 and

figure 6) for the case in which wages are downwardly rigid or subject to

significant adjustment lags.
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In terms of the six indicators of the adjustment process

mentioned above (the second set of indicators), the following loose

predictions of the effects of rapid increase in relative supply might

illustrativey be made, corresponding to the competitive and

uncompetitive cases:

Competitive Uncompetitive

(i) Occupational wage structure Occupational wage structure does
narrows not narrow

(ii) Educational wage structure Narrowing, insofar as it occurs,

narrows through both filtering is due only to filtering down.
down and reduced premium on
education.

(iii) Mean earnings are similar Mean earnings differ across
across occupations for a given occupations for a given educational
educational level. level.

(iv) Little unemployment of the High and rising unemployment, either
educated, and no tendency for of the more educated or of the less
it to rise. educated 'bumped' out of jobs.

(v) No pattern Job search long for educational
cohorts filtering down and faced
with a range of occupation
prospects.

(vi) Mobility falls as value of Existence of uncleared labor markets
'job hopping' declines, keeps mobility rates below the compe-

titive case.

Where there is evidence of a decrease in the relative supply of

educated workers it is relevant to ask the following questions. Are

there signs of shortage of educated manpower, for instance competitive

bidding for educated manpower by employers, high mobility of the educated

between jobs, and competitive upgrading of jobs by different branches

of the public sector? Is there an attempt by government to direct man-

power and control earnings in the face of manpower shortage? How
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important is the public sector as an employer of the educated? Does

government act as a wage leader for the earnings of the educated? Does

the employment of expatriates affect the earnings of citizens? Is there

a brain drain, and if so, what effect does it have on local salaries?

The relationship between the analytical framework and the

empirical analysis can be either interpretive or predictive. The

framework can clearly be used to interpret the analysis; alternatively,

where the wage determination process is sufficiently well understood

and the empirical evidence sufficiently sound, the adjustment indicators

can be used to 'test' the predictions of the framework. The wage

determination process will be examined both- by estimating earnings

functions and by studying the institutions of the labor market.

One of the research tasks less easy to specify and yet

important not to overlook is the examination of possible socio-political

influences in the adjustment of demand and supply of the educated.

Government policies might best be viewed as a predictable but

non-optimising response to imbalance in the labor market. For instance,

the expansion of education might be explained as a political response

to private demands for the provision of additional subsidised education,

based on perceived high private rates of return to education. The

government reaction to the emergence of educated unemployment may be

to create public sector jobs providing services of very low additional

social value. Such relationships are not easy to research. 1/ Never-

1/ There is evidence of overmanning in manufacturing enterprises in

Tanzania. The data on enterprises collected as part of the manu-

facturing sector survey (which is to be replicated) may allow us

- to trace the impact of this phenomenon on productivity. We have

discussed with regional economists the possibility of a cooperative

effort on this sub-topic.
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theless, it is important to understand the reasons for government

educational and manpower policies before attempting to prescribe

changes in such policies.

Another important consideration in the analysis of labor

market adjustments to an increased supply of educated labor concerns

the quality of education. Increased total expenditures may increase

flows of graduates, but may at the same time reduce the quality of

graduates. Shifts in the supply curve must therefore be described in

constant quality terms, and if the increases in supply are not homo-

geneous they should be adjusted accordingly. As the education "plant"

is expanded and the number of graduates of - given level of schooling

increases, the quality of graduates in the short-run may tend to fall.

In the short run, enrollment ratios can probably be increased only by

educating children from progressively weaker socio-economic groups.

These children have less and less of the outside training (say, in the

family) which could help them succeed in school. An increasing

amount of resources per pupil, or possibly different kinds of resources,

will have to be used therefore in order to produce a "constant quality

marginal graduate." If the amount of resources per pupil declines then

the decline in the quality of graduates would of course be accentuated.

We will attempt to determine the trend in the quality of graduates of

particular education levels by adding a standard ability test to the

questionnaire to be given to wage employees. We can then compare the

scores on the test of workers with the same educational attainment

from different cohorts. Also in our interviews with employers we will

address this issue. It may be possible to utilize other methods of

assessing quality trends such as measuring trends in standardized school
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exams, measuring trends in schooling inputs and duplicating a small

ability survey administered in several Tanzanian schools in the 1960s.

II.C. Nature of the Data

The success of the project depends in part on the

availability of pre-existing sources of data relevant

to the issues we propose to analyze. A premise under-

lying this proposal is that in each of the countries

included in the study there is an abundance of data,

generated perhaps for other purposes, that has not

previously been exploited for the purpose of

analyzing_ the- adjustment of labor markets to educational

expansion. This premise is based on the assessments
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of data availability made by the participant researchers

who have extensive experience in these countries working

on labor market and related issues.

A list of sources for each country is appended

as Annex 3. The following are types of data sources

available which can be used to estimate labor market

adjustment indicators:

1. Manpower surveys and plans: education-occupation

matrices for middle and high level manpower;

planned increases in educated manpower; planned

allocations of educated manpower.

2. Education Ministry Data: enrollments, costs of

education; methods of financing.

3. Census data: population, labor force, education,

migration and employment data and, in some

instances, information on incomes.

4. Annual employment and earnings surveys:

education and occupation wage and employment

structures; aggregate wage and employment

information.

5. Labor force surveys: unemployment rates; wage

and employment structures; private rates of

return to education; education-occupation

matrices; employment histories, etc.
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6. Annual surveys of industries: labor turnover, wage

and employment data (by firm size and type of industry).

7. Tracer studies: wage and employment histories; education-

occupation matrices; length of periods of job search. 1/

8. Household income and expenditure surveys: demographic,

labor force, employment and income data for individuals

and households. 2/

9. Public sector staff lists: public sector wage structures;

extent of upgrading of jobs; extent of labor

mobility within the public sector.

10. Miscellaneous sources of data such as government external

migration statistics, minimum wage and other wage legisla-

tion.

11. Specifically designed earnings surveys: of the type previously

conducted and now to be replicated in Tanzania and

in Kenya.

1/ No large scale Tracer study of secondary school-leavers has been
administered in Tanzania. The East Africa Education Division has
attempted to persuade the Tanzanians of the desirability of such an
undertaking. We have agreed to advise on the design of the survey
and analysis of the data if plans for such a study progress. Kenya
does have a study and we plan to ask its designers, P. Kinyanjui
and A. Somerset to do some analysis for us.

2/ The evaluation of the Kigoma integrated rural development project
is one potentially valuable source of data on education and labor
productivity in the rural sector. Unfortunately education variables
were omitted from the initial surveys. We have agreed with the
East Africa Education Division that if this lapse can be corrected
we will participate in the analysis of the data.
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II. D. The Country Studies

The country studies will have four stages within phase one of

the project. The first stage involves fieldwork in each country:

the gathering of data and the assessment of their quality. As complete

and as accurate a set of labor market adjustment indicators as is possi-

ble will be constructed from existing published and unpublished data.

The researchers will also attempt to get the 'feel' for the important

considerations through interviews with manpower planners, educational

planners, civil service commission members, university appointments

officers, employers, etc. In Tanzania- new data will also be gathered

by means of a sample survey which will duplicate a 1971 survey and so

permit time series analysis. We are also planning to

replicate the 1968 wage survey designed and administered by Thias

and Carnoy in Kenya.

The second stage will consist of processing the data. For

example, to determine the change in the educational structure of earnings,

earnings functions will be estimated; to assess the extent of filtering

down, techniques to measure differences between occupation-education

matrices in various years may be used. The third stage will involve the

writing up of the country studies, including the drawing out of policy

implications. The final stage of the project will be the comparative

analysis of the experience with educational expansion in the three

countries. The case studies will form the basis for this analysis and

for generalizations on methodological, theoretical and policy matters.

Tanzania

During the colonial period per capita expenditure on 
education

and the percentage of school-age children in publicly 
financed schools

were among the lowest in Africa. After Independence in 1961, school
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enrolments increased dramatically, as the following figures reveal:

1961 1970 1974

Primary (000) 471 828 1320

Secondary (000) 13 41 50

The priority given to post-primary expansion during the 1960s (when

secondary enrolments grew by 13.8% p.a., and primary by 6.5% p.a.)

was reversed in the 1970s (12.4% p.a. for primary and 4.8% for sec-

ondary enrolments). The chances of a child of relevant age being

enrolled in primary school in 1969 were 69% in Dar es Salaam and 36%

elsewhere; in 1974 the chances had risen to 87% and 64% respectively.

The government has set an early target date for universal primary

education though neither the productivity benefits of such a policy

for the rural sector nor its consequences for the wage labor market

have apparently been assessed. The reduced rate of expansion of post-

primary education in the 1970s reflects a policy of restricting post-

primary outputs to projected 'manpower requirements'.

The Tanzanian government, being the employer of the majority of

educated manpower - in the public and parastatal sectors - has attempted

to implement a policy of reducing inequality in earnings. In 1962 the

minimum wage in the modern sector was well above the level which would

have been determined by competitive forces. It declined slightly in

real terms during the 1960s, but rose between 1970 and 1974, only to

fall sharply after 1974 in the face of accelerated inflation. Salaries

in the public sector were pegged for long periods despite inflation, and

such percentage increases as were given were far greater at the lower
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than at the higher levels. This attempted tight wage control by govern-

ment suggests that wage rigidity rather than wage flexibility is the

appropriate assumption. However, wage rigidity may well have taken the

form of holding skilled and educated salaries below, and unskilled wages

above, the market clearing levels. The consequent need for a rationing

of educated manpower has been met by means of manpower direction.

Despite the emphasis on post-primary expansion during the 1960s, it

was at the bottom of the educational ladder that the labor market became

saturated. For instance, in 1971, 73% of manufacturing sector employees

with upper primary schooling and with 12 or more years of wage employ-

ment experience were in white collar or skilled jobs and only 7% were

in unskilled jobs; of those with fewer than-5 years of employment

experience, the proportions were 28% and 30% respectively. As the

primary school leavers filtered down into the unskilled jobs, the

uneducated young were virtually squeezed out of the urban modern sector

labor market.

The 1971 survey showed rural-urban migration to be a positive

function of education: the rural-urban income differential and the

probability of employment both increased with education level.- In

1971 the urban informal sector was still fairly small: 68% of the urban

male labor force were in regular wage employment, 6% were unemployed,

9% were in casual employment and 17% were non-wage earners; and only

part of the last two categories constituted the free entry sector.

However, the growth in numbers of primary school leavers and the increase

1/ Barnum, H.N. and Sabot, R.H., 'Education, employment probabilities

and rural-urban migration in Tanzania'. Oxford Bulletin of

Economics and Statistics, May 1977.
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in the real value of the minimum wage induced rapid rural-urban migration

in the period 1969-75. This produced a trebling of the number of unem-

ployed and self-employed in low income activities and a 40% fall in mean

1/
real incomes in the urban free entry sector.- There was a fall in the

private return to primary education: a completed primary education was

no longer enough.

It is fairly clear that there has been a persistent shortage of

manpower with post-secondary education, partly as a result of the replace-

ment of expatriates. The case of secondary school leavers is more proble-

matical. A high private, rate of return to secondary education was perceived.

When government restricted the'growth of publicly financed secondary school

places, an excess demand for secondary education built up: in response to

that demand, the proportion of private in total secondary enrolment rose

to 29% in 1974. However, it is unclear whether the growth of supply has

been falling behind or has exceeded the growth of demand for secondary

school leavers in recent years. The periodic manpower surveys suggest

a remarkable expansion in level C posts (those requiring secondary educa-

tion but no post-secondary education or formal training): recorded

employment at level C grew from 23,000 in 1968 to 90,000 in 1974. If

these figures are correct, demand clearly outstripped supply.

There is some reason to doubt whether the figures are at all accurate.

The growth of level C posts is explained in the Basic Economic Report as

the result of the proliferation of parastatal organisations and of the

1/ Tanzania Basic Economic Report, Annex III, p. 1.
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decentralisation policy, but also as the result of in-service promotion

and job reclassification which was intended to circumvent the incomes

policy. The reclassification of posts as level C posts may thus have

exaggerated their educational 'requirements'. Indeed, the Basic Economic

Report went so far as to suggest that the apparent shortage of appropri-

ately qualified labor might conceal an emerging surplus of secondary

1/
school leavers.- However, there is another, quite different, possible

explanation of internal promotion and job upgrading. If there were

shortages of educated manpower and imposed upward rigidity of pay scales

employers might compete for scarce manpower by offering better posts,

i.e. creating posts with higher pay attached;

A subsequent Bank study of manpower statistics in Tanzania concluded

that the rapid growth in level C posts was due not only to the expansion

of public sector activities but also to a bureaucratic tendency to create

2/unnecessary jobs.- It suggested a statistical reason for doubting

the estimated growth of level C employment. A level C job which could not

be filled was frequently divided and performed by two unqualified persons.

This might be recorded in the survey returns as 'level C employment:

2, level C vacancy: l'). The author found a consensus that some

occupations should be downgraded, and he suggested that the recorded

number of level C posts was some 40% too high. He noted that, although

many level C posts were occupied by unqualified persons, the 'industrial

relations code' and prior administrative decisions would prevent such

1/ Annex III, p.4.

2/ P. A. Weinstein, 'Report on Manpower Statistics and Planning in
Tanzania', July 1978.
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incumbents from being replaced as qualified manpower became available.

The most important conclusion for our purposes is that the manpower

survey data and projections based on them are question-begging and

require critical scrutiny.

In addition to the 1971 surveys of the manufacturing sector and

of urban households, we expect to tap other more recent surveys. A

research project completed at the International Institute for Educational

1/
Planning is complementary to our study.- It included a questionnaire

tracer survey of Tanzanians with post-secondary education, and a survey

of employers of such labor. The analysis was disappointing in that it

did not pursue very far the questions which--interest us. However, the

data themselves - to which we expect to obtain access - hold out great

promise. Information is available on age, type and subject of education,

year of graduation, period of employment search, method of recruitment,

occupation, sector, type of employer, extent and reasons for mobility,

parental characteristics, and current and initial salary. The employer

questionnaire can throw light on recruitment methods, the perceived

value of education, and screening. The estimated earnings functions are

unsatisfactory, but some of the results obtained, for instance, suggest

that parastatals pay more than government which pays more than the

private sector, and that mobility raises earnings. We hope to show

whether there has been a process of filtering down by examining occupa-

tion and wage at entry for different cohorts, to measure changes in

the search period of graduates over time, and to investigate changes in

the structure of earnings by estimating earnings functions for different

cohorts.

1/ B. C. Sanyal and M. K. Kinunda, Higher Education for Self-Reliance:
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A second source of survey evidence involves the collection of

new data. This - our major field task in Tanzania - will be the

duplication of the sample survey of 1,000 manufacturing employees ad-

ministered by Sabot in 1971. The original survey has been used by

Knight and Sabot for an intensive cross-section econometric analysis

of earnings in the manufacturing sector. An outline of the monograph

"Why Wages Differ", the second draft of which is substantively. complete,

is attached to this proposal as Annex 2. Administering the survey

in the same establishments eight years later will enable us to examine

changes in the structure of wages over time. The opportunity to

make precise time series comparisons of thir sort may well be unique

for developing countries.

Of particular interest will be the change in the premiums

paid for additional years of formal schooling (after controlling for

other personal and firm characteriestics which also influence earnings).

The change in the gross returns to education can be related to change

in the educational level of the manufacturing sector labor force. If

indeed there has been an increase in the educational level and a decline

in the returns to education, we shall be able to isolate the contribu-

tions to this decline of filtering down and of compression of the

occupational wage structure. The relative influence of market and

institutional forces on earnings will be explored.

In previous studies the relation between education and occupation

has been documented indirectly, by using age, year of arrival in town,

or year joined firm variables as a crud; means of measuring time trends.
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Such measures may be biased, depending on how the characteristics of

departed workers differ from those who remain in employment. With

comparable data for two points in time we shall be able to measure

changes in the relation directly and without bias, e.g. by examining

change in education/occupation matrices. Similarly we shall be able to

measure change in the occupational structure of wages without having to

rely on employment histories of currently employed workers.

The Tracer study of secondary leavers proposed by the region and

the evaluation of the Kigom.a project, noted above, may provide additional

sources of survey data.

If we attempt to place the Tanzanian case within the theoretical

framework of Annex 1, the preliminary analysis above would suggest the

following. Within the modern sector, the fix-wage rather than the flex-

wage assumption applies. There are still many occupations in which the

educational level of incumbents is 'inadequate'. Filtering down has

not yet occurred at all levels, so that the case of 'expansion from

below-/ is most appropriate.

1/ Annex 1, pp. 12-13.
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Kenya

Kenya shares with Tanzania the same basic experience

of rapid educational expansion, substantial income

differentials both between smallholders and wage earners

and among wage earners, and high rates of rural-urtan

migration combined with high urban unemployment. However,

the trends in these phenomena are radically different

from Tanzanian experience and this makes Kenya both an

interesting study in its own right and a particularly

revealing study for comparative purposes.

(a) Educational Expansion

There has been a great increase in education since

Independence in 1964. In 1964/65 expenditure on education

accounted for 10% of total government expenditure; in

1976/77 its share was 20%. The Bank's basic economic

mission report concluded that 'in Kenya, education is

the outstanding example of a service which has claimed

an ever increasing proportion of the recurrent budget,

and which now appears to absorb a disproportionate

share of national resources'. The following data show

vividly the pace of expansion in enrolments:

1961 1970 1974

Primary (000) 936 1,428 2,706

Secondary (000) 27 127 196

1. Kenya. Into the Second Decade, 1975.
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As in the case of Tanzania, secondary enrolment grew

more rapidly than primary in the 1960s (21.6% compared

with 5.4% p.a.) but this was reversed in the 1970s

(11.5% compared with 17.3% p.a.).

However, whilst in the last decade Tanzania has

restrained the rate of growth of secondary education

to being approximately equal to the growth of formal

sector wage employment, in Kenya secondary education

has continued to expand at more than double the rate of

growth of wage opportunities. Thus, in the period

1969-74 the difference between- the percentage annual

growth rates of wage employment and secondary education

was -0.6% p.a. in Tanzania and 6.5% in Kenya.

Further, the imbalance between the growth of

secondary education and wage employment has varied

substantially over time. In the period 1963-69 the

excess of the former over the latter was almost 20% p.a.,

whilst for the new planning period the objective is

zero expansion of secondary education which would imply

a shortfall of about 5% p.a.

This substantial variability in the difference

between the growth of education and wage employment

provides the most appropriate context for studying

the process of filtering down and displacement ("bumpinq"),

in contrast to Tanzania where manpower planning has

probably prevented the emergence of gross imbalances
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at this level. The Collier-Lal study Poverty and

Growth in Kenya produced clear evidence of filtering down

in the urban labor market. Using the Rempel migration

survey, the Census (1969), the Demographic Baseline

Survey (1973) and the National Demographic Survey (1977)

it was possible to construct age, sex and education

specific migration flows for the periods 1964-68,

1969-73 and 1973-77. Filtering down appeared to be so power-

ful that there was net out-migration of those urban

residents without at least pi mary education, whilst

there was a rapid rise in the ..proportion of migrants

with higher grades of secondary education. Two additional

major data sources which were not available for the

earlier study are now operational, these being the

national ILO Survey (1974) and the National Laborforce

Survey (1978). These will enable much closer study of

the changing educational composition of the wage laborforce.

Of equal importance to the study of filtering down

a second distinctive feature of the expansion of Kenyan

education, this being the role of private education.

Already by 1974 48% of secondary school enrolment was

in private schools compared with 28% in Tan7ania, the

private secondary school sector being 6.5 times larger

in Kenya than in Tanzania.

The output of secondary school leavers in Kenya

is therefore to a large extent an endogenous market

phenomenon based upon perceived private rates of return
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to education. This contrasts with the Tanzanian system

in which supply responses are largely based upon some

implicit view of social rates of return. We propose

to use the National Laborforce Survey (1978) to update

the estimates of the private rates of return to education

made by Thias and Carnoy. A bumping model will also

be estimated, providing dome guide to the marginal social

benefits of education. The combination of the two

approaches will yield some quantitative insight into

any discrepancies between private and social benefits.

(b) Adjustment in the Labor Market

A striking difference with Tanzania is that in Kenya

formal sector real wages have been subject to major

adjustments both upwards and downwards. For example,

the mean real wage rose 22% 1963-69 and then fell by

22%, 1971-77. Since smallholder incomes rose strongly

in this second period this indicates a substantial

closing of the smallholder-wage earner income gap.

Further, skill differentials have narrowed rapidly.

The differential between the means of the top quartile

of wage earners and the remaining three quartiles fell

from 5.9 in 1969 to 4.2 in 1974. In contrast the differ-

ential in Tanzania was constant at 3.8. A particularly

revealing comparison is in the divergent trends in

real wages during the oil crisis of 1974, with Tanzanian

wage earners receiving a 20% real wage increase and

Kenyans a 10% decrease.
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The current Collier-Lal study of the evolution of the Kenyan labor

market is investigating the changing process of wage formation in Kenya

and an attempt is being made to distinguish between market and institu-

tional responses. The proposed study will make direct use of these

results. In addition we plan to collect new data. Our major field

task in Kenya will be the duplication of the sample survey of 4,300

wage employees administered by Thias and Carnoy in 1968. The original

survey was used by them for a cross-section econometric analysis of

earnings in Kenya and for estimates of the rate of return to education.

As in Tanzania, administering the survey in the same establishments

11 years later will enable us to examine changes in the structure of

wages over time.

(c) Migration and Urban Unemployment

A naive comparison of Kenya and Tanzania, the former having faster

educational expansion relative to employment and higher urban incomes,

might suggest that Kenya would have experienced faster rural-urban migra-

tion and higher rates of urban unemployment. Both of these hypotheses

appear to be false. Whilst migration has been very rapid in Tanzania

(6-9% in the period 1969-75) in Kenya it slowed to under 2% by the mid-

1970s. The urban unemployment rate (subject to measurement and defini-

tional problems we realise only too well) rose sharply in Tanzania in

1969-74 but was falling in Kenya by the mid-1970s to a level below that

in Tanzania. One explatiatory hypothesis is that filtering down excluded

major categories from the wage labor force in Kenya, which were still

eligible for wage employment in Tanzania. It will be revealing to pose

the question whether this divergent experience is due to current policy

differences or whether Tanzania is reliving Kenyan experience with a lag

of about one decade.
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Phase II

Once the work on these countries is well advanced we shall

be in a position to determine the other countries to be included in

Phase II. It may be desirable to include countries from Latin America

and Asia, as well as other African countries for which the data base

is not as rich as in Kenya and Tanzania. Meanwhile we will continue

with plans for research giving more attention to the relationship

between education and productivity in the informal wage sector and

in non-agricultural self-employment. Some of this planning too will

contribute to the development of Phase II.
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III. Organization

Interest in improving the comprehension and analysis of the

labor market consequences of rapid expansion of the educational system

is strong among staff engaged in project preparation and country economic

analysis, The comparative advantage of Bank staff members, however, in

conducting such research is less marked. Thus it seems advisable to have

much of the research proposal conducted by consultants. The following

researchers will be involved in the project; the components of the research

for which they will be responsible and their relevant research experience

are listed against their names:

J. B. Knight will be responsible with R. H. Sabot for the case

study of Tanzania and will contribute to the comparative analysis of the

country studies. He has conducted research on the labour market and in-

come distribution in a number of African countries over more than a decade.

Knight's publications relevant to the project include, The Costing and

Financing of Educational Expansion in Tanzania, I.I.E.P. (1966),

"The Determination of Wages and Salaries in Uganda," Oxford Bulletin of

Economics and Statistics, 1967, "Earnings, Employment, Education and

Income Distribution in Uganda," Bulletin 1968, "Wages and Zambia's

Economic Development" in C. Elliot (ed.) The Constraints on the Economic

Development of Zambia (1971), "Rural-Urban Income Comparisons and Migra-

tion in Ghana, Bulletin, 1972, "Explaining Income Distribution in Less

Developed Countries: A Framework and an Agenda," Bulletin, 1976,

"An Analysis of Racial Wage Discrimination in South Africa," Bulletin,

1977, and "Job Competition, Occupational Production Functions and

Filtering Down," Oxford Economic Papers (forthcoming). In conjunction

with Sabot, he is completing an analysis of earnings functions in

Tanzanian manufacturing.
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P. Collier will have principal responsibility for the Kenya

case study. Collier's relevant publications include "Labour Mobility

and Labour Utilisation in Developing Countries', Oxford Bulletin of

Economics and Statistics, 1975, "Migration from Rural Areas of

Developing Countries: A Socioeconomic Approach", Bulletin, February

1978, and "Migration and Unemploymeng: A Dynamic General Equilibrium

Analysis Applied to Tanzania", Oxford Economic Papers, July 1979.

As a consultant to the Bank he conducted the labor market analysis

for the Basic Economic Report on Tanzania, wrote (with D. Lal) the

report, Poverty and Growth in Kenya, and is currently collaborating

with D. Lal (DEDER) on the study of wage and employment trends and

structures in Kenya. The proposed research will be an extension

of his previous work for the Bank. Final decisions regarding other

consultants who might work with Collier have not yet been made.

R. Sabot will work with Knight on the Tanzanian study.

He will also contribute to the comparative analysis of the country

studies and will assume overall administrative responsibility for the

project.

- M. J. Bowman will serve as senior adviser to tne project

She has assisted in the design of the project and will be available

as a consultant to the principal researchers during its initial

phases. Also, she will comment; on the preliminary drafts of the

country studies and the comparative analysis and will participate

in planning Phase II.
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ments for the new survey. Likewise staff of the Institute of Development

Studies, Nairobi, contributed to the design administration analysis of the

Thias-Carnoy survey and we intend to make similar arrangements for the new

survey in Kenya.

Richard Sabot was a visiting member of the staff of the Economic

Research Bureau of the University of Dar es Salaam during 1970-71 and

worked closely with the Manpower Planning Division which was then in

the Ministry of Development Planning. It is our intention to

associate with the project a staff member in one or the other of

these institutions with an interest in issues pertaining to education

and the labor market. He will work with Knight and Sabot during the

administration of the sample survey of wage employees and will sub-

sequently be responsible for several papers on aspects of the research.

The team of interviewers for the 1971 survey was comprised of economics

students at the University, a majority of whom were enrolled in the

course on labor economics. We intend to make similar arrange-

ments for the new survey.

Selecting countries in which considerable relevant work has

been completed by the researchers ensures that the outlines of the

proposed studies, as well as the nature of the data to be analyzed is

relatively clear. Thus the man years required for the project are

less than they would be in other countries. The consultants do, however,

have teaching responsibilities; the research will have to be spread

over a longer period than if it were a full time activity. The following

stages indicate how we expect the Tanzanian study to proceed over time:

(the Kenya study will follow a roughly similar schedule.)
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Stage I (September 1979). Field trips of 2-3 weeks are

planned for the purpose of collecting data, holding discussions with

officials and academics, and preparing the ground for the surveys.

Stage II (December 1979-January 1980). Field trips are

planned to administer the surveys, collect additional data and hold

further discussions with local experts.

Stage III (October 1979-May 1980). The data will- be

processed and analyzed.

Stage IV (June-August, 1980). Preliminary draft of the study

will be prepared and a proposal for Phase Ili of the project will be

developed.

Stage V (November 1980-June 1981). Completion of analyses

and preparation of final draft of the study; preparation of the essay

comparing the findings of the Phase I country studies.



BUDGET SUMMARY

Manweeks Estimated Cost ($)
FY80 FY81 FY80 FY81 Total

Tanzania

Professional Staff: Sabot 14 10 - -

Consultants: Knight 8 4 4,500 4,500 9,000
Tanzanian 1,500 - 1,500

Survey 12,000 - 12,000

Travel 8 8 3,060 3,060 6,120
Expenses 8 8 3,600 3,600 7,200

search Assistance 26 26 4,500 4,500 9,000

29,160 15,660 44,820

Kenya

Consultants: Collier 3 3 2,250 2,250 4,500
Other 3 1 1,500 1,500 3,000
Kenyan 1,500 - 1,500

Survey 12,000 - 12,000

Travel 6 - 2,760 - 2,760

Expenses 6 - 2,940 - 2,940

22,950 3,750 26,700

Senior Adviser

iravel 4 - 1,500 - 1,500

Expenses 4 - 2,000 - 2,000

3,500 3,500

Consultancy to Tanzania Tracer
Tracer Study: Knight - 4 - 1,500 1,500

Analysis of data generated by
evaluation of Kigoma Rural
Development Project 4 - 1,500 1,500

TOTAL 55,610 22,410 78,020
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Tha~i cecase- .YUCias been eaysed. -.ie al;erna-,

case - ecucacn zaecreening device fo: identifying the

more able or traiafle workers - is eaamineQ below.

onZIer a 2aSe 'credental n.', i.e. -payment

according cc tac educaticn to a cerson anid no- accordin5 -c

--is productivity. wc versions can be inguished: credan-

ialism in the nrivace sector, and the effect on the private

sector of credentialism in the public sector. Credentialism

n he private sector is inconsistent with profit maximisa+ion.

neverting to figure 5, examine the case of excancion at the

level 3, combined with wage rigidity at a. The surplus labour

possessing ET, by our definition, has to be employed at wage

a even in occupation 7. However, no employer will choose ,0

employ T, labour in occupa.ion W at any wage greater than e.

If the wage a is paid, it muso be because employers place a

non-economic value on employing E rather than . labour in

W which exceeds the wage difference between a and e.

ihere credentialism occurs in the nublic service and

here the oublic service dominates the private sector - a

feature of some less developed countries - the pay of each

educaticnal level in t e public service can influence the

pay of that educational level in the private sector. The

case can be illustrated by means of figure 8. On the vertical

axis are marked off w and w2 , tht wages paid by government

to workers with education E. and ET reszectively. Private

firms can employ as many E and ET workers as they like

provided they pay a- least w, and w 2. In the absence of

ability .44fferances, these wages therefore impose upper limits

to priva73 seccor wages. The private sector occupational

oroduction functiors 1,. and Y- are dra-' .o corresoond to



Trages- n-: Chs ope niis :o -lo f na I o -p on

-p-s2sn '3 :2: Nxa d 1? ri I t13n

specficgovrnmnt agear, simi-Lar 7o :-.hose of thle snl

-To account ha entak er so far inI oh a_-.r of dif.;'-

ences in nazu=_l abil ity eit4e- between persors o the 4am-
educa -"o or bat-an zerooz of diffn- :dlucation. C 

- i v n

hat in practice her are ability differ.nceso i ftveen ersons

' ha s- u i -private *2irs may -,2 _J i tive 21

ay _tcv r tV en a iz order 501o cr2aam o0S f t e

better workers. T se estant to which -,is occur iepends on
he poer f firms tc idantif- -the hih ality within

a parlicuLar aducational'rou, 21h-e siz e of t2- .aze Premium

depends oVcraey o n tpe e e t c iich emroyars'n Zo rmation

Y.s famsecfc 1f 1Mfa to a 7, ae priJt e s ect or i-s
liable to pravte he 'dres' ili. tifersn -ors bew e eron

* ca t-eooz eucaoo, _e.v t.~ ose 3,v ' O-Z27 "afetive-t

~ay -cor thelcvsrnzeno 2r a'as modtr tice. Tae private

sector w,,age does not fall below if tt-= saility7 dilferance
betterM -1ore best adThe worst worh hs occurs the ncsge

dif Lerenc producad by wage flexibility. van that Y applies

o the drage,r sherl may be anot r chrvh -m1 w721 anpplias to

- - 21

he cream and hic'n is above Y,,. In that cas e Private

employers choose to pay a wage between a and d rather than

the lower wage c.

(vi) UJnemolovmeoo of the~ TEduates

, -re'7ar wages are imflxible and markats thsrefore fail
to cleaa, the probabilistic nature of obtainin- employment

atc r:ae ff::ed =S 3e 7,G-~-rse T 10"UL'~ - ~I0
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-)-lenCa 7r7

proab'It In mlomn i a a _. - ag ( V) wih

ain c roil diffa o _2 e:.p ro -oete arn b Main0

.n aM 0y7d or acceo3Z a lessar job. a babiiizi- s ania

'o5 3 r my be _h T'a t'e C: a=2 Wi Cnoose uem-

p.loyment raher th-a' emiploymrent in L. T. mo:e oersons wi7h

--the QoarC _:Z 7.lzt *o Zu-- a

3e-- 3 ae;in5- an 'o^. T-o u l OL u

is r'ac'd when , work-ers are indifers n-. twn i une-

Olyle an-- takin a lease-- ob, as supply o

worlers appaaro, SO UneMpL07dnZ rSOS7, tha acui-

libr-u level-is reache, Th'- 1itarint wzn r ::OCes into

occupation 'Y commences. Eauilibrium unnlyetis likaly

to be !c'wei- if there is job security than if =zere is noz.

0. Private -n4 Social -'urns o- Zfnzotion

Our final rocblem ncnerns ths qo sni-ncf whether a

Drocess of filt rin' ovn produces i encssbsween prat

and social benefits. Inn eo-classial theory -'t-- divergence

between the rVate indifferences -uve (crornv by I in the

figures) and ne social indifference cu-ve creates a diverence

between social and orivate benefits. such a ivrgence may

result :rom e.-. a orivate discount ra ffrenn from the

eocial niscount rate or zovernmen i ation of aducion.

Howev=-, aen if ths pri-ate ari th acial intiff3rencs -urves-
in

a 7h amae, impcerflction c-'h capl -a- market /caz keep)
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7- e. c; a, a u-

Jor educaicnal siSia-ion S -zayr3lly ba ed on he -n ae

.o comp)n':e for 1Ch Car: c'f i 3-

A 1me some of ucational rationg, with the

of_ o ;turn a tova tC 0rvat1 rii O scaun.

s~ume al -c -ha r; ctv as eec ed c nseocpto

oroduc ;i2 funOnlcs d-cats .3 social ene it : emoloying

a person. Now coniier the exoansiOn of educational level

E". I 'h flen-e"g case all - worlkers of a oarticular

educational level are paid th-e sane wageM. oreover, that

wage is equal to their producaivity, whatever taeir occupation.

Eor instance, 4f ' workers are spread over M and TWoccuoa-

tion, lair occupational orciuction functionS mus- intrsect-

-Lh-i -aS- case - a iver wage for each

occucation - the procoss of filtering down makes workers

actually mcra nrcductive than their wage indicates. s.

in figure 6, workers oosesain E, but employed in 7! are 0aid

a wage corre-spondi-n tob but their promuctvitJ cor OO1s

to d. If wages are rigid downwards but fle:ibLe ucwards,

the equality of wage and productivity is once more resnored

(at a).

The gestation oeriod involved in tha educational =rocess

means Ilat olanning must be for substantial ratler than-

marginal changes. -he dangers facing an empirical researcier

attempting to estimate the returnsfto education are that in

the flex-wage case, he will be unable to take account of the

fall in ' Y,,-- resulting from the ex-ansion of 3,, and

that, in the fix-wage case, the average :;age (and productiv-

Jtv) of maose with a particular education levelwil-1 prove

o be a -poor guide to the marginal wage (and productivity).

ita auied wages, the expansion of Emay well caus lt'in

down into Io'r-3ayin3 occupations z, ... not previously

en-ere:. o'ere all Surplus ., labour filters down into



occu':ation Ma 23:_2 -:-aco r2 ZCnds ; o

r ae - tamn en :n eml enn
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'LccC ae;_c

7:1e screeni"i fun cion of o'-e-i" tic labnour queue.

Si u ed Orefreential access to jo's evan

ou'i -ducati on i self adda nothing to inii i

amPloye7s 7lY on a corralation be-reeduca ad other

Prcduc i-7e charac-eristics such as ability and trainability.

The correla ion is lacLe a'e ithe more able face

iower costs of education - the net psychic costs are less -

or, in a system of educationaL rat-onin7 , if ;ce suoceoscul

in ohe Competitio_ _ ratione; Place are More f0--je.l

more able may also acquire -ora education in or-er to distin_

guish themselves from tha less able (Spence, 197h).

Zaere is a substantial li-erature on the economic returns

to screening_ tie objedt here is to place -he b tei a tcecry

within the framework developed above. There cma be no
eapec-ation that tie social and private benefits f scr

will coincide (Arrow, 1973), nor can -- ere be cercainty about

the direction of inequality (Stiglits, 19h7). If the op
level of educaional screenin j hat -jhich macimis

national income net of scraenir' costs, ther n be too-

little of it, e.g. ,here persons arp screened to establish

their comoarative as opposed to atsolute advantage, or where-
they are both uninformed about aieir abili y and isk-averse.,

Uterratively, there can be too much screening, essentially

cecause ccc Priva; e recurns are redistributive. zhe latte

COiO55ibS _ 7, 13 ezvlored below.

her education is used to order the labour queue, indiv--

iduals have a Private incencive to invest is education.

-Sducazion is a 'cosi-ional goodt, determining Posi on in ce
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ai n y"C -. eucatio tecaus' aa is liabla to be

a sccial ia. ol _r,-3rn to e-ucaion: eduoation zerfor'0s -'hz

7! 7u, n O auetc Mf -aoa n MO- ar -abl, a eopl-Ie 4o I:obS

e m a di 4- 7 0e a . UO a'-oauI3u- 3= amount of eduoation

Z re ur3 d to- 3fde the laou ueu , a social value of

dditional -_4ucatiJn iq uestionabia. ThCe mafginal produc7

on education i e additional outout whicn results from the

more effiient ordering of the queue. It is not obvious t'nat

a uniform exoansion of education, or eawansion at any partic-

ular level, will produoe a more efficin ordering.

These arguments can be related to the theore rame-

work. 7he oocuoaoional oroduction function can again be usea,

but it takes on a new meaning (figure 9). Y shows the

oroduction function for occupation 1, which is fil le by

cersons of aill who have education level E, and are aaid

wage . Y 0l o -es uawa s, showing that those with more

education-are on average more nroductive becaune toey happen

to e more -able. -Those in abiliy group 2 anJ ;ith educaticn

2 are assigned to occupat on 2 with produc-i, function Y2

ann Tage w. to simplify, assume a uniform oincreas in t1e

education o ne alco,,! e ~ ~ "

more year of euoCation) . The ord ring of t a bour queue-

is not altered, and Y simoly Shifts rightwards (to Y r) to

an exten; dictated by the increaja in each worke 's education.

Thus the educatin of those in ability 7rou, 1 rises to E,

and that of those in ability group 2 - -s to The

same abilit; groua, despit ai4afditLonal education, stay

in th3 same Job withi one same oroductivity: even if the wage

were :exibl- no would remain unaltered. The social rate

o" return to one added educaio-n is zero, but the priata

rate oi retumn -o an i -iviual isopouitivC
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-avevno;on' 'a - a iac-s"- s') aui' '-or

n o~7~c ~T a a

ove r t a to c as o 2n o O am a0, t"Os8

4 '1 li4 - 2- 'or o') 0 -'' Lf -O S -u i=

uctin s(for abili7y =ruc :c Z,:;*T- f:om c to b.

The ightardmovement of h rd-i fninscae

wnen inciJvi uals no Ing-r h"vr ac im O c7' -. a an

_.,oUr ifu - parsac s a .o-: ara a' noi=

b- t4a4r i d iference cu= -a t, asses to aaz 1eft Of d,

teydo 4 ot atnemot to mova tc -7 rom- 7 to b (

frcm c cc a, etc.) h no social 'oenei unl moare

C eflad7d -. duca-ional system yialds Zi-alZ O. 7 i --

her ia one other accasiie reason -ar i iroence

between private and social reca-ne. 7>e - anal

ara2-, iVing ris) abou euo. on e"ucacio' -as

an efect neither o rodu c n4 ror r-c s

e no eoonomic reason educat-. -3 z'Vanaro

once in- oe ~.acou-' u :.evfle 1 cied do

a -r a caeOse a io ... a "alne 3

in ii " rue, i . it seems fair to -- em hat tle more

aucat-d, whio hia --3 made 3 resar a "o oecome ema.-yanL,

smcnulz be pr' O (3hagxati and SrinZ7asSn, -7 .. e

examnles cited - dr'.m from India - imala location On the

arizantal eccions o zoccu:niOnlS oroduciomn inooaionS.

Tn that c'oethe rirate benefit of di4iona elucation iS

oar aomify .- roups a la to havmc f er t
777\ iferne te nst eyi-, cost O educaiaon

- -"''ao S r ' 7

-- - - - -'I - -
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1-1 7 Z p l' -,r:a t ::ii a econwiic ro cz. 7ui hi az .Oaer

crovides a o a ewor2 -i; hin :iC h cic phenomeon

can. oe unc. T particular, the c ocOo an occu a-

-i' 2 productioM 'Unc-ion is 3:cawn to have a-, vaue.

An indiviual's oc 'acion can igfcantly iflunce e

extent to w 'c,-a contributes through and berefits from his

educaional qualificaions. Ihe occupational croduction

un -on ves pcii to -. he ccommonly ep, es nctions

hac certain yew:ve of education are Inecassar, Ia propriate

or 'esrsi' for a _articular job.

aeand labour aareets wstiwive,

ndividuals who have h saae education an4 are ecuslly able

receive t sam wage even if they are in differnt occurations:

the occu -ational proauciofuction i conzisten-, wi4h t, a

story bua not imporant to it. 3u:t if wages are rigid, the

occuPational produc-ion function is hel-,ful analysing the

process of filteri; m -r. It is a versatile tool, bei

ca aze of r or-sennw not only oh; effectz of educacion on

productii7
4ty 4n a cunan capital framework, but also the effects

o a co r ra-.ion be-ween eduzatiop nd ability in a screening

ramevwork and the effcts of education on trainability and

-US :- net produCtiwi4ty where gross productivity is determile;

by the joc. cc can also scow ow 'he rfivaze rates 01 recurn

to educazion vary a: ecucation i: expand ed, and -o the

proces: c~an i risz to dive-r enc ;ween :rivate and

sqcic rat:: of r-tu-"

-Cst -- r: of E o o i sa d atistiCS,
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APPENDIX B

WHY WAGES DIFFER IN THE MANUFACTURING

SECTOR OF TANZANIA: OUTLINE



The increasing use of multivariate analysis in the study of wage

structures in developing countries does not mean only that techniques

for the criticism and formulation of education policy, based on estimates

of rates of return to investment in education, are now well-known in those

countries. The study of rates of remuneration can yield important information

on the interactions between sellers and employers of labour which determine

those rates. This type of research reflects the growing interest of economists

in labour market problems and the distribution of income.

Despite the cost constraints that limit sample size, most researchers

have chosen to cover the entire urban labour market. Consequently they have

had to limit the level of disaggregation to which their studies can be taken

and the number of independent variables than can be considered. This study is

unique in that a relatively large sample is drawn only from Tanzania's

manufacturing sector, permitting an in-depth assessment of a variety of

conventional hypotheses, and new hypotheses suggested by the study itself.

These hypotheses cover the operation of labour markets, the relationship between

personal characteristics of employees and their wages, and, the relationship of

a firm's character to its wage level and structure. This last relationship

is made apparent by integrating data on individuals with data on the firms for

which they work.

The micro-data base was generated by a detailed survey covering

1,000 employees in 75 manufactaring companies in Dar es Salaam administered

in 1970. For each employee, information is available on age, sex, origins,

ethnicity, citizenship, schooling, employer, occupation, skill, formal

training, trade union membership, wages, overtime payments and bonuses,
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and supplementary sources of income. Data on his employment history include

wage, type of work done, skill level and number of jobs over his working life.

Data were gathered for each firm on length of operation, type of ownership,

average earnings, capital intensity, cost structure, value added and value

of output.

Such information enables us to investigate the role of human capital,

labour market segmentation and discrimination in the determination of wages.

The significance of individual variables, which can be regarded as human capital,

and those which correspond to forms of segmentation or discrimination will be

assessed, together with individual and firm variables. The relative importance

of institutional characteristics (such as multinational status or degree of

unionisation) and economic characteristics (such as capital intensity and

profitability) in the determination of wages by firms will also be assessed.

There is information on how the workerb present job was obtained;

news of it, method of application, income while searching, whether relatives

work in the firm, other jobs applied for, and others turned down. In the case

of migrants to Dar es Salaam, information is available on previous residence and

occupation, date of arrival, degree of support on first arrival, length of time

taken to find employment, and intended permanence of present stay. This

information can be used to study the methods of access to and selection for

the 1"labour aristocracy" (employment in large-scale manufacturing). It is

of interest to know whether other forms of urban activity serve as a staging

post on the way to a job in manufacturing, whether access is easier for those

with particular characteristics, and whether the minimum educational requirements

are being raised over time.
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The method used in the explanation of earnings is O.L.S. multiple

regression analysis. The following explanatory variables are normally regarded

as denoting "'human capital"', that is, the acquisition of productive knowledge:

education, years in current job, years of past employment experience, and

fozzal training. The following are fairly clearly institutional variables:

the sex, ethnicity, and status (regular or casual) of employees. In the case

of some other variables - age, migrant status, and occupation - there may be

both human capital and institutional elements. A problem faced is the possible

collinearity between institutional and human capital variables: if earnings

are determined institutionally, the quality of labour may adjust to earnings

levels.

The extent of labour market segmentation or discrimination based on

employee (rather than employer) characteristics will be examined by reference

to the three institutional dummy variables. Their influence can be assessed

by examining the dummy values of these variables in the unstratified equations,

and, in the case of equations stratified by one or other of these characteristics,

by examining the mean input values of different groups and the values of the

coefficients of the human capital variables. Casual employees, women, or

Africans may, other things being equal, receive less pay. These groups may

tend to have less endowment of human capital, and the coefficients may also

reveal that human capital is less important in raising their income (e.g. the

return to education or experience may be lower).



It would fit with segmentation theory on dual labour markets

for instance, to find, that casuals are paid less than regulars solely on

account of being casual, that they possess less education and skill, and that

what education and skill they possess is of less value to them. The reasons

for racial discrimination can be explored by studying variation in the size

of the dummy value for ethnicity according to different stratifications of

the sample. For instance, our results are consistent with conventional theories

of discrimination that predict greater discrimination in favour of non-Africans

in occupations where they are few. The results also suggest that, while employment

status and ethnicity are important determinants of wages, sex is not. In our

subsequent analysis we therefore lay aside the two significant but small

"'pathological" groups and concentrate on the remaining bulk of the sample,

African regular employees.

The data permit us to estimate the private returns to education,

standardising for other variables by such means as holding other inputs constant

at their mean values. Education can be measured either in terms of years of

schooling or in terms of dummy values for different educational levels. More

interesting is the exploration of the effect of the tightening of the labour

market for the educated as the educational system has expanded. This is done

in various ways, such as studying the returns to education for different age or

experience cohorts, the effect of age or experience on earnings for different

educational cohorts, and the occupational choices of different educational cohorts

according to age or experience. For instance, when the sample is stratified by

experience, different values of the education coefficients may be found.

Coefficients falling with years of experience may suggest that education becomes
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less important for productivity the more distant it is, or that education is

used as an initial screening device. Rising coefficients may indicate that

educated recent entrants to the labour market cannot use their education

productively because they have had to accept lesser jobs, or that civil service

pay structure determines manufacturing earnings.

- Experience in wage-employment, as a proxy for skill-acquisition

on the job, can be measured in various ways. For some purposes it is less

appropriate to use the number of years in vage employment than its components,

years with the firm and years of previous wage-employment. We can expect

experience within the firm to have more effect on earnings than previous

experience to the extent that skills are firm specific. Information on the

number of jobs held during the period of wage-employment can also help to

isolate the effect of mobility on earnings.* The hypothesis that skill-acquisition

is subject to diminishing returns can be examined.

The dummy variables for different occupations in the regressions

indicate the contribution to earnings of the occupation itself. Different

occupations may involve different amounts of on the job training, or the

occupational earnings structure may be affected by custom, trade unions, the

nature of the job, or pay determination in tie public sector. Stratification

of the sample by occupation may reveal interesting differences in the values

of coefficients, reflecting differences in job content. For instance, we may

find the influence on earnings of education and experience to be greater for

white collar than for blue collar workers. Generally, the survey permits a

deeper examination of the inter-relationships in a developing country between

earnings, education, experience and occupation than was previously possible.
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Our results suggest that the personal variables alone explain over

half the total variation in earnings. Rather than including the firm variables

along with the personal variables in the regressions, the following procedure

was adopted. Each of the 24 firms was allocated a dummy variable, and the

regressions were rerun with these added dummies. The inclusion improved the

explanatory power of the equations. The values of the firm dummies were then

made the dependent variable in O.L.S. regressions in which certain firm

characteristics were used as the independent variables. They were found to

explain more than half of the variation in the firm dummies.

An important determinant of inter-firm earnings differences is a

dummy variable reflecting firm ownership. Five categories can be distinguished:

wholly local and privately owned, foreign and privately owned, mixed local

and foreign, and jointly owned by a private firm and by government. The multiple

regressions help to distinguish the effect of firm ownership from the effect

of variables associated with firm ownership on wages. We would expect that

foreign firms, whether operating independently or in partnership with government

or a local firm, would pay more than wholly local firms.

The effect of firm size on earnings can be explored in the same

way. Reasons can be found for expecting earnings to increase with firm size,

and simple evidence for developing countries, in which other variables are

not held constant, normally bears out this hypothesis. Our method isolates

the effect of firm size on its own, and the use of dummy variables opens up

the possibility of non-linearity. It is possible that the heterogeneity of

activities within the sample of manufacturing firms explains the U-shaped

relationship suggested by preliminary results.
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An obvious way in which institutinnal variables can influence the

wages paid by a firm is through trade union pressures and collective bargaining.

The most appropriate specification in the Tanzanian case is to enter union

membership as a firm variable rather than as a personal variable. Unfortunately,

it is by no means clear that the proportion of the firm's workers unionised

can be taken as a good proxy for trade union bargaining strength. However,

since the effect of trade unions and collective bargaining in the modern sector

of African countries is much disputed, experiemntation is warranted.

A number of other hypotheses concerning the effect of firm characteristics

on earnings are tested. For instance, greater capital-intensity, which may be

the result of high earnings, may also be their cause in that capital-intensive

firms can better affort to pay high wages. High value added per man, with which

capital-intensity could be correlated, may also be cause or effect 
of high earnings.

An interesting test of Lydall's hypothesis that the precise shape of 
a firm's

occupational pyramid influences earnings (which can be interpreted as a hypothesis

regarding ability to pay) is the following: do firms with a higher proportion

of employees in unskilled and semi-skilled occupations tend, other things being

equal, to pay lower wages to such employees?

An introductory section of the study concerns the origin, selection

and relative characteristics of the "labour aristocracy" employed in the

manufacturing sector. A detailed descriptive picture can be painted from

the survey, and an interesting comparison can be made with a broader survey

of urban workers carried out roughly at the same time. In general, sufficient

descriptive and institutional information and prior analysis of the urban

labour market is available on Tanzania to prevent the econometric analysis 
from

being a mechanical exercise or mere "data mining". It is possible to achieve
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that blend of theoretical, institutional and statistical analysis which is

likely to advance knowledge. It cannot yet be claimed that the study has

important direct implications for policy, but an effort is being made,

wherever possible, to relate the results to policy issues.
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Appendix D Sampling Procedures and Sample Characteristics
of the Tanzanian Surveys

1. The 1971 Survey: Sampling Procedure

A sample survey of wage earners was specially designed and admin-

istered in 1971 1/ to generate a micro data set that integrated information

on the wages of individuals with measures of a broad range of variables hy-

pothesized to be determinants, or proxies for determinants, of wages.

The sample was stratified and selected in two stages. In the first

stage twenty-five manufacturing firms were randomly selected from a compre-

hensive government list of firms in Dar es Salaam in each of three size cate-

gories: firms with less than ten employees; firms with ten to 49 employees;

and firms with 50 to 499 employees. In each firm a sample of one third of the

labor force or thirty workers, whichever was smaller, was randomly selected

from a complete list of the firm's employees. In addition 60 employees were

interviewed in three of the six firms in the Dar es Salaam area employing

more than 500 people. In total 986 manufacturing sector employees were inter-

viewed. Table 1 provides a basis for assessing whether the sample of employ-

ees is representative, hence whether the findings of our study can be gener-

alized to the manufacturing sector as a whole. Columns 1 and 2 present the

size distribution of income and the average wage in the manufacturing sector

as measured, respectively, by the sector in 1971, on which we base our study,

and the National Urban Mobility Employment and Income Survey, a considerably

larger household survey administered later in the same year. There is very

little difference between them; the only significant differences are within

1/ By R. H. Sabot in collaboration with M. A. Bienefeld, currently of the

Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex.
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the individual respondent can provide. Thus it is generally not possible to

integrate the assessment of the influence on wages of the characteristics of

firms with that of the influence of worker characteristics.

This wage survey is perhaps unique in that the sample is drawn only

from among manufacturing sector employees and in that it is an establishment

rather than a household survey. For a conventional labor force survey to have

as many respondents among manufacturing employees, its total sample size would

have to be more than ten times the size of the sector survey. 1/ The fact

that firms were selected in the first stage of the sampling procedure and that

interviews were conducted at the place of work facilitated the acquisition of

information on the characteristics of firms, both by limiting the number of

firms in the sample and by clearly specifying by which firms workers were em-

ployed. This information subsequently became an integral part of the data

set; an individual's file contains data both on his personal characteristics

and on the characteristics of his firm.

These features of the data set increase the range of issues we can

examine and the depth of our analysis. Not only are we able to "test" for

segmentation of the labor market between firms, and to assess various hypoth-

eses regarding its causes, but we can weigh the influence of variables denot-

ing human capital, relative to the influence of other variables, on the urban

distribution of wage incomes. Also, because of the large number of respondents

from a small sector we are able, when appropriate, to disaggregate the analy-

sis. This is important because two rather differenc hypotheses may have tne

same prediction for the sign of a particular variable in the aggregate wage

1/ NUMIST was comprehensive in its coverage of the urban population; total
sample size is nearly six times that of the sector survey, yet it had

less than half the number of manufacture sector respondents.
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the 150-250 shs. categories. The differences in average wages is only 1.7%.

Columns 3 and 4 present the industrial structure of urban wage employment as

measured by NUMEIST in 1971 and by the Central Statistical Bureau's Survey of

Employment and Earnings in 1968, which is actually a census of the wage sector.

Again the distributions are very similar, 1/ demonstrating that NUMEIST is a

good benchmark against which to measure the quality of data generated by the

manufacturing sector survey. These comparisons suggest that we can, with con-

siderable confidence, generalize the findings of the sector survey to the ur-

ban manufacturing sector as a whole.

2. Some Advantages of Interviewing in Firms and Focusing on One Sector

Despite the cost constraints that limit sample size, most researchers

generating data for the estimation of wage functions in developing countries

have chosen to cover the entire urban labor market. Moreover, they have gen-

erally selected household surveys as their instruments, thereby including with-

in the sample a high proportion of individuals who do not participate in the

labor market, are unemployed or who have non-wage sources of income. Conse-

quently, the number of wage earners in a particular sub-sector of the urban

economy, as a proportion of the total sample is generally small and researchers

have had to conduct their analysis of wages at a high level of aggregation:

estimates of separate wage functions for different strata of the sample are

often precluded by the small number of observations within cohorts. Also, in

household surveys the range of information gathered is limited to that which

1/ The only non-trivial differences appear in construction, where the high
figure of the C.S.B. Survey reflects an extraordinary expansion of employ-
ment in that sub-sector in 1968, and in services, where the higher figure

of NUMEIST reflects the inclusion of domestic servants, who are excluded

from C.S.B. statistics. Comparisons of the findings of NUMEIST and of

the 1967 Population Census confirm the accuracy of the former. See R.

Sabot (1979).



Fig. 1: CLASSIFICATION OF THE URBAN ADULT POPULATION OF TANZANIA BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY - '1971
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function but different predictions for the pattern of coefficients, when sep-

arate equations are estimated for occupational, firm size, or other sub-groups

of the sample. Thus disaggregation increases our ability to discriminate

between competing hypotheses; more generally it allows us to illustrate the

complexity of the wage structure in Tanzania, the interactions between vari-

ous determinants of wages, and the differences between sub-groups in the

influence of a particular determinant.

3. The Generality of Findings

We have emphasized the benefits of focusing our analysis on one

sector of employment. There is, however, a potential cost, the loss of gen-

erality of findings. Our analysis of differences in income is confined to

a small proportion of the urban population. Figure 1 indicates that roughly

only one of seven urban adult males and one of fifty adult females is employed

in the manufacturing sector. Viewing manufacturing workers as a proportion

of the urban labor force,- a category more relevant than population to the

analysis of the distribution of labor incomes does not alter the picture much

for males because of their high participation rate. Roughly, one of six

male labor force participants is a manufacturing sector employee. For females,

who have a participation rate only one third that of males, the shift in

perspective does have a marked impact on our perception of the relative size

of the manufacturing sector labor force. Roughly one of every fifteen female

labor force participants is a manufacturing sector employee. Likewise,

because markedly higher proportions of female than male workers are either

unemployed or self-employed, viewing manufacturing employees as a proportion

I/ The labor force is defined throughout as comprising all earners of monetary
income (thereby excluding subsistence producers) together with all active

sectors of wage or self-employment.
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of all wage employees, the category relevant to the analysis of the market

for wage labor and the distribution of wage incomes, has a greater impact on

our perception of the relative size of the female than the male manufacturing

sector labor force. Roughly one of every four urban male wage earners and one

of every six urban female wage earners is employed in the manufacturing

sector.

Nevertheless the usefulness of this study depends on whether its findings

can be generalized to the urban wage sector or must be confined to the manu-

facturing sector. The relevant question is whether the manufacturing sector

labor market is representative of the urban wage labor market. To say that a

sample is representative generally means that the distribution of individual

characteristics is roughly the same in the sample as in the population from

which it is drawn. We have seen that our sample population is representative,

in this sense, of the manufacturing sector labor force as a whole.

According to this definition, however, manufacturing workers are

clearly unrepresentative of the urban population, the urban labor force

and of urban wage employees, though not to the extent sometimes suggested

by those who view workers employed in modern manufacturing enterprises as

a "labor aristocracy."

Table 2 presents the rates at which various demographic sub-groups

of the urban population participate in the urban labor force, and in two of

its components, the urban wage sector labor force and the manufacturing

sector labor force. For the latter categories two participation rates

are presented. In the first, p.r., the size of the relevant sub-group of



Table 2

RATES OF PARTICIPATION Of VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC SUBGROUPS
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A-tin 1, other .81 92 .22 81 .51 86 .5 66 .516 72 .12 100 .56 12 .29 71 .56 80 .11 79 .14 88 .03 10 .13 1M .07 88 .14 100

IIlrAtt S tatuI
:11-.riot .91 100 .25 100 .61 100 .73 100 .80 100 .13 100 .53 100 .45 100 .75 100 .15 100 .16 100 .02 to0 .07 100 .09 100 .14 100

Non-.Mtprant .78 of), .29 114 .52 85 .50 68 .64 80 .10 77 .34 64 .29 64 .55 73 .11 73 .14 Be .02 100 .08 114 .07 78 .13 91

Stitieq I n

llelv
1  .95 100 .57 100 .88 100 .75 100 .79 100 .32 100 .56 100 .67 100 .76 100 .15 100 .16 100 .05 100 . 100

it.oea.13 23 .13 15 .05 16 .41 73 .05 1 .41 54 .01 20 .07 78 .01 7 .07 41

Wfer -1 .74 78 :34 60 .55 63 .50 67 .67 85 .14 44 .40 71 .33 49 .60 79 .10 67 .14 88 .02 40 .07 78 .07 50 .12 IM

Other

a/ p.r.' is the oectoral participation rate calculated with the labor force as the denominator.

b/ Son, daughter, other relative or boarder. 
Sourcet NUNEIST. 1971
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the urban population is the denominator; in the second, p.r.', the denominator

is the size of the relevant sub-group of the urban labor force. The labor

force is selective of some, e.g. educational, sub-groups of the urban

population. The wage sector and its component, the manufacturing sector,

may be further selective of labor force members with particular (education)

characteristics., The.second participation rate in the table isolates the

effect of this latter type of selectivity and allows us to determine in

what ways and to what extent manufacturing workers are unrepresentative

of the wage labor force as a whole.

The index of p.r. in column 9 indicates that urban adults with

education are more than three times as likely to hold a wage job in the

manufacturing sector than uneducated urban adults. The participation

rate does not rise consistently with education, however. The manufacturing

p.r. for post-primary leavers breaks the trend; it is actually lower than

that for St.5-8 leavers. The educational selectivity of the manufacturing

sector is, in significant part, accounted for by the positive relationship

(in column 3) between educational attainment and the labor force participation

rate, a relationship explained almost entirely (in column 2) by the marked

tendency for the rate of participation of urban females to rise with their

level of education. Controlling for the education selectivity of the urban

labor force reveals that the manufacturing sector is, nevertheless, independ-

ently selective of educated labor force participants. P.r. (in column 9)

is markedly higher for the educated than the uneducated. But, the point

to emphasize is that a comparison between the wage sector as a whole and
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its manufacturing component of the educational structure of p.r.' (in columns

6 and 9) does not reveal marked differences in the pattern of selectivity.

The principal difference is that the manufacturing sector is rather more

selective of workers with primary education.

Likewise the inverted U shape of the relationships between age and

the p.r. in the wage sector (column 6) and the p.r. in the manufacturing

sector (column 9) are only partly explained by a similarly shaped relation-

ship between age and the rate of participation in the labor force (column 3). The

relationships between age and the p.r. for the urban wage sector (column 6) and the

p.r. for manufacturing (column 9) are also inverted U-shaped: first

the rate increases with age and then declines. While the pattern of age

selectivity in the wage sector and its component are broadly similar it is

apparent that the manufacturing sector is less selective of workers 35 and

over.

The relationship between race and the p.r. is roughly the same in

the wage and manufacturing sectors: Africans in the urban population are

more likely to be participants than Asians and others (columns 6 and 9).

The greater selectivity of Asian female labor force participants by the

manufacturing sector (p.r.' in column 8) than by the wage sector as a

whole (p.r.' in column 5) does mean that in total in the manufacturing

sector the p.r. of both groups are the same (column 9) while in the wage

sector the p.r. of Africans is higher (column 6). The urban labor force

is selective of migrants (column 3). Despite differences between the

wage sector and the manufacturing sector in the selectivity by migrant
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status of females (columns 5 and 8), in total (columns 6 and 9) the

relationship between migrant status and the p.r. ' is roughly the same:

both sectors are selective of migrant labor force participants. Labor

force participation rates are highest among heads of household and lowest

among wives of heads (column 3). Similarly, both the wage sector and the

manufacturing sector are most selective of labor force participants who

are household heads and least selective of wives of heads (columns 6 and 9).

In sum, though there are significant differences in the details of

the patterns of demographic selectivity by the two sectors, the manufacturing

sector labor force is broadly representative of the urban wage labor force

as a whole. Most important perhaps, while because of their educational

attainment, manufacturing employees may be considered an elite relative to

1/
the urban and, in particular, to the rural populations,- they are not an

elite when compared to other urban wage earners.

There is another, economic rather than statistical, sense of the

term "representative" which is more appropriate for the assessment of our

ability to generalize to the urban wage sector as a whole the findings of

the analysis of why wages differ in Tanzania's manufacturing sector.

The market and non-market processes determining wages in the manufacturing

sector, rather than the characteristics of the sector's labor force,

may be representative of the wage sector. Indeed given differences

between sub-sectors such as manufacturing, public utilities, construction

and commerce in the nature of their output and in production technology

it would be surprising not to find considerable variance in the skill

composition of their labor forces, hence in mean wage rates and in the

1/ While only 15% of manufacturing employees were uneducated, 
37% of the

the total urban population had no formal schooling,and the comparable

figure for the rural areas was 68%.
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distribution of wage incomes. The relevant question is whether these

latter differences are entirely accounted for by the differences in labor

force composition. This will be the case if the manufacturing labor

market is an integral part of the urban market for wage labor. Differences

between sub-sectors in wages for workers with the same economic characteristics

will have been eroded by the competitive interactions of buyers and sellers

of labor services. If, however, the manufacturing sector labor market

is an isolated segment, protected by institutional or other barriers from

the forces of competition operating elsewhere in the urban market for

wage labor, then substantial differences between sub-sectors in wage rates

and their distribution may remain even after controlling for intersectoral

differences in labor force composition. If the manufacturing sector labor

market is :fully integrated with the larger market for urban wage labor

then it is legitimate to generalize the findings of our analysis of why

wages differ. On the other hand if the manufacturing sector is an isolated

segment of the labor market and its processes are unrepresentative then

findings pertaining to why wages differ within it should only be generalized

with extreme caution.

Table 3 presents the size distribution of wage income in the various

urban sub-sectors, together with a measure of the degree of inequality

within each sub-sector. The manufacturing sector is grouped with govern-

ment services and public utilities roughly at the unweighted mean of the

gini coeffieients of the seven sub-sectors. The distribution of income is

markedly more equal in two of the sub-sectors and markedly less equal in

the other two sub-sectors. The two sectors in which wage income is most



Table 3

URBAN WAGE SECTOR : SUB-SECTORIAL DIFFERENCES IN THE INEQUALITY OF PAY
AND THE OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF EIPLOYMENT

Non- Transport/
All wage government Government Public Manufac- comaunica-

Sector earners services Commerce Services Utilities turing tions Construction

Income category
Shs. per month % % % % % % % %

150 8 17 10 2 3 3 2 1
150-199 19 20 18 13 18 23 8 15

200-249 20 16 15 24 32 21 19 25

250-299 11 9 8 6 17 16 12 15

300-349 10 8 10 8 12 8 15 17
350-499 12 9 10 12 3 12 22 16
500-999 12 10 18 22 9 10 1.6 8
1000 & + 7 10 10 13 6 7 6 3

Gini
Coefficient .383 .410 .407 .352 .352 .349 .311 ;303

Source: NUMEIST
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unequally.distributed are characterized by higher than average (for the wage

sector as a whole) proportions in the two highest and in the two lowest

income categories. The two sectors in which wages are most equal are

characterized by lower than average proportions in the two highest and

lowest income categories. Casual empiricism suggests that the differences

in degree of inequality between the manufacturing sector and the high

inequality and low inequality sub-sectors are largely explained by differences

in their occupational structures of employment. Though non-government

services and commerce, the two sub-sectors in which incomes are highly

unequal, have roughly the same proportions of unskilled workers as the

manufacturing sector, the proportion of their workers in white collar

occupations is much higher and the proportion of their workers in semiskilled

and skilled manual occupations is much lower than in the manufacturing

1/
sector. By contrast the construction sector in which incomes are more

equally distributed has an accentuated version of the manufacturing sector's

occupational structure: a higher proportion of workers in semi-skilled and

skilled occupations and lower proportions in unskilled and white collar

2/
occupations.-

1/ The manufacturing sector has 57% of its labor force in semiskilled and skilled

manual occupations and only 17% in white collar occupations. The non

government services and commerce sectors have 61% and 56%, respectively,

of their labor forces in white collar occupations and only 14% and 9% in

semiskilled and skilled occupations. Source: NUMEIST - 1971.

2/ The transport sector is the odd man out in this assessment. The higher

proportion of workers in that sector earning above 350 sh. can, perhaps,

be explained by the markedly higher proportion of transport than manufacturing

workers in white collar occupations. The occupation structure of employment

does not, however, explain the low proportion of transport workers earning less

than 200 sh: a higher proportion of transport than of manufacturing workers

is unskilled. The explanation may be in the high proportion of transport

workers employed by the government which pays premium rates to workers at the

low end of the occupational spectrum.
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A more rigorous way of assessing whether the labor market is segmented

by industrial sectors and, in particular, whether a worker's affiliation with

the manufacturing sector, has a large independent impact on his wages, is to

compare the wages in several sectors of workers with the same economic

characteristics (and other cha-acteristics that influence wages). Controlling

for these characteristics would require multivariate analysis of the entire

wage sector of the type we undertake in subsequent chapters for the manufac-

turing sector. Even a simple comparison between sub-sectors in average wages and the

average years of education of the labor force does, however, substantiate the

impression that the market for manufacturing labor is an integral part of the

urban wage labor market. We saw above that the educational structure of tie

labor force was roughly the same as the educational structure of the wage

labor force viewed in the aggregate. Table 4 disaggregates the urban wage

sector into fifteen subsectors (including three manufacturing sectors)

revealing considerable variance among these subsectors in educational attain-

ment and a strcg positive relationship between average wages and average

education. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 2 which plots wages

and education for each industry. The correlation coefficient between the two

variables is 0.84. Omitting textiles and harbor services, the two "atypical"

industries, raises the coefficient to + 0.94.

1/ Marked differences from the norm in the average seniority of the labor
force of these sectors appears to explain both why textile workers have
rather low wages, given their educational attainment and why dock workers
have relatively high wages, given their education attainment.
Because the two largest textile mills in Tanzania were established
relatively recently, textile workers were on their present job an average

of 38 months, as compared to an average for all wage earners of 55 months.
Dock workers, by contrast, work in a long established industry and their

average level of seniority, 88 months, is well above the norm.
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Table 4 : Urban Adult Wage Earners:

Average Wages and Education by Industry.

Average

Total Average Wage:* Education

Number Shs. per month Years

1. Government 174 591 9.4

2. Commerce/Finance 111 558 7.2

3. Transport/Communic. 88 550 7.4

4. Other Services 178 508 7.4

5. Local Government 60 476 6.6

6. Manufacturing:Minerals 132 460 6.2

7. Other Transport 64 441 5.4

8. E.A.C. & H. 93 424 4.1

9. Manufacturing: Fibres 149 423 5.9

10. Retail, Wholesale Trade 128 422 6.1

11. E.A.R. 109 407 5.6

12. Public Utilities 76 384 5.9

13. Construction/Comworks 204 358 5.7

14. Textiles 148 333 6.7

15. Hotels, Bars 97 223 4.0

* Assumes Standard 1 to 4, Standard 5 to 8, and

Post-Primary, have 4, 7 and 13 years of education

respectively.

Source: NUIMEIST '71



Fig.2 : Urban Adult wage earners:

Average monthly wage by average education

10 . in each industrial sector
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This suggests that if sector of employment does have an independent

influence on wages it is unlikely to be large and that we can, with consider-

able confidence, generalize our findings regarding why wages differ in Tan-

zania's manufacturing sector to the urban wage sector as a whole.

4. The Coverage of the Flexible Income Sector

The relationship between education and earnings in "free entry" or

"flexible earnings" sectors can be important for the evaluation of the bene-

fits of additional investment in schooling. It is thus relevant to ask whether

the manufacturing sector survey includes workers in the flexible wage sector.

Previous analysis in Tanzania suggests that the urban free entry sector is

comprised only of casual wage earners and a portion of the self-employed.

Figure 1 indicates that among male labor force participants some 9.7% are

casual employees and less than 20% are self-employed. Casual employees are

included in the 1971 survey; table 5 indicates they comprise 11% of the

sample. They will be included in the new survey as well. The relationship

between education and wages among casual employees in 1971 has been examined

and we plan to analyze changes over time in that relationship.

The only portion of the free entry sector from which we will not

sample for the planned survey is comprised of the self-employed. Of course

not all self-employment is free entry: capital, skills, etc., pose signifi-

cant barriers in some activities and this is reflected in the structure of

incomes within the sector. 1/ We fully recognize the importance of analyzing

the relationship between education and earnings (productivity) among the self-

l/ See R. Sabot, "The Meaning and Measurement of Urban Surplus Labor,"

OEP, 1977.



Table 5: DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES
AND COMPOSITION OF SANPLE

Symbol Description % of Workers in Sample

Rl* Employment status casual employee 10
R2 dummy: regular employee 90

Sl Sex dummy: male 89
S2 female 11

Tl* Race dummy: African - 91
T2 Non-African 9

E -Years of schooling

El* Education dummy: no education 15
E2 standards 1-4 19
E3 standards 5-8 52
E4 forms 1-6, university 15

Fl Formal training 3 months or less
F2 dummy: more than 3 months 3

F3* no formal training 88

Ll Experience: years in current employment
L2 years of wage employment experience
L3 number of past and present jobs
L4 years of previous experience (L2-Ll)

Al Age dummy: age 15-19 years 7
A2* age 20-34 years 71
A3 age 35-49 years 20
A4 age 50 or more years 3

01 Occupation dummy: supervising 4
02 clerical 12
03 headman/skilled 28
04 semi-skilled 32
05* unskilled 24

Ml Migrant status migrant 67
M2* dummy: non-migrant 33

Q Firm size: number of employees 0-53 27
G gross output 54-78 18

V value added 79-139 20
140-299 18
300- 17

Jl Ownership status wholly local and government owned 18
J2 dummy: wholly foreign and private 22

J3 part local/foreign and private 22
J4 part local, nixed ownership 16

J5* wholly local and private 22

VE Value added per employee

K Capital intensity

P Rate of profit

U Proportion of workers unionized

Ql, Q2, Q3* ... Q24 firm dummy

Note: An asterisk to a symbol indicates that it acts as the base in a dummy analysis.
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employed. In the proposal (summary paragraph 1 and page 5) this is noted as

a significant gap in our knowledge regarding the impact of education on pro-

ductivity. The issue of how best to measure this-relationship is not a

simple one. Clearly wage function analysis is inappropriate because no wages

are paid. Dean Jamison and I have begun to explore the possibility of adapt-

ing the production function techniques he has used to assess the affect of

schooling of farmers on their efficiency as farm managers. It looks as

though Gary Fields will be contributing to this effort over the summer by sur-

veying the existing literature on education and productivity in non-agricultural

self-employment. We are not yet sure how severe will be the methodological

problems we encounter in preparing for such an adaptation. What is certain

is that the empirical work involved will be substantial. Jamison's project

in Nepal is costing $90,000 and is now in its third year. This type of research

will be done in due course, but it cannot be done properly within the context

of Phase I of this project.

There is, however, quite detailed existing data on the self-employed

which we intend to exploit. This data was generated by NUMEIST and will permit

a crude assessment of the relationship between the incomes of own-account

workers and their level of education.

5. The New Survey

The new survey will duplicate as closely as possible the 1971 survey.

Respondents will be randomly selected from the same firms. Additional firms

will be sampled to compensate for the "death" of some firms since 1971 and for

the "birth" of others. The same questionnaire will be used, though in a some-

what expanded form. The data on the characteristics of the firms, their size,

capital intensity, etc., also will be updated. Two such comparable data bases

will permit a unique documentation of changes over time in the composition of

the wage labor force and in the structure of wages.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE: April 30, 1979

FROM: Suman Bery, VPD

SUBJECT: A Panel to Review a Research Proposal:
"A Comparative Study of Labor Market
Consequences of Educational Expansion"

1. The panel consisting of Messrs. D. Turnham (Chairman),
M. Ahluwalia, R. Gulhati, J. Maas, G. Tidrick and M. Zymelman will

be reconvened to review the attached proposal on Thursday, May 3
at 3:00 p.m. in Room K3700.

Staff Amount
Proposal Responsible Requested

A Comparative Study of R. H. Sabot $78,020
Labor Market Consequences
of Educational Expansion

2. The panel is expected to consider issues such as:

(i) Is the proposed research of interest to the Bank?

(ii) What contribution are the research findings expected to
make to the Bank's operations?

(iii) Are the hypotheses to be tested and the methods of analysis

well defined? Will they yield robust conclusions?

Guidelines designed for the preparation and submission of research
proposals are attached to assist you in the review.

Attachments

Distribution:

Messrs. D. Turnham, M. Ahluwalia, R. Gulhati,
J. Maas, G. Tidrick, M. Zymelman

cc: Messrs. B. Balassa, B. King, T. King, R. Sabot

RiSabot:mh



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mrs. Ann 0. Hamilton, Chief ASADB DATE: April 16, 1979

FROM: A. Pinell-Siles, ASADB 5 &
SUBJECT: INDIA - Economic and Sector Work Program - k IL -

1. A meeting was held in Mr. Waide's office on April 10, 1979,
to take advantage of the presence of Messrs. Yenal and Baird to discuss
the economic and sector work on India for the next two or three years.
The meeting was chaired by Mr. Waide and attended also by Mrs. Hamilton,
Mrs. Hong, Messrs. Jansen, Wall, Grawe, McGregor and Pinell-Siles.

2. In relation to the 1980 Economic Report, Mr. Yenal suggested
three topics: a) Current Developments, b) Report on research studies on
India and c) Case Studies of one or two Indian States (Bihar and perhaps
Orissa). The second part could report on some of the following: i) Small
Scale Industry Studies (Dipak Mazumdar et al), ii) Basic Needs in Kerala
(B. Minhas), iii) T.N. Srinivasan's research project if results become
available on time, iv) I.J. Singh on Small Farmers and the Landless,
v) Tax Efforts of States (R.Chelliah), vi) Deepak Lal's research on
agricultural wages and labor markets, vii) Zachariah's study on fertility
decline in Kerala and Tamil Nadu. DPS would be consulted in order to ascertain
whether DPS would be able to provide interim reports on at least some of
these research projects in time for the economic report (October 1979). The
case studies of specific States would concentrate on Plan Implementation,
Budgeting, Project Execution, Basic Needs and Resource Mobilization.

3. Other topics suggested for treatment in next year's economic
report are:

a) Trade Policy Questions: related to both exports and imports
and changes in the incentive structure.

b) Transportation: There is need for a study identifying the
main economic issues in this sector (involving both policy
and analytical questions). Several GOI Reports on the
subject are expected to be finished soon and could be a
useful input for this study. The regional transportation
projects division or CPS Transportation Department could
contribute to this task.

c) The use of better modeling tools for macroeconomic analysis
was recommended. DPS could contribute to this task.

4. Other studies which could be of relevance for next year's
Economic Report, but which may have a longer time horizon, are the following:

APR 18 In



Mrs. Ann 0. Hamilton, Chief, ASADB - 2 - April 16, 1979

a) Industry: Mr. Waide will prepare detailed terms of .reference
for future work on Industry.

b) Power Studies should remain high in our research agenda
because of the importance of this sector. It was agreed
that Mr. Yenal would contact Mr. Ralph Turvey for possible
involvement in this sector.

c) Agriculture: Several topics were suggested under this heading.

i) Irrigation: World Bank experience in relation to efficiency
issues, technology and organization. (This would be a
contribution from Projects Department primarily.)

ii) Analysis of supply and demand and of pricing policies for
four or five major crops (especially cash crops). Studies
already begun by NDO on Cotton (LeBreton) and Sugarcane
(P. Dax) should prove useful in this regard. Oilseeds
may be another area where Project Department could contribute.
Mr. McGregor (YP) is presently working on demand patterns
for non-food crops.

iii) Fertilizers: patterns of use by crops and by categories
of farmers.

iv) Employment generation in Agroindustries. (Mrs. Hong to
finish paper in about a month)

5. In view of the extensive list of topics suggested for further
study, there is need to narrow these down. Projects Department should be con-
sulted as soon as possible in relation to their contribution to economic and
sector work, especially in agriculture. John Wall suggested that the work
on urban issues and the education sector in the FY80 ESWP indicative statement
be drop-ped from the FY80 program to accommodate the lower number of manweeks
now available.

6. Finally, it was agreed that Mr. Yenal would prepare an annotated
outline of next year's Economic Report for discussion during Paris' meetings
in June, and John Wall would take the above points into consideration in
revising the ESWP for FY80.

cc and cleared with: Messrs Waide (ASNVP), Wall (ASADB)

cc: Messrs. Wiehen (ASADR), Rajagopalan (ASP), Rowe (ASP), Jansen (ASADR),
Yenal, Baird, Harison (NDO), India Division Economists

APSiles:nc



Mr. Graham Pyatt, DRC April 13, 1979

Wilfred L. David, AGREP

Research Proposal

Enclosed is a revised version of the research proposal which

we recently discussed. In terms of the adaptation of the SAM framework

to agricultural and rural sector work, our tentative plans are to con-

sider the following countries during the initial phase: Ghana, Upper

Volta, Trinidad and Tobago and possibly Yugoslavia and China. This

should provide a good mix of country experiences. However, at a later

stage we may also want to try other cases of interest to the Regions
and/or OED (as per our discussion).

Your assistance is grateful appreciated, and we look forward

to further collaborative efforts as the project gathers momentum.

Enclosure

cc: Messrs. Pasquale Scandizzo
Graham Donaldson

WLD:vau

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Mrs. Helen Hughes, EPD March 28, 1979

Bela Balassa, VPD

Real Product and Purchasing Power Comparisons

The Research Committee discussed the above proposal
at its meeting on March 16. Given the ambiguities and uncer-
tainties on the scope of the intended work and its objectives,
the committee requested the proposal's sponsors within the
Bank to convey the following points to Professor Kravis:

(i) The Research Committee was not willing to
entertain a request for pure budgetary
support and would require a clear statement
of research objectives, work program and
intended output.

(ii) The interest of the committee was in making
better use of available data in refining
reduced information techniques and validating
them against full information estimates. It
was not interested in financing further
country studies or substantial primary data
collection.

(iii) The committee would review a submission from
the Kravis team on its merits and was not
willing to make any commitment at present on
the likelihood or scale of possible financial
support.

cc: Mr. R. McPheeters

SKBery:lt
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Those Listed Below March 27, 1979

Bela Balassa, VPD

Specialized Panel Reports

I enclose a summary of the evaluation of past research

and recommendations for future research directions contained in

the reports of the specialized panels. This summary has been

prepared for the use of the General Research Advisory Panel that

may include it as a chapter, or as an appendix, in its report.

To the extent possible, direct quotations from the

reports of the specialized panels have been used or statements

made in the report have been paraphrased. Nevertheless, at

some points the specialized panel reports might not have been

correctly interpreted. To avoid this possibility you are asked

to provide comments, preferably with suggested changes in

wording. Your comments should reach me on March 29 c.o.b.

Distribution:

Messrs. J. Duloy/G. Pyatt
B.B. King/T. King/M. Leiserson/L. Westphal

Ms. H. Hughes/Mr. S. Singh
C. Willoughby/C. Harral
Y. Rovani/P. Munasinghe
K. Kanagaratnam
H. Aklilu/M. Hultin
M. Yudelman/G. Donaldson

BBalassa:lt
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bela' Balassa DATE: March 22, 1979

FROM: Kevin laver, ENPA2

SUBJECT: Project Design

1. I was talking to Wilfred Candler recently about the research
proposal being advanced by Gary Kutcher, on modelling in Project Design;
aid Will showed me a draft table of contents for a monograph which would
emerge from the project. This looks like an interesting and exciting
project. I would like to see the DRC's, and Bank's, experience with
modelling as a part of project design brought together in one place.
Certainly, if this monograph had existed when I first entered the Bank,
it would have been a most useful professional introduction to the work
I am now involved with.

2. I think you can be assured that there would be a receptive
audience in the project departments for this type of book, since there
is a growing realization that many of our projects emerge from an
examination of only two or three project configurations, with many
alternatives remaining unexamined.

cc: Messrs. Candler, Duloy, Kuther

.4



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIO4 __

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 21, 1979

FROM: Ardy Stoutjesdijk, DED/7

SUBJECT: Operational Support and the Dissemination of Research: The Case of TSKB

1. During the Summer of 1978, a mission from the Turkish Industrial
Development Bank (TSKB) visited the Bank. At that time, at the suggestion
of the Regional Office, Mr. Meeraus (DRC) and I met with Mr. Tolgay Cavusoglu
to discuss a study that the TSKB was planning to undertake of the chemical
sector, in an attempt to provide a basis for rationalizing the existing
industrial plants in that sector, and to identify promising expansion possi-
bilities. Given our experience with industrial sector planning, he expressed
an interest in collaboration with the Bank. We expressed guarded interest in
such collaboration, indicating that time availability on our part was a
serious problem. The Regional Office was informed that we had reached
tentative agreement to visit TSKB and review the study in more detail as a
basis for a concrete proposal to collaborate.

2. Early October, 1978, I visited TSKB (at DPS expense), reviewed the
work done so far, discussed alternative analytic approaches, and made
recommendations on organizational requirements. It became clear that the
TSKB team needs help on the analytic and computer aspects of the study, but
that internal organization and data collection are well in hand, and that
financial resources for local expenditures are ample. However, as our
involvement and that of consultants with special expertise requires foreign
exchange, which the World Bank would presumably have to provide, I could not
commit myself to any particular degree of assistance until agreement had
been obtained from the relevant Regional Office, EMENA. At the same time,
based on previous experience with other, similar technical assistance efforts,
I expressed the expectation that, at a minimum, periodic review and advice
on our part would be possible. TSKB management subsequently approved the
total budget for the study, in part I believe as a result of my expression
of probable support shortly after my departure.

3. Upon return to Washington, I reported the state of affairs to EMENA
and was asked to produce a tentative budget. Including a contingency for
consulting services that may not prove to be necessary, I estimated that the
budget for two years would amount to a maximum of $30-35,000 (in comparison
to the equivalent of $1 million from TSKB sources). In spite of keen interest
on the part of EMENA staff (including Messrs. Dubey, Zaidan and Maniatis),
I have now been informed that the Region is unable to finance this technical
assistance effort.

4. This experience provides a good illustration of the difficulties
that Bank staff currently encounter in efforts to disseminate relevant
research expertise in the form of operational support that is not programmed
and budgeted in the conventional manner, i.e., generated through Forms 700.
Staff time devoted to such efforts does not get reflected in budget documents
as operational support. Financially, they are beyond the scope of the
Research Budget, and it is only to a very limited extent that DPS or Regional
budgets can accommodate them. Nevertheless, it is frequently precisely this
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type of operational support that is sought by member countries, as it provides
an effective vehicle for institution-building and transfer of technical
know-how. Recently, there has been discussion regarding the desirability of
delegating authority over a proportion of the Bank's research resources to
the Bank's Regional Offices. Instead of, or perhaps in addition to, thought
might be given to the introduction of a modest Regional technical assistance
budget that can be used to finance dissemination of research directly relevant
to the Bank's developing member countries.

cc: Messrs. A. Karaosmanoglu
B.B. King
V. Dubey
J. Duloy

AStoutjesdijk: cra



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

March 16, 1979

Mr. Assar Lindbeck
Director Institute for International Economic Studies

Fack
S-10691
Stockholm 50
Sweden

Dear Assar:

I wish to thank you for the excellent report you

and your colleagues have prepared on Bank research on Industry

and Trade. I very much appreciate all the efforts you have

made to arrive at a balanced and fair evaluation of the

research program in this area. Also, the recommendations.

for future research and on the application and dissemination

of research will be very useful for us in shaping the future

program.

I would also like to thank you for the efforts

you have made to respond to our many queries and comments 
on

earlier drafts. This has not been an easy task, given that

views on a variety of matters differ within the Bank. An

example of this difference is shown in the enclosed memos by

Messrs. Waide and Westphal on the research generation process

in the Bank.

I enclose some further memos that contain comments

by several researchers at the Bank. I do not wish myself to

make any further comments on your text at this stage. However,

I would like to ask that you write a short summary not exceeding

two or three pages, in which you summarize your recommendations

that are contained in chapters 1 and 2. Such a summary would

be of great assistance to the management of the Bank as well as

to the General Research Advisory Panel.

I look forward to receiving the appendices dealing

with the individual research areas.

Yours sincerely,

Bela alassa
Acti g Research Adviser

Enclosures

cc: Panel Members

Messrs. Chenery and Bery



The Research Committee March 14, 1979

John A. HOlsen

Supplementary Comments on Proposals for Further ICP Studies

1. As noted in the addendum to the panel's previous memorandum, the
February 16 review was followed by a March 2 meeting with the sponsors of
the subject proposals to discuss how they might be revised to respond to
the concerns expressed by panel members. Revised proposals were submitted
on March 6 and the panel met to consider them on March 12. The documents
on the revised proposals have been distributed to the members of the Re-
search Committee.

2. Regarding the proposal for work by Professor Marris, $88,000 is
now requested for a program consisting of research related to (a) service
sector estimates and index number problems and (b) reduction of "noise"
in short-cut estimates along with (c) the use of the resulting real-product
estimates in non-linear models of economic growth. In addition, arrange-
ments will be made to incorporate the data used and developed in the above
work into the Data Bank-Fund and Professor Marris will prepare some notes
on uses and abuses of ICP data. The panel reconnends the approval of this
revised proposal, which identifies reasonably clearly defined research
activities which fit within the EPD/DPS work program related to ICP data.

3. A revised proposal has also been submitted which requests $150,000
to finance "Continuation of the Bank's Association with the Kravis Team"
($50,000 annually for three years). In its present form this proposal
remains more a request for "budgetary support" than a concrete research
proposal which could be reviewed by the panel. The Kravis team is expect-
ing to receive funding from the National Science Foundation which will
permit them to undertake analytical work with the ICP data now available.
The proposed project for which Bank support is requested would finance
research on short-cut and reduced information methods and also the collect
tion of data related to limited information estimates, but the specifics
are yet to be worked out. The EPD/DPS believes that, if Research Committee
approval in principle is obtained, it will be possible to work out with
Professor Kravis a satisfactory three year work program (including identi-
fication of the principal outputs and their delivery times) which could
then be submitted for the Research Committee's approval.

4. In the absence of a more complete submission from Professor Kravis,
the panel does not have sufficient information to conduct the usual sort of
review and to make a definite recommendation with respect to this proppsal.
It recognizes, however, the general desirability of some continuing associa-
tion with the work of the Kravis team. In these circumstances, the panel
believes that the Research Committee should choose among the following
alternatives:

(a) Approval of the $150,000 essentially as a form of
"budgetary support" for the Kravis team, leaving
the specific work program to be negotiated and
approved by EPD.
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(b) Approval in principle of the $150,000, but with
final approval subject to completion of a speci-
fic work program which would have to be approved
by the Research Committee. (The work program
would be concerned primarily with improvement of
and data collection for limited information
methods.)

(c) Postponement of any decision until such time as
a more conventional and detailed work program
has been submitted and reviewed by the panel.

5. In the February 16 meeting of the panel Mrs. Hughes proposed the
creation of a "user-cum-steering" cormiittee to guide the Bank's continuing
involvement in ICP work. The panel suggests that (a) the establishment of
such a committee be a "condition of effectiveness" for continuing support
from the Research Committee's budget for ICP work and (b) the Research Com-
mittee be represented on this committee.

JAHol sen/ddm

Odstribution

Mrs. Hardy
Mr. Isenman
Mr. Pyatt o/r
Mr. Balassa
Mr. Bery



March 16, 1979

Mr. Sudarshan Lal
B-2 'Dhanastra',
Wodehouse Road,
Colaba,
Bombay-400 005
(India)

Dear Mr. Lal:

Your letter of January 30, 1979 has been referred
to me by Mr. Chenery for handling.

While the topic you propose to study is clearly
oneeo6 importance, I regret that the Bank presently has
no allocation of funds for direct support of research
by outside scholars. I shall however, circulate your
letter to the relevant departments in the Bank, who may
be interested in your proposal and ask them to contact
you directly.

Yours sincerely,

Suman Bery
Secretary to the
Research Comittee
Development Policy

cc: Messrs. Westphal, Anderson, Gordon (attaihment)

Mr. Chenery (w/original incoming letter)

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



The Research Committee March 6. 1979

John A. Holsen

Proposals for Further ICP Studies

1. A Research Committee Panel met on February 16, 1979 to review
proposals presented by EPD/DPS for further financing for work related
to the International comparisons of real product and purchasing power
projec (ICP). The request included (1) $150,000 to finance continuing
work by Professor Kravis and his associates and (2) $79,600 to finance
ICP-related work by Professor Marris. Panel members included Ms. C.
Hardy and Messrs. P. Isenman, G. Pyatt and J. Holsen (chairman). The
proposals were presented by Ms. Helen Hughes and Mr. R. McPheeters.
Messrs. Balassa and Bery also participated in the meeting; Professor
Marris attended part of the meeting.

2. Professor Kravis' request, as outlined in his letter of last
October 5, involved (a) continuing work on short-cut and reduced informa-
tion methods to expand country coverage and (b) studies of the interna-
tional economic structure based upon data from Phase III (being completed
this year). Ms. Hughes, however, indicated that she had talked to Pro-
fessor Kravis and that he would be agreeable to concentrating on data
collection for reduced information estimates. Professor Marris' proposed
work included (a) developing real product time series covering over 100
countries for the EPD data bank, (b) writing a "guide" to ICP data and
(c) projecting the level and distribution of world GNP.

3. Ms. Hughes introduced the discussion by noting that ICP work
was now entering the applications phase and that much depended upon con-
tinued Bank support to encourage the adoption of practical and efficient
procedures. She proposed the establishment of a "user-cum-steering" com-
mittee to guide the Bank's involvement. Regarding the researchers for
whom support was requested, she pointed out that it was important to keep
the Kravis team together while at the same time one wished to introduce
new ideas (as could be done by Professor Marris). Ms. Hughes said she
wished to increase her in-house capacity for ICP work, but faced serious

budgeting restrictions; the work that might be done by Marris would
partially compensate for this.

4. Panel members expressed doubts as to whether the proposals be-
fore them were really research proposals; in many ways they were more like
requests for budgetary support. In the case of the work to be done by Pro-
fessor Kravis, there was a difference between what he proposed in his letter
and what be apparently had agreed to in conversation with Ms. Hughes. Some
participants in the meeting expressed doubt as to the Bank's ability to
greatly influence the content of Professor Kravis' activities, especially
in the present case where we would be providing only partial financing.
In any event, panel members felt that what they had before them was not
really a research proposal.
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S. Insofar as Professor Marris' proposed work involved drafting a
"guide" to ICP data and analysis, although this looked like something
that was worth doing, it did not meet the normal research project require-
ments. The same might be said of the preparation of information for the
data bank; here, however, it was recognized that some new approaches
would be employed for the service sector estimates.

6. Panel members agreed that further support of ICP work was de-
sirable, that individuals such as Professor Marris should be encouraged
to become involved, and that ICP work had now reached the stage where
much of it should be Internalized as part of regular DPS activities. They
concluded, however, that the particular proposals before them did not meet
the normal requirements for financing by the Research Coniittee. The panel
thought that it should be possible to identify, within the EPD/DPS work

program related to the ICP, particular activities that would be suitable
for support by the Research Committee. (Work on alternative techniques
for services sector estimates could be an example.) It consequently is
recommended that (1) EPD be asked to revise and re-submit the proposals
for research work related to ICP and (2) the Research Committee provide
guidance on the extent to which it would be willing to provide some form
of budgetary support for Professor Kravis' work if it were not possible
to work out a conventional type research proposal. In the case of Pro-
fessor Marris, either the "guide" should be dropped or the case strengthened
for using research fuinds for this purpose. In the case of Professor Kravis,
panel members expressed the hope that it would be possible to work out a
revised research proposal which emphasized limited information methods.

The proposals should be presented in the broader context of how the Bank
sees its role in further development of the ICP approach (including how
relevant data and analysis will be available for use within the Bank).

JAfolsen/ddan

cc: i's.Hughes / Ms. Hardy
Messrs. isenman

Pyatt
McPheeters
Balassa
bery

Addendum: Panel members held a second, informal, meeting with Ms. Hughes,
W efssor Harris and Mr. McPheeters on Friday morning, March 2; Mr. Balassa

also participated. During that meeting the views of the panel members were

discussed and ways of responding to teem were considered. Revised proposals
are now being prepared and another panel meeting will be held as soon as
they have been submitted.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. *d Gordon - IDFDR - , DATE: March 2, 1979

FROM: Hans Fuc - IPDDR

SUBJECT: Research Proposal for Industrial Statistics

1. One basis for the research proposal is the alleged shortcomings
of the U.N. Yearbook fo Industrial Statistics, in particular:

Lack of comparability of national statistics. e.g.,
with respect to coverage, relationship to data used
in national accounts, etc.;

Lack of data at the 4-digit level.

2. The need for better data is said to be important for the following
aspects of IBRD work: measuring broad magnitudes of industrial output,
measuring export market penetration (at the 4-digit level), identification
of the informal manufacturing sector and, as an "anchor" for more specific
industrial project data.

3. The Industrial Division of the U.N. Statistical Office is a
highly competent group that has been engaged for a number of years in
trying to improve the quality of industrial statistics in developing
countries as well as the international comparability of such statistics.
For reasons of economy of effort and widest possible dissemination of
results, attempts at improving the data base should by preference .be
channelled through the U.N. Statistical Office. May I suggest that a meeting
with the U.N. Statistical Office to discuss this matter where all interested
parties in the Bank would be represented would be highly useful.

4. In such a context, it would be important to define what might be
some of the remediable shortcomings of the U.N. system of industrial
statistics in relation to our stated needs. On this, I have the following
observations:

a) In terms of measuring broad industrial trends, U.N. statistics are
reasonably adequate and probably the best that can be expected.

b) There are two related reasons why data at 4-digit industrial
classifications are not more generally available. First, they assume a
degree of industrial and establishment specialization that is characteristic
only for the largest industrial nations. Second, where such specialization
occurs in a smaller country, only one or two units may be involved and
structural data cannot be published under statistical disclosure rules. Some
of these problems can be met by increasived activity reporting (e.g., a large
integrated frrest industries firm would supply separate data on its forest
output, its pulp production, newsprint production, etc.). This has been
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a very long, hard row to plow in industrialized countries with respect
to industrial census data and in the financial reporting has only recently
been required in the United States for firms above a certain size.
As an example of the problems in this field, it is very difficult to
obtain a view of the profitability of ammonia manufacture in major
producing countries.

c) I am not sure what is meant by the,"nformal manufacturing sector"
which, as far as I know, is not a statistical definition. I interpret this
as referring to establishments which are not covered by the industrial
censuses. Yet, typically industrial censuses include even the smallest
establishments on a sampling basis. In terms of broad trends, one would
assume that establishments not included are not important. I realize that
this is not strictly true, and that there would be a lack of comparability
if we wanted to know about employment in the "informal secto" in different
countries. Yet, I would think this problem could be tackled directly
rather than by the all-encompas ing statistical exercise that has been
suggested.

d) In our experience, the proposed data system would not be useful
in providing "anchor" data for project appraisal. Whether the purpose
is market study, analysis of industrial structure or international comparisons
of productivity, we have to use more direct and specific approaches.

4. In conclusion, it has not been demonstrated that the proposed
project would achieve significant improvements in our data base or that
the Bank would be the best agency for a research effort in this field. I
therefore do not support the project.

5. I would, however, make a counterproposal. One of the problems
in analyzing country industrial performance is the unreliability,.conceptual
horizons and lack of comparability of industrial production indices. As one
example only, if a country establishes a basic industry which has a ratio
of domestic resource cost to value added at international prices of 4:1 it
would be accounted for in the production index at the domestic cost rather
than the international cost. This, of course, also greatly falsifies such
performance indices as capital-output ratios or manpower productivity data.
Much analytical work based on available data is therefore of highly questionable
significance. As a beginning, a sample study of comparable real increases
in production in some developing countries would be of considerable interest.-

1/ I hope you will not regard it as petty criticism when I mention that
the "country industrial indicators" which would be generated under
research project include value added, etc. at current prices but no
similar data at constant prices. Why should the analysis stop at
exactly the point where some interesting results are in sight?

cc. Messrs. Dewey, Walstedt, Moore (IDF), Richardson (CDD), Westphal (DED)
B. King (DED), Ms. Helen Hughes (EPD), Sang E. Lee, Panoutsopoulos

BWalstedt/cl



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Development Association

SecM79-110

FROM: Vice President and Secretary February 28, 1979

WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM

Abstracts of Current Studies

1. Attached for information is a booklet entitled "World Bank Research

Program: Abstracts of Current Studies".

2. In view of the ongoing work by the various Research Advisory Panels

on the Bank's Research Program, a full-scale report on the Progran is not

envisaged at this stage, but an updating report will be distributed 
for

information by March 30, 1979.

3. The General Research Advisory Panel (chaired by Sir Arthur Lewis)

is expected to issue its final report in the Fall, on the basis of which

a Board discussion of the World Bank Research Program will be scheduled.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates

President
Senior Vice President, Finance

Vice President, Operations

President's Council

Vice Presidents, IFC
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



Mr. Purviz Damry, SEC February 22, 1979

A. Karoasmanoglu, VPD

Information to the Board on the
or k r

1. As you are aware, Mr. McNamara agreed last July
that no full-scale report on the research program he prepared
this year, and that instead a short updating report be circulated
to the Board for information (see memorandum from Chenery to
McNamara, attached).

2. In transmitting the new version of the "Abstract of
Current Studies" to Board members, you may wish to inform them
that, in view of the documentation on Bank research being gene-
rated by the various Research Advisory Panels, a full-scale
staff report on the Bank's Research Program is not planned for
this year. Instead, a short updating report will be circulated
to the Board for information by March 30th. The Board's dis-
cussion of the research program will be scheduled once the report
of the General Research Advisory Panel (chaired by Sir Arthur
Lewis) has been finalized, which is currently expected to be
early in the fall.

Attachment

cc and cleared by Mr. B. Balassa

cc: Messrs. H.B. Chenery
S. Bery

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



February 16, 1979

Dr. James G. Ryan
ICRISAT
1-11-256 Begumpet
Hyderabad 500016
Andrha Pradesh
INDIA

Dear Jim,

I understand that I.J. Singh has talked to you about the
research proposal that I have submitted to the World Bank's Research
Committee. In addition I understand that Peter Hazell has talked to
Hans Binswanger about the possibility of some cooperation between
ourselves and ICRISAT on the risk side of farmers' adoption practices
in northern Nigeria. I also think that Pasquale Scandizzo has been
talking to Binswanger and John Dillon about the possibility of doing
some joint work on risk but without tying down a location.

As you will see from the proposal I raised the possibility
of collaboration with ICRISAT and at the request of the Research
Committee, I am now writing to you formally to initiate discussions on
the possibility of cooperation between our two institutions. A copy
of the proposal is attached and, as you will see from the budget, we
have built in some funds for possible collaboration with you. We
would hope that it might be possible for Binswanger or one of those
who have worked closely with him, to come over to Nigeria and help
design the risk questionnaires and discuss methods of incorporating
risk into -,L.P. framework. I imagine this would be sometime early
next year.

I look forward to hearing from you in due course.

Yours sincerely,

Paul S. Zuckerman
Agricultural Economist
Agricultural Projects 1
Western Africa Regional

ENC: (1) Office

PSZuckerman:sg

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATJON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE: February 15, 1979

FROM: Suman Bery, VPD/O 4- (&2 -

SUBJECT: Forthcoming Research Committee Meetings

1. The next meeting of the Research Committee will be

on March 16th. Following this meeting the Committee is 
expected

to meet again in mid-May to consider requests for 
funding in

FY80 and beyond. A further meeting may be scheduled in mid June

if circumstances so warrant.

2. In order to considered at the May meeting, 
draft proposals

should reach this office by March 26th, in a form suitable for

workshop discussion. Ten copies of the draft should be provided.

the workshop,- proposals would need'to be 
submitted

complete in all respects by April 9th. This officeshould be

provided with five copies and the original of the final proposal.

3. I would appreciate it if those planning 
to submit

research proposals for the May meeting 
could inform me of their

intentions by March 2nd.

Distribution:

Research Committee Members

DPS, CPS Directors and Division 
Chiefs

Regional Chief Economists

DPS, CPS Administrative Assistants

Mrs. L. Cleave
Ms. M. Hazzah

SKB:bf



February 14, 1979

Professor Thomas A. Reiner
University of Pennsylvania
Regional Science Department
3918 Locust Walk CR
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Dear Professor Reiner:

In Mr. Chenery' s absence, I have been asked to

respond to your letter to him.

I attach a copy of our booklet "World Bank Research
Proqram Abstracts of Current Studies" which appears to be

the document you had in mind. In addition, I have passed

on your letter to Mr. Douglas H. Keare, Chief of the Urban

and Regional Economics Division of the Development Economics

Department. This division is the locus of most Bank research

in regional economics which I take to be your primary interest.

Thanking gou for your interest,

Yours sincerely,

Suman Bery
Secretary to the
Research Committee
Development Policy

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

February 9, 1979

Ms. Patricia L. Hartman
Assistant to the Director
Harvard Institute for International

Development
1737 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Ms. Hartman,

This is in response to your letter of January 11,
1979 inquiring about the World Bank's procedures for support
of outside, independent research in the area of international

development.

The research undertaken by the World Bank is
intended to be closely related to its operations. As such,
research is initiated by individual departments in the Bank
to meet their specific needs. While much Bank research is

carried out in collaboration with consultants or other

research institutions, preference is given to institutions
in developing countries. The Bank has no specific allocation

of funds to finance independent research in other institutions.

The best procedure for your staff would be direct
contact with individual research and operating departments
in the Bank with the aim of generating a collaborative

research proposal to be funded by the Bank's research budget.

I enclose a set of the Guidelines we have prepared to assist
Bank staff in formulating research proposals. These may
serve to give you an idea of the format and scope of a formal
submission. To be considered by the Research Committee, such

a submission would have to carry the sponsorship of a Depart-
ment of the Bank and identify a Bank staff member as primarily
responsible for the conduct of the research.

To provide an indication of the sorts of research
that the Bank is currently undertaking, I enclose a copy of
our booklet "Abstracts of Current Studies". This will also



Ms. Patricia L. Hartman -2- February 9, 1979

serve to indicate the organizational units most directly
involved in the various research areas.

I trust this information will prove helpful to
you.

Your sincerely,

Suman Bery
Secretary to the

Research Committee
Development Policy

Enclosures (2)

SKBery:bf



Mr. Lars Jeurling, PAB February 6, 1979

Suman Bery, VPD

FY80 Budget Requests - External Research

In response to your memorandum to Mr. A. Karaosmanoglu
of January 12, I attach three copies of the FY80 budget request
forms duly filled out. Since it is our understanding that the
FY80 External Research Budget is to remain the same in real
terms as that originally budgeted for FY79, our request is
identical to your draft budget.

Attachment

c.c. Mr. B. Balassa
Mrs. L. Cleave

SKBery:lt
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Mr. Mohan Munasinghe (EWT) February 6, 1979

DeAnne S. Julius (EWT)

Research Panel tReprt: _roposed Research Prg ram

As you requested I am attiching brief summaries of the four

future research areas proposed in the Water subsector along with a revised

table of staff and consultant requirements. You will note that despite

your pleas to the contrary I have increased the total staff weeks from

72 per year to 108, because in my opinion this is the minimum we would

require to carry out the research program described. The alternative

of increasing consultant time is not a satisfactory solution: I do not

think that we could adequately supervise a consultant input which is 2.4

times that of our own (as indicated in your provisional table) even with

seasoned consultants.

If the Water subsector must be held to an additional 72 staff-

weeks per year, then dissemination of RPO 671-46 results will be consider-

ably slowed, the resource recovery and institutional and financial structures

projects will be reduced in scope, and the policy guidelines on the economic

evaluation of multi-city and multi-purpose projects will be delayed, re-

sulting in additional problems with our yellow and green cover review work.

A revised table showing these effects is also attached.

The main rationale for the 72 staff-weeks limitation seems to be

an attempt to hold the Department total to 10 staff-years. Unfortunately,

the effect of this is to force an implicit trade-off between subsectors

rather than allowing research targets for each to be set in a Bank-wide

context.1V I feel that the latter is the more appropriate approach, and

therefore would prefer defending the revised table to the Research Review

Panel.

1/ A particular example of this is the comparison between Water and Energy.

The incremental research input for the latter (including 3 energy-related

projects listed under Power) is 180-186 staff-weeks per year or 2.5 times

that of Water. Yet the increased lending programs for the two subsectors

over the next five years are, in absolute terms, about equal. I would

agree with Professor Prest's suggestion that proportionally more research

effort needs to be expended on a new sector. However, just as it was agreed

that the expansion of Energy lending should not be at the expense of the

Bank's Urban Poverty Program, so I believe needed research in water supply

should not be constrained by the new research issues arising from increased

Energy lending.

cc: Messrs: Rovani, Warford, Kalbermatten (EWT)

Attachments
DJulius:sp
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Ted Davis, AGR February 5, 1979

C.G. harral, ThP

Isibefesearcl ProIra on Rural nfratstructure Im2.acts

1. The external panel of experts reviewing the Bank's research in
the transportation sector (TRC) will meet for the third and final time
February 26 - 'arch 2 to complete their report an discuss their findin a
with tr. Mcamara. Probably the most important finding (tentatively) of tie

TRRC is the rather large need for basic research on the socio-economic
impacts of feeder roads and other rural infrastructure investments. predictive
models used in appraisal operations for the more traditional sectors (including
most of the other facets of transportation), while not perfect, are extremely
good compared to the tools we have to predict the purely economic let alone
social impacts of investments for rural development. While the TRRC thus
foresees only a very modest need for further research in the traditional fields
of transportation (where the main emphasis would be on support to implement the
research completed), it foresees a potentially major program of research (over
several years) to evaluate the impacts of rural infrastructure and improve
operational tools for planning future projects. It is recognized, of course,
that such an endeavour would involve other sectors besides transportation.

2. The TRRC has therefore asked Brigitta Mitchell and myself to prepare

the outlines of a possible program along these lines. As you will see in the

attach&ed draft meno by lirs. Mitchell, our thoughts very much center on involving
ongoing and planned monitoring and evaluation efforts in various countries as
primary vehicles for carrying out such a program jointly with local institutions.
A small central research team in the Bank would work primarily to develop the
methodologies (drawing on work already done in the monitoring and evaiuation unit
but extending this to a more specific research orientation), assist with the
survey design appropriate to each case and provide specialized technical assistance
as necessary to the local institutions which should, whenever possible, be
responsible for the actual data collection.

3. Professor Daniel L'Iluillier (University of Aix-en-Provence), the
meynber of the TRR C responsible for this part of the panel's work, will be coming
to the 'ank February 15-16 specifically to discuss possible programs of this
nature. "e would very much like to have your comments on the attached draft -
this week if possible, as we hope to prepare a revised draft for discussion with
Professor L'huillier -- who undoubtedly will want to meet with you again as well
as other tank staff concerned.

attached

cc: !asars. Willoughby,Rahkonen, Mrs. Mitchell

CGarral :"1 tche 11: ww
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 31, 1979

FROM: David Bovet, Economist, WA2DA

SUBJECT: Research on Perennial Crop Supply in West Africa

1. Mr. Michael Hartley, DEDDR, met with the West Africa region on
24 January to discuss his preliminary proposal for development of a model
of perennial crop supply. The meeting was chaired by Mr. Westebbe, WA2DR,
and was attended by Messrs. Stoutjesdijk (DEDDR), Green (WAPA2),
Alibaruho (WAlDB), Phan (WA2DB), Lav (WA2DA), and Bovet.

2. The discussion covered the economic aspects of the model -- data
requirements, the differences between the proposed model and earlier ones,
and labor constraints in certain countries -- as well as the physiological
questions. Mr. Green stressed the difficulty of preparing good short-term
predictions of yield even when reliable data on solar energy and water
deficit were available. He suggested contacting Mr. Brian Gray, the treecrop
specialist in CPS, for further details. The meeting noted the distinction
between short-term predictions and the longer-term response which this model
would address.

3. The general response of the meeting was very favorable to Mr.
Hartley's proposal. It was pointed out that cocoa was of particular
interest in West Africa, and that, due to smuggling, it would be useful to
focus on Cameroon, Togo, Ivory Coast and Ghana. Following Mr. Hartley's
return from mission in February, he will therefore follow-up with the
country economists to get a rough idea of the data availability and will
touch base with CPS. He might also look at the West Africa economic and
sector work program to see how his work would fit in. It should then be
possible to begin data collection in one of the four countries (age distri-
bution of trees, acreage, prices, production, labor force). Mr. Hartley
will prepare a research proposal, for further discussion with the West
Africa region, which will concentrate on the West African case, with
Malaysia rubber as a possible fall-back position depending upon the data
availability in West Africa.

Attachment: Research Proposal on Modelling the Supply of Perennial Crops:
An Overview, by Michael Hartley (draft), January 16, 1979.

Cl. & cc: Mr. Westebbe, WA2DR
cc: Messrs. Stoutjesdijk, DEDDR

Green, WAPA2
Redfern, WAPA2
Phan, WA2DB
Alibaruho, WAlDB
Lav, WA2DA
de Azcarate, WANVP (with attachment)
Chaffey, WA2DA (with attachment)

DMBovet:1w



- DRAFT
MHartley/rkm

January 16, 1979

RESEARCH PROPOSAL ON MODELLING THE SUPPLY OF PERENNIAL CROPS: AN OVERVIEW

The seminal work by Nerlove [ 6 1, on the problem of specification

and estimation of the dynamics of the farmers' response to prices of agricul-

tural products, has spawned a vast literature of country case studies for in-

dividual crops. A detailed survey of these contributions has been provided

in the recent book by Askari and Cummings [ 3 ]. While the majority of this

vork has been concerned with extension of Nerlove's work on annual crops, the

challenge of specification and estimation of a suitable model for perennial

crops has unfortunately not been met and analysis has remained at a fairly

primitive stage. It is the purpose of this study to attempt to rectify this

deficiency. In particular, we propose the systematic study of problems connected

with the statistical modelling of the supply of perennials. In addition to

methodological problems of specification and estimation of such a model, we

propose a series of individual case studies for particular perennial crop -

country ciuiLaations to demonstrate not only the feasibility of uui appl.Oach,

but also the rich array of policy questions which may be .quantitatively

studied with the use of such a prototype econometric model of perennials.

The literature on econometric analysis of perennial crops has

produced general agreement on the salient features which a suitable model

should, in principle, attempt to capture. Of the many studies which could be

cited, the more important contributions (at a methodological level) include

the studies of West African cocoa supply by Ady [ 1 ], Bateman [ 4 1,

Behrman [ 5 ] and Stern [ 7 ], as well as the innovative study on Brazilian

coffee by Arak 1 2]. In addition to surveying this literature, Askari and



Cummings [ 3 ] also provide a useful summary of features which distinguish

Nerlovian models of annual crops from those of perennials. They note that:

"Perennial crops may require special treatment and most every level

of quantitative analysis. The basic reason for these departures from

methods employed (for annual crops) is, of course, the longer time horizon

that must be considered by cultivators of perennials..... (which) may affect

the representation within the supply model of factors such as output, price

and yield expectations, weather and technological inputs - each in a .different

1/
way.1

In reviewing such departures, Askari and Cummings [ 3 1 view the

following as relevant issues:

(a) The decision to plant a perennial is analogous to the decision of

an entrepreneur to invest in a piece of capital equipment

(b) Pric.eexpectations condition not only the planting decision, but also

the decision to cut-out or otherwise abandon older trees. Such ex-

pectations must be formed not only for the perennial at issue, but also

for other perennial and/or annual crops which potentially compete

for the use of the same land.

(c) Perennials exhibit large variations in expected vields over their

life cycle , so that information not only on total acreage, but also

the distribution across vintages of the stock of trees affects per-

acre yields, and thus total output in any crop-year.

(d) Changes in the age-distribution occur over time as the existing

stock matures, but maybe deliberately modified - not only by decisions

to plant new seedlings, but also by decisions to cut-out older trees.

1/Askari Aa rn!_iin"1, r131, n. 23.9, p~Yhajsj'q Fn'1 narenthesesq ad~le.

%''a
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These decisions involve the entrepreneur in a decision each year as

to how to allocate his scarce land among alternative crops and re-

quires balancing the present value of expected streams of future

returns arising from alternative land-use decisions.

(e) The yield curve for a typical perennial exhibits the following

pattern: Zero output for several years after planting, followed by

a rapid increase to "peak yields, a plateau at peak yield levels for

several years, and finally a steady decline over many years until

the tree ceases to bear.

(f) Yields may be affected by the decision of the farmer to employ ferti-

lizers, insecticides, new hybrids, irrigation systems, etc. as well

as new advances in agricultural technology. In addition, changes

in yields may result from climatological factors beyond the control

of farmers.

(g) Climatological factors may have either of two unintended effects

ua output. They may affEct current output (through their effect

on yields) without any affect on future output- (by destroying part

of the existing stock of trees) and/or may affect current and future

output by depleting the stock of productive trees which may mature.

(h) Magnitudes of current prices and wages may lead to a deliberate

departure of actual harvest from potential output. Low relative

prices may make it unprofitable to harvest the entire crop, whilst

high prices may provide sufficient incentive for entrepreneurs to

exert every effort to maximize output.



In principle, a "complete" model of perennial supply should exhibit,

inter alia, each of the above features. We propose the development of an econo-

metric model for perennials which captures all of these features. Such a model

would embed a recursive sequence of decisions and/or effects of external factors

over the crop-year from planting to eventual harvest within a conventional

annual time-series model. In particular, we would explicitly model:

(1) The intended age-structure of the perennial - including decisions to plant

and/or cut-out older vintages.

(2) The effect of extraneous weather conditions in producing unintended

modifications in the desired age-structure in the form of stock depletion

across various age-classes.

(3) The determination of potential output, in light of prevailing weather

conditions, the actual age-structure after depletion-and the yield

associated with each surviving vintage.

(4) The decision of how much to market currently versus store as a "buffer

stock," in light of current producer prices, transport costs, storage

costs and expected future prices.

It will be noted that each of these decisions or events taken place in sequence

over time through the representative crop-year and results in a recursive causal-chain

within an annual time-series model.

Ideally, for estimation of such a model we would prefer time-series data

on the following endogenous variables:
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(i) Age structure of the stock of trees, defined as the total acreage

of each vintage, including new plantings,

(ii) Harvested output, and

(iii) Marketings and changes in inventories

as well as the following exogenous variables:

(i) Producer prices of all crops zompleting the same land

(ii) Wages of labour and costs of planting and cultivation

(iii) Monthly weather conditions over the crop-year including rainfall,

temperature, humidity and barometric pressure

(iv) Yields associated with each vintage under "'normal" extraneous

conditions

Transport costs

In the majority of cases (i.e., perennial-country combinations),_ these data

are incomplete. In particular, only partial data on plantings and surviving

age-structure are typically available -- often in the form of irregularly-

.spacel 6utveys for assorted years. While econometric methods appropriate

in the case of complete data are reasonably straightforward, procedures to

estimate all of the parameters when age-structure data are incomplete or

simply unavailable are more complicated. A major methodological task of

the research proposal is to devise estimation procedures to be applied to

various types of incomplete data sets. Preliminary work on this issue is

already encouraging.

We now turn to consideration of the types of case-studies which

would be undertaken for an assortment of perennial crops in various countries.



Since much of the previous work on perennials has addressed the problem of

cocoa supply in various West African countries (e.g., Ghana and Nigeria), this

is a natural place to start. In addition, previous studies, using much simpler

models and methods of estimation, afford us a basis for comparison of previous

and currently proposed estimates. A major difficulty, however, is that only

scant records are kept on plantings and age-structure so that these must be

inferred statistically from their effects upon harvested output.

A second example, where apparently much more complete records on

age-structure are systematically gathered, is the case of Malaysian rubber.

Other examples would be examined once a careful determination of

data availability has been made and the extent of interest from the relevant

Operational Staff has been ascertained.

We now turn to the potential uses of our model of perennials once

reliable estimates of the various parameters have been obtained. Previous

work has focussed principally upon the elasticity of supply with respect to

producer prices, with careful distinction between short run and long run

elasticities. In our model the effect of current and past prices on harvested

output is defined in two ways: First current and past producer prices affect
A

the desired age-structure of -the perennial of interest (including both

decisions to plant and/or remove older vintages). This arises as a con-

sequence of the entrepreneurs' formation of price expectations over suitable

planning horizon and affects potential output indirectly by conditioning the

age-structure of existing productive trees. A second influence of current

prices on observed output occur at harvest-time, when prices condition the



harvest decision. To the extent that most existing models fall to explicitly

model the existence and timing of these separate influences, such estimates

are likely to be biased. Long run and short run effects will be explicitly

captured,with the former working through the effect of current prices on new

plantings and hence output over future years as the process of maturation

proceeds. Needless to say, reliable estimates of short and long-run price

elasticities for the supply of perennials are an invaluable guide for establish-

ing appropriate agricultural policies. Simulation of an estimated version

of the model would permit, inter alia, the derivation of trajectories of

changes in age-structure and harvested output associated with alternative

levels of producer prices.

Similar analyses would also permit quantitative assessment of

policies such as:

(1) Subsidies to farmers for new plantings

(ii) Subsidies to temporary labourers at harvest time

(iii) Increased provisioa of (or subsidized terms o) credit

(iv) Effects of changes in producer prices of other crops

(v) Effects of subsidization for insecticides or fertilizers on age-

structure and output

(vi) Consequences of introduction of new hybrids with and improved structure

(vii) Optimal pricing of crops to maximize government revenues (obtained

by setting producer prices below world prices)

(viii)Optimal inventories of buffer stocks given prevailing world price

expectations

etc.
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In each of these simulations would require an assumption regarding future

weather conditions. Here, one would either utilize expected weather conditions

- mean levels based on data for previous years - or a variety of alternative

scenarios (say plus or minus one standard deviation from the norm) to

analyze the sensitivity of projections to weather variation.

Next, with regard to an examination of the effects of changes in

the various policy instruments on "optimal" land - use decisions- i.e., how

much of each crop(perennials and annuals) should be planted and/or cut-out

over time - given the prevailing procedures for generating price expectations

(determined from prior econometric analysis), a dynamic programming model

will be formulated and solved to produce trajectories which maximize the dis-

counted present value of net revenues accruing'to famers.

Finally, by extending the supply side to encompass all major

producers of a given perennial crop and by building separate models for

principal consumers, the world price may be made endogenous. While this is

a later phase of perenial-crop mndc lling, it would permit systmatic

approaches to the problem of forecasting world prices of perennials.
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Mr. N. K. Rouhana, PAB January 31, 1979

Mona A. Hazzah, VPtk

Comleted External Research Projects

1. -The following External Research Projects have no
financing for fiscal year 1979, and in most cases, are
considered completed.

2. 1 would appreciate it if you could eliminate these
projects from your monthly Report on Expense and Budget.

Project Nos: 670-03 670-43 670-91 671-22
-05 -44 -94 -23
-06 -46 -95 -25
-07 -47 496 -29
-08 -67 -98 -33
-10 -69 -99 -34
-14 -75 671-01 -37
-16 -76 -04 -39
-20 -77 -06 -40
-23 -78 -07 -41
-25 -79 -10 -42
-28 -80 -11
-29 -81 -12
-30 -83 -13
-34 -84 -14
-38 -85 -15
-39 -89 -16
-41 -90 -21

Ydazzah:tr

cc: Mr. S. bery

(File - Fiscal '79 Budget)
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Mr. Suman K. Bery, DEDVPD January 22, 1979

Luis de Azcarate, Chief Economist, WAN

Wage and Employment Trends and Structures: India & Kenya
Country Studies

1. The review panel met on Friday, January 19 to examine the
reformulation and clarification of these studies with the project sponsors.
It concluded that, the two country studies were now acceptable to the Panel,
and given the Research Committee's decision (para. 2 of Mr. Balassa's memo
of December 27, to Mr. B. B. King), the necessary funds should be authorized
for these studies as per the amounts itemized in the research proposal.

2. The explanation written and oral, provided on the Kenya project
were found a sufficient basis to proceed with the research as soon as possible.
For the India study Mr. J. Wail clarified the intent of Mr. Waide's memorandum
(of January 18th), which was to provide continuous although informal review
process by a group made up of concerned regional economists and those from
DEDER. This proposal was accepted.

3. It was also agreed to subdivide the first stage of the India project,
with an initial stage aimed at collating the available national statistics, and
the second at collating and examining (in some detail) the comparability of
regional data with that at the national level for one or two regions. This
first stage was expected to take a year, at the end of which a report summarizing
the national data and the comparability of regional with national data would be
prepared. In the light of this report and of the discussions with the regions,
and local collaborators, the most promising of the various analytical questions
outlined in part (B) of the "Further Specifications" of the India Case Study,
would be identified for research at the second stage of the project.

4. It was also agreed that Deepak Lal would maintain close contact
with the local collaborators, in order to ensure that the local output was
produced in time and followed the specifications to be jointly agreed with
local collaborators.

5. Since the question of the "External Advisory Group and Seminar
Workshop" (item 5 of the Research Proposal budget) was not properly discussed
by the Research Committee and the Review Panel is not, at this time, fully
convinced of the necessity of this part of the project and the "External
Advisory Group" would in any case intervene at a later stage in this project,
it was agreed that no decision on this was needed now. Correspondingly, the
requested budget for this item ($5,100 in FY79 and $25,000 in FY80) was
not approved, with the understanding that the Review Panel will submit the
question to the Research Committee at an appropriate time, i.e. when the
research project is sufficiently advanced to permit a judgment on the adversabi-
lity of this part of the proposal.

cc. Messrs. Balassa
B. King
J. Wall

LdeAzcarate/js



Mr. A. F. Thys, EMP January 22, 1979

R. Overby, Environmental & Health Affairs

Research Proposals: Your Im December 1 1978

1. I wish to express my appreciation for your emphasis on environ-
mentally related and important considerations in the research proposed.

Under 1.A.i) I would suggest that increasingly (a) water quality demand
requirements and forecasts will be important, (b) "war on demand be
considered in the "appropriate" category (J. Kalbermatten, "Appropriate
Technology for Water Supply and Waste Disposal in Developing Countries"
Research Project.)

Under l.A.ii) For reasons of resources conservation alone, the issue is
important.

2. Environmentally, a very important issue indeed. Messrs A. Sfeir-
Younis and M. Veraart would be interested, I think, to serve on a steering
committee.

3. Stronger institutions as well as new and improved ones to cope
more effectively, or at all, is badly needed for both industrial and
municipal waste water management. In siting a new industry, how rare is
it not that an existing organization can adequately assess the recipient
absorptive capacity and/or associated needs for effluent management.
However, our experiences on a big scale (Industrial Water Pollution Control
in Finland, Sao Paulo, and now Mexico City and Rio de Janeiro) should pro-
vide you good ammunition.against any opposition to your proposals.

cc: Dr. J. A. Lee, OEHA
Mr. Tixhon, OEHA
Mr. I. Hume, EMP

ROverby:OMc
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January 16, 1979

Mr. Robert C. T. Lee
Chairman
Jdint Commission on

Rural Construction
37 Man Hai Road
Taipei 107, Taiwan
Republic of China

Dear Dr. Lee:

The purpose of this letter is to thank you and your staff for the

courtesies rendered and assistance provided to Mr. Anthony Bottrall
during his review of Taiwan irrigation projects in 1977, as part of a

Bank research project on Management and Organisation of Irrigation

Projects. A copy of Mr. Bottrall's draft report on his Taiwan studies

is enclosed. It was received in the Bank only this month.

We have found the report interesting and informative. Any comments

on the report, or corrections to facts reported therein, which you would

care to submit to us prior to finalisation of the report would be

sincerely appreciated.

Especially because the Taiwan experience is one of the best which

can be found in the world, we would like to obtain permission in distri-

bute the report outside the Bank to other countries. Eventually we might
wish to include it as a case study in a comprehensive printed report for

general public distribution. Could we have your permission to do so?

Again thanking you for your consideration and cooperation, and with

bery best wishes for 1979, I am

Very truly yours,

Frederick L. Hotes
Irrigation Adviser

Enclosure: "Field Study in Taiwan - Agriculture and Rural

Yunlin Irrigation Association" Development Department

FL rm

oft Mr .Cang (ASP)
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Mr. John M. Bamberger, DED January 12, 1979

DeAnne Julius, EWTDR

Dr. Feachem's Comments on San Salvador Research Proposal

As you know, following our discussion last week of the methodology

proposal for the research proposal "An Evaluation of the Effects of a 
Sites

and Services Project on the Health and Nutrition Status of Low Income Families

in San Salvador", the proposal was sent to Dr. Richard Feachem, Senior Lecturer

at the Ross Institute of Tropical Hygiene for an informal technical review.

Because of the tight time schedule he telephoned his comments to me yesterday.

While he expressed several reservations about particular aspects of the study,

he agreed that it is basically a sound design and has the potential for pro-

viding interesting and useful results. Those portions of the methodology

which he questioned are things which could be discussed and revised if necessary

once the project has been approved.

I have asked him to send his comments to you so that they can be

relayed to your consultants for their consideration. In the meantime, I would

like to support the basic design of your proposal. Because of our Department's

continuing involvement in monitoring the social and health impacts of sanitation

projects, in particular, we shall be very interested both in the method and in

the outcome of your research.

cc: Messrs. Kalbermatten, Warford, Shipman (EWTDR)

Mr. Keare (DED)

DJuliusosp
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Mr. I.J. Singh, DED January 9, 1979
Mr. T.N. Srinivasan, DRC

J.D. Von Pischke. AGREP (X 7369w

Summary of Survey Results on Credit, Savings and Investment in

Indian A~~icul ture

V/

Attached please find a list of hypotheses for a proposed literature
survey to be undertaken by Professor C.H. Shah of Bombay University as a
consultant engaged by AGREP. Also attached please find a December 21, 1978
memo by G.F. Donaldson sent to managers concerned with the topic. In
responding to this memo, Mr. E. Bevan Waide indicated certain reservations
regarding the proposed literature survey. In order to avoid misunderstanding
or duplication, I would like your advice concerning how AGREP might proceed,
and whether any modifications of Professor'Shdhs terms of reference are in
order. Additional details of Professor Shah's proposals are provided in the
other item attached.

Attachments

JDVon Pischke:ga
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SURVEY OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF SAVINGS
INVESTMENT AND CREDIT IN. RURAL INDIA

Hypotheses to be Tested

1. The rate of investment in Indian agriculture

a. is below that in other major sectors in relation to the sector's

capital stock,

b. is more responsive to changes in income than in other major sectors.

2. Land-substituting capital earns a higher return than labor-substituting

capital in Indian agriculture. The risks of land-substituting invest-

ment are greater than the risks of labor-substituting investments.

3. Farm credit accelerates the rate of investment in Indian agriculture

by enabling a transfer of resources to agriculture from other'sectors.

4. Credit fills a resource gap at the farm level. This gap is created

by the absence of a market for risk capital and the consequent failure

to mobilize savings for investment in agriculture, and by limitations

on the level of internal capital generation in agriculture imposed by

low income levels. The agricultural sector fails to generate or

attract sufficient capital from these two sources to exhaust possibili-

ties for remunerative investment.

5. Without credit, the financial constraint to on-farm investment is

inversely related to farm size.

6. Resource allocation mdy be improved in agriculture through access

to credit markets. Borrower's transactions costs of credit are a

determinant of access to credit, and one component of such costs is

proximity of credit offices.

7. Credit rationing through the application of lending norms to highly

X-h decentralized and diverse activity in agriculture results in the

suboptimal allocation of resources. Suboptimality occars in terms

of the investments undertaken as well as in terms of activities financed.



8. Farm credit allocation is suboptimal when it does not reflect

absorptive capacity in agriculture. Absorptive capacity is a function

of the potential returns to investment, which in turn reflects the change

in technological and resource bases.

9. Loan interest rates which depart from real rates of return on capital

stock in agriculture result in suboptimal resource allocation by

favoring investments of suboptimal life and risk. Loan rates -above

real rates of return favor those with equity as opposed to those

heavily reliant on debt financing. In this situation, those with

greater levels of own resources are favored over those of limited

resources.



Messrs. R. Rowe, G. Tibor, B. Waide, M. Leiserson, December 21, 1978
V. V. Bhatt

G. F. Donaldson, Div. Chief, AGREP

Summary of Survey Results on Credit, Savings and Investment in Indian
Agriculture

1. We have received a proposal for a study of field survey results
relating to credit, investment and savings in India's agricultural sector.
A list of hypotheses around which this literature survey would be formally
organized is attached.

2. The survey would be undertaken by Prof. C. 11. Shah of Bombay
University. Prof. Shah is an agricultural economist who has been interested
in the subject for many years. Ile has produced several articles and also
supervised research by Mrs. Tara Shukla which led to her 1965 work, Capital
Formation in Indian Agriculture. The research proposal originated with
Prof. Shah, who is presently on leave at the Harvard University Center for
Population Research in Boston.

3. In my view the proposed research is topical and would be useful
to the Bank. Prof. Shah is willing to undertake the work for a fixed fee
of $6,000 within the next six months, and with your support I will approach
the Research Committee for these funds. This review could become the first
phase of a more detailed study if the findings warrant it.

4. I would appreciate your reactions to this proposal.

Attachment

J. Von Pischke:sw

cc: M. Yudelman, AGR
D. Pickering, AGR
W. Spall, AGR



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G. Donaldson, AGR DATE: January 5, 1979

FROM: E. Bevan Waide, ASNVP -

SUBJECT: Summary of Survey Results on Credit, Savings and
Investment in Indian Agriculture

I have reviewed your note of December 21, as has the India
Division. It is difficult to object to a modest $6,000 literature
survey but I would seriously question whether any researcher
could get into much depth on all nine hypotheses to be tested within
a period as short as six months. In some ways these hypotheses
overlap with those on which I.J. Singh is undertaking a literature
survey, or with those being examined by T.N. Srinivasan. There may
well be merit in using Professor Shah's services: perhaps, however,
we would all be better off if a more careful research proposal were
put together, on a topic where, after reviewing ongoing studies,
work clearly needs to be done.

cc: Messrs. Bhatt
Rowe
Wall



WORLD BANK / INIERrIATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAl ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G.F. Donaldson, Division Chief, AGREP DATE December 22, 1978

FROM: J.D. Von Pischke, AGREPJ

SUBJECT: Survey of Empirical Studies of Rural Savings, Investment and Credit

in India - Proposal to Engage Prof. C.H. Shah as a Consultant

1. This memo is written to inform you of the results of dis-

cussions with Professor C.H. Shah in response to his interest in

undertaking research for the Bank on credit and capital formation in

Indian agriculture. I have spent approximately eight hours with

Prof. Shah discussing this possibility during the last several days.

2. Professor Shah originally proposed a two phase study

composed of a literature survey and of an analysis of survey data

compiled by the Reserve Bank of India. You and I agreed that it

would be advantageous to make each phase independent, which has been

accepted by Prof. Shah.

3. Based on discussions, I propose that a literature survey

consultancy be offered. Prof. Shah's assignment would be expected

to yield a good summary of published field survey materials dealing

with levels of agricultural credit provided to farmers in India and

the rate of capital accumulation in the agricultural sector. The

study is expected to be useful in determining the role of credit in

capital formation. The study would be conducted from the perspective

of agricultural economics rather than from that of financial market

theory. It would deal with rates of investment in agriculture, rates

of return on capital stock in agriculture, resource allocation under

assumptions of credit provision and internal financing, credit ra-

tioning procedures and investment optima, and real interest rates.

Prof. Shah's credentials include a long-standing interest in the

question of capital formation in agriculture as manifested in

Mrs. Tara Shukla's work under his supervision and several articles.

4. I propose that the following terms be offered to
Prof. Shah:

a) the task would be organized around nine hypotheses,
which are attached.

b) the literature survey should include a proposal for

further study using field data.

c) Prof. Shah would be willing to begin as soon as

feasible on our part, i.e., January, 1979.

d) the task would be expected to require two man-months

from Prof. Shah for the production of a final draft

suitable for publication as a Bank staff working paper.



Mr. G.F. Donaldson - 2 - December 22, 1978

e) elapsed time from the initiation of the contract to our
receipt of a draft for comments would be approximately four
months.

f) Prof. Shah would be paid $6,000 for the study (50 days at
$120 per day). He would receive an advance of $1,500 upon
submitting a claim at the time of signing the contract, and
would be paid at the rate of $90 per day net of the advance
thereafter, the final $900 due Prof. Shah would be withheld
until a final version is received.

g) Prof. Shah's proposed fee is on a fixed basis. It is
calculated on his assumption of a two month work program,
his request for $2,500 per month, and an additional $1,000
nominally including $500 for secretarial and research
assistance and $500 for travel to and from Washington.
However, the disposition of the $6,000 would be entirely
at Prof. Shah's discretion, and the only claims to be
submitted to the Bank under the proposed contract would
be for days worked.

h) Prof. Shah would be free to work wherever he wishes.
Logical alternatives are Boston, where he is presently based,
India, or Washington.

5. As discussed with you, I feel that there are some aspects of
the proposed contract which pose certain potential difficulties. One
is the editorial work which will no doubt be required on the draft we
receive. Our budget should include funds for an editor for at least
three weeks. Secondly, I imagine that Prof. Shah will attempt to obtain
concessions and further assistance from us, such as office space and
possibly secretarial help if he decides to undertake his work here in
Washington, and probably more time than the four months elapsed time
agreed. He may again suggest a trip to India to obtain unpublished
survey data - a suggestion I rejected as premature. Rather substantial
demands may be made on my time in dealing with Prof. Shah and his work.

6. Also as discussed with you, It was not entirely clear to me
from discussions with Prof. Shah, and repeated questions, what his status
is at the Harvard University Center for Population Studies, and whether
it would have an adverse influence on his ability to deliver as contracted.
I contacted the Center after asking Prof. Shah if he had any objection
to my doing so -- he said neither yes or no and gave no name for
reference. He is working with a Dr. Ripetti, a demographer, on the
analysis of some field survey data from a particular thana in India.
Dr. Ripetti indicated that Prof. Shah is a free agent.. He has been
involved in analysing the thana data in question for several years, and
Dr. Ripetti was involved at a late stage, under Rockefeller Foundation
auspices. For budgetary purposes Prof. Shah is attached to Dr. Ripetti's
Rockefeller-funded activities at the Center, but has no formal relation
with the Center. Prof. Shah is likely to be engaged in the research for
some time to come, especially since data handling problems have arisen,
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and is free to contract other work as he wishes. Prof. Shah indicated
to me that he has immigrant status in the US, that his wife expects to

come to the US in January as an immigrant, and that his son works in

Florida.

7. Prof. Shah's initial proposal for analysis of Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) all-India field surveys of rural households' assets
and capital structure appears to be based on optimistic assumptions

concerning the data. Mr. Surjit Bhalla (EDE) has been involved with

attempts by the Bank to obtain the data in question for the 1971 survey.

(The proposed literature survey by Prof. Shah should be useful to any
analysis the Bank might undertake using the RBI data.) It is Mr. Bhalla's

opinion that the data is of good quality. The problem lies in its

accessability. RBI has the data on over 100 tapes generated by a

Honeywell computer of ancient vintage. It is doubtful whether useful

analysis could be conducted at all economically on RBI's computer, and it

is also questionalbe whether any capacity presently exists to transfer

the data electronically to modern equipment, because the computer in ques-

tion became a museum piece quite some time ago. Even if these obstacles

can be overcome (Mr. Bhalla is trying to locate conversion capacity), the

question remains whether or on what terms RBI would make its data available.
Prof. Shah agrees that his chances of obtaining the data and getting it
into usuable form are no better and probably much worse than the Bank's

through DED's initiatives. Therefore, Prof. Shah agrees that no further
consideration of analysis of the RBI data is warranted until Mr. Bhalla's
efforts to obtain the data in usable form have run their course. The
contract offered Prof. Shah should not contain any allusion to further
work.

8. They hypotheses suggested as a basis for the study should be

circulated to the Project and Program Divisions concerned and to
others who would have an interest in the proposed study, along with a

memo asking for their support to obtaining research funds for the survey.

A draft memo is attached for your consideration.

Enclosure

cc: Messrs. S. Bhalla, DED
V.V. Bhatt, DED

JDVonPischke :mw



Members of the Research Advisory Panel January 3, 1979

Suran fery, VPD

AdIditional Materials

1. 1 attach the following materials for your consideration:

(i) Draft report of the Research Advisory Panel on
Agriculture and Rural Development.

(ii) Suggestionsby 3ank staff on "Research Priorities".

2. I will be initiating travel arrangements for the March
meetings toward the end of January. Additional draft reports from
the specialized panels will be sent to you as received.

Attachments

SKBery,.bf
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. B.B. King, DEDDR DATE: December 28, 1978

FROM: Bela Balassa, VPD

SUBJECT: Mass-Media and Rural Education

1. In its discussion of the above proposal, the Research

Committee raised questions on the usefulness and scope of the pro-

posed survey papers, the importance of the evaluation methodology
for Bank projects, and the size of the budget being requested.

While there was greater interest expressed in the paper on Agri-
cultural Extension than in the paper on Adult Education, it was felt

that the terms of reference for the surveys were inadequately

spelled out to permit a decision to be made on their funding. In

addition, some members were dubious that the contribution of mass-

media components to agricultural extension projects could be iso-

lated or that it was important for the Bank operations to be able

to do so. Finally, the Committee found that the amounts being re-

quested for the preparation of the survey papers and the evaluation

methodology was too high.

2. The Committee requested that the' objectives, scope and

terms of reference of the proposed survey papers be more precisely

articulated by the sponsors, and reconsidered by the review panel.

The panel would also approve the organizational arrangements and

budgets appropriate for the papers approved, subject to an upper
limit of $25,000.

cc: Messrs. Jamison, Futagami, T. King, Akilu, Waide, Hazell,

Weiss, Farner, Cernea

BBalassa:bf
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Messrs. R. Rowe, G. Tibor, B. Waide, M. Leiserson, December 21, 1978
V. V. Bhatt

G. F. Donaldson, Div. Chief, AGREP

Summary of Survey Results on Credit, Savings and Investment in Indian
Agriculture

1. We have received a proposal for a study of field survey results
relating to credit, investment and savings in India's agricultural sector.
A list of hypotheses around which this literature survey would be formally
organized is attached.

2. The survey would be undertaken by Prof. C. H. Shah of Bombay
University. Prof. Shah is an agricultural economist who has been interested
in the subject for many years. He has produced several articles and also
supervised research by Mrs. Tara Shukla which led to her 1965 work, Capital
Formation in Indian Agriculture. The research proposal originated with
Prof. Shah, who is presently on leave at the Harvard University Center for
Population Research in Boston.

3. In my view the proposed research is topical and would be useful
to the Bank. Prof. Shah is willing to undertake the work for a fixed fee
of $6,000 within the next six months, and with your support I will approach
the Research Committee for these funds. This review could become the first
phase of a more detailed study if the findings warrant it.

4. I would appreciate your reactions to this proposal.

Attachment

J. Von Pischke:sw

cc: M. Yudelman, AGR
D. Pidkering, AGR
W. Spall, AGR B 02
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. SumanBery (VPD), Secretary, Research Advisory DATE: December 15, 1978

Panel

FROM: Per Eklund (AEPED)

SUBJECT: Research Priorities

1. I am responding to your request to state research priorities.

I find there is a need to establish skill profiles for target groups so

that we may determine whether literacy and cognitive skills, over time,

are measurably correlated with productivity achievements. For instance,

in rural development projects, have the targeted groups of smallholders

acquired literacy and a minimum of cognitive skills (in science) which

are useful, and possibly necessary, prerequisites for effective absorption

of extension services? In urban development projects for the small

enterprises (SSE) sector, similar questions arise. To the extent that

many or most of the SSEs in the target areas fall within the crafts sector

(e.g., wood-working, bicycle repairs, etc., represent activities mentioned),

the formal and informal training requirements would be different compared

to a situation where the SSEs are already serving the modern sectors, e.g.,

as subcontractors. In the former case, the absorption of advice, e.g.,
in marketing and accountancy would seem to call for a minimum level of

cognitive skills provided by more formal education. In fact, there may

well be a threshold effect: a certain minimum amount of learning, in

terms of literacy and cognitive skills in mathematics and sciencemay have

to be obtained before small business extension services and support acti-

vities become fully effective.

2. Presently, it seems that when the productive units in the target

groups are found to have a high degree of risk aversion and/or "resist"

adoption of extension advice and improved practices, we do not know whether

this behaviour can or should be linked to a lack of literacy and basic

cognitive skills rather than, for instance, insufficient material incentives

and/or past defaults in input supply. Often a main assumption of prverty-

oriented development projects is that the economic and social infrastructure

is underutilized and that prospects exist for rapid and significant improve-

ments. However, we do not seem to know enough about the extent to which

literacy and skill levels of particular target groups impede or contribute

towards rapid and significant productivity increases.

3. The implications of an improved 'monitoring and evaluation of

literacy and skill profiles for the Bank's operational work seem beyond

doubt. For instance, such an evaluation may well confirm that there is a

need for additional formal training of the target groups, for example, in

evening classes and/or that a differently-designed delivery system for

extension advice, would be desirable.

Reference: Risto Harmer "Farmer-Entrepreneur and His Prerequisite

Prior Education in Agricultural Development" - Draft

World Bank Staff Working Paper, June 1978.

cc: Messrs. Johanson (AEPED), ter Weele (AEPED), Christoffersen/Cernea (AGR),
Harma (ASP), Heyneman (EDC), Jamison (DED), Sud (URB), Price (AEP)

PEklund:jp



Research Comittee Menbers December 14, 1978

Sumnn -ery, VPD

Additional material for December lRth meeting

I attach the following additional memoranda for the
Pesearch Committee's meetinj on Decerber 18th.

Proposals

'wage - Employment Trends and Structures' r Memorandun
from Mr. R. Grave

Suppleentary Reauests

671-Ef: Memorandum fronm Francis Lethem

671-61; Review Panel report (memo from Mr. E. Lerdau)

671-80%
(i) Review Panel re',ort ( memo from Mr. J.

Noise T)

(ii) Memorandum fvoi Mr. T.N. Srinivasan

Attachments

?istribution:

Messrs. I. Chenery, P. Balassa, T. de Azcarate, J. Holsen,
B.S. Ring, E. Lerdau, R. Picciotto, F. van der Tak,
D. Turnham, P. Waide, A. Walters, J. Wood

SKBery:bf
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Mr. Suman Berry, DPSVP flecember 12, 1978

Roger Grave, ASADB

Research Proposal on Wage-Ealopyint Trends and Structures

As the staff member responsible for recent reporting on employ-
ment trends and prospects in India, I would like to comeat briefly on
the India case study in the proposed DEr)ER research project. Although
the study is sketched out with rather broad strokes in the proposal
documetation I have disicussed the project with DEDER staff and believe
that the study would complement and considerably extend our Division's
current work on employment in India. Given the priortty attached to
employment issues in Indian planning, this involvement is quite appropriate.
In particular, the project's focus on the relationship between wage and
employment trends. its intention to place these in a long term context,
and its use of Indian researchers to summarize the plethora of micro employ-
wnit studies are objectives which I support fully. I am confident that
given the intedded degree of coordination between DEDER and regional staff.
the India case study will usefully enhance our understandinf of the
functioning of labor markets in India.

cc. Mrs. ilamilton
Messrs. Wll

Leiserson
LaC

RGraweo . ~X
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. Bery (VPD) DATE: December 12, 1978

SM.
FROM: S. Heyneman (EDC)

SUBJECT: Defining Research Priorities

1. This is in response to Hollis Chenery's memo of November 14. I
think the most urgent of our research needs is to gauge the external
economic impact of our investments. So far we have been deficient in
this; and I think we owe it to ourselves and to our Borrowers to do
better.

2. We have thus far been hampered by two problems, both administra-
tive. One is a scarcity of allocated time, on our part and on the part
of the Borrower. This can be overcome. Evaluation skills exist in
economics and sociology, both in and outside the Bank, and there is no
non-monetary reason why they cannot be utilized.

3. Another problem is that of procedure. Project funds, the main
financial source for evaluation, end when disbursement ends. We must
find a way in which we can channel funds for supporting evaluations
after the closure of disbursement.

4. To state the question to be answered would be to state the
obvious. Thus I will rest by stating the problem: we need resources
to develop our own and Borrower evaluations; and we need a system to
use resources on a project-specific basis, after disbursement has
ended. It would be helpful if we had more knowledge about project
impact than guesswork.

cc: Messrs. Aklilu Habte (EDC)
Mats Hultin (EDC)

SH: th



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery December 8, 1978

E. Lerdau

Research on Wage and Employment Trends and Structure

1. I am writing this note not as an outgoing member of the Research
Committee, but as an eager customer. I have read Mr. de Azcarate's Panel
report and am quite concerned about the possibility that the one part of
the project which he seems to endorse be affected by the negative comments
which other parts receive.

2. I am in no position to comment on these other parts but I would
like to plead very earnestly that the Brazil study be approved. As you know,
the Region has developed a quite ambitious work program on the general
subjects of poverty, basic needs, income distribution and employment in
Brazil in response to instructions of Mr. McNamara. The first outputs of
these efforts are already available; they include the Webb-Pfeffermann draft
report and the Knight-Lluch, etc. papers. Naturally we have structured our
plans taking into account work that we understand was proposed, planned or
already in execution in other parts of the Bank, so as to avoid duplication.

3. The Brazil component of the Research Project submitted to the
de Azcarate Panel, for us, is part of these efforts and, in my view, killing
it would leave a gaping hole in the network of studies that we thought should
be undertaken to comply with Management's instructions. Moreover, there
would, in my view, be a real advantage in approving this component since it
would build on work that has already been done by Bank staff. It is not
often that there is such good evidence of a medium term research stragegy -
as distinguished from individual research efforts, however meritorious - and
I sincerely hope that the Research Committee will appreciate the opportunity
to support continuity and consistency in the Bank's research activities.

4. In short, I urge you and my former colleagues of the Committeb to
support the Brazil effort, whatever your decisions on the rest of the proposal
may be.

cc: Members of the Research Committee

, erdau:Jd



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION / LQJJ1

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Suman K. Bery, VPD DATE: December 7, 1978

FROM: J.A.N. Wallis, Deputy Division Chie CP

SUBJECT: Defining Research Priorities

With reference to the memorandum dated November 14 
from

Mr. Chenery, members of this Division have been unable to respond

specifically to the request because we do not know 
the range or

scope of your inquiry. Furthermore, there is a pervasive feeling

that, so far, studies sponsored by DPS have taken no 
account of

current experience of Bank Projects' staff. This may or may not be

correct but, for instance, no one in this Division can recall being

consulted about Study 670-80 on Land Reform in Latin America; 
671-39,

"Price Interv ention in Agriculture"; or 671-43, "The Consequences of

Risk for Agricultural Policy", all of which are topics of great

relevance to our work.

We have recently expressed interest in taking part in defining

Bank policy with regard to agricultural research 
projects.

A continuing difficulty we face is that, as 
part of Bank

policy, we press for monitoring and evaluation 
of projects, but we do

not have the manpower allocation in our budget 
to provide the technical

assistance repeatedly sought by project managements 
to design and

carry out effective monitoring operations. 
Furthermore, we are not

confident we know the answers anyway. In this connection, we suggest

you explore the possibility of a research 
project to be carried out in

Colombia to support the monitoring and evaluation 
efforts of the Government

for the ongoing Integrated Rural Development, Nutrition 
and Urban

Development Projects.

The marketing of the products of small-scale 
farmers and the

timely and efficient supply of farm inputs are key problems 
limiting all

our efforts at rural development to benefit, in 
particular, the low

income population. Various forms of aggregation - cooperative farmer

associations and groups - are tried but none is wholly satisfactory.

Often the administration is bad and sometimes 
corrupt. Could this be

improved by better training and public/philanthropic 
subsidies to

administrative costs in the initial phase?

Agricultural price policies and subsidies 
often undermine

projects which otherwise might have 
been successful. For countries

in which a significant number of "the poor" 
are not in the farming sector

(i.e., in urban, mining sectors), how can adequate 
incentives be provided

to small-scale farmers and food prices be kept low?

These are just some of our preoccupations. 
In general, we feel

that it must be possible to mobilize the large 
technical resource of DPS

to assist in the design of better agricultural and rural 
development

projects - but we do not know how to do this.

cc: LCPA2 Staff

JANWallis:ag
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December 7, 1978

The Maurice Falk Institute for
Economic PResearch in Israel

Jerusal em
Israel
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you would send us your annual or other progress report and
catalog of publications, as they are issued, and would acree
to send us on request any of the documents listed. We would
also anDOreciate your indicating to whom publications should
be sent, along with a corrected mailing address if needed.

I hone very much that you will ccnsider this

zroosal favorably, and look forward to hearing frcm you.

With best regards,

Yo-rs sincerely,



The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433. U.S.A. Telephone: (202 477-123 - Cables: INTBAFRAD

December 7, 1978

Erasmus University Rotterdam
Centre for Development Planning
P.O. Box 1738
Rotterdam - 3016
Netherlands
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you would send us your annual or other progress report and
catalog of publications, as they are issued, and would agree
to send us on request any of the documents listed. We would

also appreciate your indicating to whcm publications should
be sent, along with a corrected mailing address if needed.

I hope very much that you will consider this
=r cposal :avorably, and look forward to hearirn frOM yCu.

it .stregards,



December 7, 1978

Dr. Ruth Vollmer
Librarian in charge of the

International Section
Bibliothek des Instituts fur
Weltwirtschaft an der Universitat Kiel

Postfach 4309
D-2300
Kiel 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Dear Dr. Vollmer:

Thank you for your letter of October 4, 1978. We

have arranged for your institution to be placed on the list
of institutions participating in our Documents Exchange
Program.

You will receive the following documents as they
are issued

- Catalog of Publications, which gives a current
lisjt f all papersiiainbooks available to the
public and explains how they may be ordered
from the Bank's Publications Unit;

- Atlas, issued annually, giving country
statistics on income and population;
and the

- Research Program - Abstracts of Current Studies,
also issued annually, -which describes studies
in progress, indicating the staff responsible
for them and published reports.

- Staff Working papers.

The Bank's Publication Unit, to which your orders
should be addressed, can send you on request Bank documents

/2...
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listed in the above. We will be pleased to receive the
publications of your Institute as noted in your letter.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Suman Bery
Secretary to the

Research Committee
Development Policy
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Mr. Lyn Squire, AEA nov. 29, 1978

Suman Eery, VPD

Your draft section III: 'Policies
K&Eii~ fa r Temaii

1. While I have read the entire section for context, I have
concentrated on pp. 40-50 as requested by you. Most of my
comments have to do with the discussion on pp. 40-42.

2. I think it would focus the analysis (cf. nara 2; p.40)
if you made clear why capital markets are fragmented in the first
place, what you mean by fragmentation, and how you propose to
'unify' capital markets. By fragmentation I take you to mean a
situation where borrowing rates and lending rates differ in
various credit markets by more than a 'warranted' risk premium.
Such differences can arise for a variety of reasons: qeographic
barriers, information limitations, policy induced distribution
(such as interest rate ceilings) and explicit credit subsidies.
Your analysis seems based on the assumption (which I think
McKinnon shares) that fragmentation is policy induced rather than
'natural'. Where fragmentation occurs for 'natural' reasons,
there may still be gains in allocative efficiency from unifying
capital markets, but such gains will involve real expenditure of
resources which may or may not be warranted. An important
analytic difference between 'natural' and 'policy' fragmentation
is that in the former case there need not be quantity rationing
in either markets, while in the latter there is more presumption
that the distorted market uses non-price attributes to allocate
credit.

3. If one characterizes a fragmented capital market as
consisting of a price-allocating kerb market and a non-price
allocating institutional market, it is not immediately clear
what is involved in the informal sector's demand for more
'institutional' credit. Does it represent merely a request for
access to subsidized credit? Or does it imply that the informal
market is , aFi 4iuiiiiity constrained and no additional credit is
available at any price? The former seems more probable.

4. What are the oonsequences for labor demand of a move
towards unified interest rates in the two markets? Assuming
first that only lending rates are unified (and that there are
no effects on aggregate saving and/or aggregate credit flows)
it is likely that the interest rate facing the borrowers
previously in the kerb market would fall, and that facing the
borrowers previously in the institutional market would rise.
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Mr. Squire - 2 - November 29, 1978

The comparative statics effect of this move on labor demand
denends not on the observed capital labor ratios for the two
groups prior to the change but instead on whether you regard
them as having intrinsically different production functions.
Put differently, one has to establish that differences in
observed capital-labor ratios between the small scale and

large scale sectors are not purely a consequence of the
different factor prices that they face. The evidence you need
therefore is of strong differences in factor intensity for
efficient output after normalizing for factor price differences.
One area where there might be such evidence is in micro studies
of the Westphal/Pack type. I do not think that the evidence in
Tables 14 and 15 can be regarded as pertinent.

5,. The second argument that you provide on page 41 (1st

full para.) is a variant of the first argument. Again the basic
notion is that a more efficient deployment of capital will

increase labor demand. Micro theory suggests that it must
increase output - but does this necessarily mean more employment?

Again, I don't think the answers are self evident, and general
rather than partial equilibrium analysis will be needed.
Further, the altered resource allocation will be an 'improvement'

only if market prices are felt to be socially appropriate signals.

6. Your third and fourth arguments are unexceptionable
but are arguments which apply to any source of increase in
aggregate savings, rather than deriving from relative price
changes.

7. To sum up, the static analytics are murkier than I had

thought. Until we can think them through more convincingly, it
may be best to drop those arguments altogether. The dynamic
arguments are more credible in theory but less easily established
evrpirically.

cc: Messrs. S. Acharya
B. Balassa
A. Gelb

SKBery-lt
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Letter No. 202 November 29, 1978

Mr. Oktay Yenal
World Bank Resident Mission
P.O. Box 416
New Delhi
India

Dear Oktay,

Thank you for your letter of October 23. I
attach a copy of the letter sent to Mr. Madan from
Bela Balassa as per your request. A copy has been sent
to Bevan Waide for information.

I trust all is well with you and Aysel. I
envy you the late November in Delhi.

Warm regards

Suman Bery
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Mr. Mostagut Yudelmau, Ditor (A3R) November 29, 1978
(tbrough Ted J. Davis)

Michael Corea (AMX)

Review of Rpsearch ?roposal an "*as* Media and Rural Education"

1. Per your request, I attended the Review panel meeti ag during
which comnts were made n the revised version of the Research Proposal
on Mass Media and Rural Education, submitted by DID and EDC.

2. The revised version of this proposal did not satisfactorily
take into account the coiments made during the previous review work-
shop, which I attended. In particular, the proposed research was not
adequately related to Bank assisted agricultural extension activities,
despite its claim to serve primarily the Bank's needs for operational
activities in extension.

3. The Review panel. chaired by Mr. E. Bevan Waide, focused the
diseassion around the operational relevance of the research for future
project etivities. This provided the proper framework to introduce
our reservations about the lack of linkage between the proposed research
and the large number of on-going ank projects. based on the T & V methods.
As it is, the research project can not lead to conclusive results and
rconmmndatins about the coamanication effectiveness and the cost
effectiveness of alternative procedures for information dissemination in
rural areas. The research design had some methodological weaknesses as
well.

4. I made severAl proposals about ways in which the research design
could be readjusted in order to incorporate field studies in some T & V
project areas =d to compare alternative approaches to extension (e.g.,
face to face, vis-a-vis "distant teaching," vis-a-vis a comparisou of
the two). I stressed also the need to undertake these operationally
relevant studies sooner than after two and a half years, as proposed.
Our pooposals wore supported by Charles Weiss and other participants.

5. The authors of the research proposal agreed to re-draft the
proposal and to incorporate research on the T & V system as wall. Mr.
Waide will circulate a note sarising the agreements reached during
the meeting.

6. If the re-drafted project will adequately include a study of
current Bank activities in extension and will adopt a comparative method-
ology, I think that our Department could give its support to the proposed
research.

Wernea/dc

ei Missers. L*eif Christoffersen, C. Darnell
Waide



Mr. Suman Bery, VPD November 20, 1978

Richard G. Grimshaw, Chief, WAPA 1

Research Proosal- Mass edia and Rural Education

Attached please find a copy of the title page with my signature.
We hope that it will be possible for you to analyse the data from our
northern projects during Phase II of the project. We would like to point
out, however, that this should not involve any further cost to the
Nigerian Government nor any increased workload on their staff.

Your proposals in Phase III for testing different means of
communication in the field are most interesting and their application
in northern Nigeria would, have to be cleared with the Nigerian
authorities and ourselves. There is a considerable investment at
stake and one would not, ofcourse, want to see it put in jeopardy
for any experimental purposes.

PSZuckerman g
Attachment
cc; Messrs. Aklilu (EDC), B. King/I. Singh (DED), A. Cole (WAP)

S. 1utaganmi (EDG), and D. Jamison (1ED)
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WORLD BANK RESEARCI PROGRAM

Project Proposal

Date of Submission

November 10, 1978

PART I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

Title: Mass Media and Rural Education

Department(s) Responsible: 3. Staff Participation
Development Economics Principal Supervisors: Dean T. Jamison, DED
Education Shigenari Futagami,

EDC
No. of Contracts: 5. Estimated Total C6st: 125,000

One major contact -- 2 -0

Estimated Total Staff Time Required (vNeeks):

Professional: -4 Assistant: 20

PART II. COORDINATION AND APPROVAL

Interdepartmental Coordination:

Do not Support
Support No Project-Comments

Department Name and Siqnature Project Objection Submitted

a. .rector, AGR M. Yudelman

b. Science Advisor, PAS C. Weiss

Chief, EAPED G. Pennisi,

d. Chief, AEPED ohanon - I L
e. Chief, Ag. , AP G. Grinshaw

Departmen a ro

Divisibn Chief (signature) Department Director (signature)

Timothy King,, Chief - Benjamin B. King/Aklilu Habte
DEDPII Director, DED Director, EDC



The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

November 14, 1978

Professor T.N. Madan
Member Secretary
Indian Council of Social Science Research
IIPA Hostel Indraprastha Estate
New Delhi 11000

Dear Mr. Madan:

Mr. Oktay Yenal, of our resident mission in India, has
passed your letter of September 20th, requesting information on
the Bank's research program, on to us.

This reply deals with the central research program of
the Bank, and does not deal with that research related to specific
projects which is financed under loans and credits. Neither does
it concern certain research of a technical nature, arising out
of such activities as Bank participation in the Consultative Group
on International Agricultural Research. The following refers to
the points of inquiry in your letter.

(1) Broad objectives of Bank Research - The Bank has designed its
research program in the light of four major objectivies:

(a)To support all aspects of the World Bank's operation, in-
cluding the assessment of development progress in member
countries.

(b)To broaden understanding of the development process.
(c)To improve the Bank's capacity to provide advice to member

countries.
(d)To assist in developing indigenous research capacity in

member countries.

(2) Financial Research Inputs: 1974/5 to 1977/8 - Resources used
in Bank research fall into two categories.

(a)"External expenditure",includes such payments as consultant
fees, travel expenses in connection with research and data
processing carried on outside of the Bank. Over the period
1974 to 1978 external expenditure on the research program
averaged approximately $2 million per year.

(b)"Staff time", refers to the time spent by Bank staff members
in research. As some research is performed by Bank staff



Professor T.N. Madan -2- November 14, 1978

who are not primarily researchers, and Bank researchers
also perform operational duties, the number of man-years
spent on research is a better measure of staff time than
the number of researchers: the Bank's research program in-
volves about 60 professional and 25 assistant man-years of
staff time annually.

(3) (a)Nature of Program - The general nature of the Bank's research
program is best appreciated through the publication "World
Bank Research Program", a copy of which is enclosed . s
does not cover certain smaller research projects. Also re-
levant is the section "Economic Research and Studies", in the
Bank's Annual Report (1978) (enclosed). Many research projects
deal with more than one country. It is therefore not possible
to obtain an estimate of resources spent on research into
India alone. However, considering projects approved by the
Research Committee, as of January 1978, out of 85 such ongoing
or recently completed projects, 14 dealt wholly, or in part,
with India. The Country Index in Abstracts of Current Studies
October 1977, indicates most of these.

(b)Institutions Assisted - The Bank does not award scholarships
or fellowships to Indian (or other) research institutions, and
does not, generally, offer them financial assistance. In-
volvement of institutions and individuals outside the Bank in
the Bank's research program generally proceeds through
collaboration in research projects, or through the use of
contractual arrangements such as consultancy in Bank-sponsored
research. As noted in the Annual Report (page 97), the number
of Developing Country institutions involved in the research
program is considerable. -For the case of India, the following
individuals and institutions have been involved in the 14
research projects noted above:

1. Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers
2. Fertilizer Association of India
3. Fertilizer Corporation of India, New Delhi
4. Director General, Border Roads, New Delhi
5. Ministry of Transport, New Delhi
6. Water & Power Commission, New Delhi
7. State Public Works Department
8. Central Road Research Institute, New Delhi
9. Department of Economics, Bombay University, Bombay

10. Central Statistical Organization, New Delhi
11. R. Krishna (Planning Commission, New Delhi)
12. Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
13. National Environmental Engineering Research Institute,

Nagpur
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I hope this information is of help to you in your study.

Yours sincerely,

Bela alassa
Acting Research Adviser

Developme Policy

AGelb:bf

Enclosure(s)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE: Nov. 13, 1978

FROM: Suman Bery, VP

SUBJECT: A Panel to Review a Research Proposal:
Mass-Media for Rural Education

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. B. Waide, ASA, (Chairman),

F. Farner (AEP), M. Cernea (AGR), C. Weiss (PAS), and P. Hazell,

(DRC), has been established to review the attached research

proposal on Tuesday, November 21, at 3:30 p.m. in Room A-520.

Staff Amount

Proposal Responsible Requested

Mass-Media for Rural D. Jamison $125,000

Education S. Futagami

2. The panel is expected to consider issues such as:

(i) Is the proposed research of interest to the

Bank?

(ii) What contribution are the research findings

expected to make to the Bank's operations?

(iii) Are the hypotheses to be tested and the methods

of analysis well defined? Will they yield
robust conclusions?

Guidelines designed for the preparation and submission of research

proposals are attached. Also attached is a memorandum indicating

the principal points raised in the workshop discussion of a prior

draft of the proposal. These may be of assistance in the review.

3. The recommendations of the panel should be sent to me

by Tuesday, November 28.

Attachments:

Distribution:

Panel Members
cc: Messrs. D. Jamison, S. Futagami
cc: Messrs. B.B. King, A. Habte, B. Balassa (information)

SKBery:lt



Those Listed Below Nov. 13, 1978

Suman Bery, VPD

A Panel to Review a Research Proposal:
Wage and Emploent Trends and
Structures

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. L. de Azcarate, WANVP,
(Chairman), R. Gulhati (EANVP), T.N. Srinivasan (DRC),
P. Knight (LC2), and J. Wall (ASA) has been established to
review the attached research proposal on Friday, November 17
at 3:30 p.m. in Room A-520.

Staff Amount
Proposal Responsible Reuested

Wage and Employment Trends M. Leiserson $129,300
and Structures S. Bose

D. Lal
R. Webb

2. The panel is expected to consider issues such as:

(i) Is the proposed research of interest to the
Batik?

(ii) What contribution are the research findings
expected to make to the Bank's operations?

(iii) Are the hypotheses to be tested and the methods
of analysis well defined? Will they yield
robust conclusions?

Guidelines designed for the preparation and submission of research
proposals are attached. Also attached is a memorandum indicating
the principal points raised in the workshop discussion of a prior
draft of the proposal. These may be of assistance in the review.

3. The recommendations of the panel should be sent to me
by Monday, November 27.

Attachments:

Distribution:

Panel Members
cc: Messrs. M. Leiserson, S. Bose, D. Lal, R. Webb

B.B. King, B. Balassa (information only)

SKBery:lt
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Messrs. D. Jamison, DED November 6,- 1978
S. ?utagami, EDC

Suman Bery, VPD

Your draft proposal, The Costs and Effects

rollowing Friday morning's discussion, here are some
suggestions for the redrafting of the proposal.

The overall justification for the proposal could make
explicit reference to Bank involvement (past and projected) in
the use of distance tecEfTna for non-formal education. Does the
Bank have an explicit program or policy of inducing such
technological change? If so, this should be mentioned.

The scope of the literature review proposed by you
(paragraphs 7 and 8 of the October 15 draft) could be as wide as
you suggest, covering the use of distance teaching in a variety
of applications. The aim of the review would be to document
existing practice and techniques, assimilate existing judgements
on effectiveness and tabulate such information as is available
on costs.

The case studies on the other hand, should be fewer
but more intensive. I would suggest that they be restricted
to the use of distance teaching in agriculture, specifically
agricultural extension. The concern of the case atudies should
be to develop the methodology for evaluating distance teaching,
demonstrate their use with existing or easily collected data and
use this experience to design experimental components for forth-
coming projects. There are several reasons for suggesting that
the case studies be restricted to agriculture:

(i) Judging by the workzshop, the greatest Bank
interest at present is in this area;

(ii) measures of output, and the production
function methodology seem most tractable
in agriculture;

(iii) the data are already or will soon be
available in the case of Nigeria,
Thailand and the Philippines,

(iv) the alternatives to distance teaching are
clearly defined.
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Messrs. Jamison & ?utagami 2.

By contrast the use of ex-post data in fields such as
health and nutrition seems unlikely to establish anything
conclusive. Inconclusive results would not advance policy
making.

Even with this restricted focus certain analytic
issues need to be addressed in the redraft. These include a
clearer specification of the null hypothesis (are you out to
establish whether the effects of media use are positive or
whether they are superior to the alternativesa , th~1i6TCe
between a cost effectiveness and a cost benefit framework, the
measurement of outputs, the specification of appropriate control
groups or other mechanisms of isolating the impact of the media
interventions.

While the revised proposal should concentrate on
these issues, it could indicate that this is the first step
in a wider program of work which could ultimately extend to
experimental ('action') research.

Please note that the revised nroposal will need to
have completed cover sheets as well as indications of inter-
departmental coordination. In order for the panel review to
be conducted on schedule I would need to have the formal
proposal by c.o.b. Friday, November 10.

SKBery:lt

cC: Messrs. H. Aklilu
B. Balassa
P.B. King
B. Waide
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November 9, 1978

Professor Juergen B. Donges
The Kiel Institute of World

Economics
P.O. Box 4309
D-2300 Kiel 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Dear Professor Donges:

This is just to acknowledge receipt of your
first draft. We will be in touch with you about the
next meeting shortly.

Yours sincerely,

Suman Bery
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November 9, 1978

Sir W. Arthur Lewis
Economic Growth Centre
P.O. Box 1987
Yale Station
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut, 06520

Dear Sir Arthur:

By now you ought to have received copies of two
memoranda sent to you under separate cover. The first was
the memorandum from Mr. Chenery to the Chairmen of the
specialized panels, appending the revised notes of the
General Panel's discussion. The second was a memorandum
from me to members of the General Panel confirming dates,
assignments and forthcoming documentation. I trust that
these memoranda, and the revised notes on the panel's
discussions, are in accordance with your wishes. Would it
be alright for the 'Notes on the First Meeting of the
General Panel'to be circulated to members of the Research
Committee prior to its next meeting?

Alan Gelb will be dispatching additional
materials to you shortly. These relate primarily to the
work of the specialized panels, but include the notes we
took at the meetings. I will send these notes to other
panel members only if you think this is worthwhile after
you have seen them.

The cushion is safe'

With regards,

Suman Bery

cc: Messrs. B. Balassa
H. Chenery
A. Gelb

SBery:lt
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Messrs. M. Leiserson, S. Boge, D. Lal, November 7, 1978
R. W'.ob

Suman Bery, VPD

Redraft of your prpo al, "!Wage and
Employment Trends ar Structures "

The following seem to be the major points made at
yesterday's workshop, pertinent to a redraft of the
proposal.

a) Closer specification of the research proposal
within the overall work program.

b) Greater emphasis on the limited scope and
ambitiousness of the data documentation/
compilation exercise (I think the major
probler is page 13, especially paragraph 2.
The discussion on pages 15-17 seems
appropriately modest).

c) Some discussion of the treatment that might
be given to non-wage employment, if any.

d) A more explicit justification for why Research
Committee, rather than Regional, funding is
appropriate for the country studies, since the
analyses to be undertaken appear to be quite
disparate and country specific. In addition,
I would request that the budget in the
proposal be shifted toward FY8o to the degree
possible in view of the present stringency on
FY79 funds.

As agreed earlier, please let me have the finalized
version of the proposal (including completed cover sheets) by
Monday, November 13, for forwarding to the review panel. I
anticipate that the nanel meeting will take place on November
17. This will be confirmed with you later.

cc: Mr. B. King
Mr. B. Balassa
Mr. L. deAzcarate

SKBery: lt
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Li ted Below * DATE: November 7, 1978

FROM: Suman y, VPD

SUBJECT: Forthcoming Research Committee Meeting

1. The Research Committee will hold its next meeting on
December 18. Following this meeting it is expected to meet in
mid-February. Proposals to be considered at the February
meeting should be submitted in a form suitable for workshop
discussion by Friday, December 1, 1978. Sponsors are
requested to provide this office with 20 copies of the draft
proposal for workshop distribution.

2. Following the workshop discussions, proposals in final
form should reach this office by Friday, January 5, 1979, for
formal review by an ad hoc panel prior to Research Committee
consideration. Sponsors are requested to provide this office
with the original and 10 copies of the final proposal.

3. I would appreciate your letting me know, as soon as
possible, of the submissions you expect to make for the
February meeting, as well as any estimates that you can provide
of other proposals in the pipeline that may be submitted this
fiscal year.

Distribution:

Research Committee Members
DPS, CPS Directors and Division Chiefs
Regional Chief Economists

Ms. L. Cleave
Ms. M. Hazzah



November 2, 1978

Mr. Assar Lindbeck
Director
Institute for International

Economic Studies
Fack
S-104 05
Stockholm 50
Sweden

Dear Assar,

Here, finally, are the notes on your meetings
in Washington. I'm sorry for the delay in getting them
to you, but I've been swamped with work for the General
Panel, which met here last weekend. I'm sending copies
of these notes to all panel members. I also enclose
copies of the 1975 and 1977 reports on the research
program, so that you can follow up on the references
that Ben King gave you.

We have received first drafts from Donges and
Nelson only so far; the latter was sent on to you two
days ago. In addition you should have received a memo
from Mr. Chenery, reporting on the first meeting of the
General Panel, and indicating their requests for
information and comment from the specialized panels.

We will be initiating travel arrangements for
all of you shortly, and I would appreciate getting an
idea from you of the format for your days here. I am
currently assuming that the bulk of the time will be
spent in internal meetings of the group. If you think
that the group as a whole, or specific individuals should
have further meetings with Bank staff, please let me know.

With best wishes,

Suman Bery

Cc: Mr. Bela Balassa
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Supervisors of 'External' Research Projects DATE: October 30, 1978

FROM: Suman Be , D

SUBJECT: Abstracts of Current Studies

Attached for final approval are the galley proofs
of the narrative on your research project. While there is
no suggestion that major editorial revisions be undertaken
at this stage, updated information on items such as
completion dates and additional publications can still beincluded.

If I have not heard from you by Friday,November 3,
I will assume the present draft is acceptable.

Attachment:

SKBery: lt



Distribution below. October 27, 1978

Bela Balassa, VPD

Research Allocations, FY79

1. The attached lists show the revised financial alloca-
tions for all research projects in your department. These do
not, however, incorporate research projects approved at the
September 22nd meeting of the Research Committee.

2. Table I summarizes authorizations and expenditures for
each project from FY76 onward. The "total authorization" for
each project, which refers to the total amount authorized for
FY76 and all subsequent years without further submission to the
Research Committee, appears in Column 1. Expenses in FY76,
FY77, and FY78 are subtracted, and the remainder is available
for commitment in FY79 (Column 5) unless there are already
commitments for FY80 or beyond (Column 6).

3. Table 2 provides a breakdown of FY78 expenses into
disbursements and accruals, and shows the adjustments made for
over- or underdisbursements against FY77 accruals. Column 6,
Table 2 is thus the same as Column 4, Table 1. Funds available
for commitment in FY79 (Column -)-the same as Column 5, Table 1)
are derived by adjusting the existing FY79 authorization, if
any, for performance in FY78.

4. Project supervisors should consider carefully whether
a portion of the funds shown as available during FY79 (Column 5,
Table 1) might not be required until later. If they would
suggest a different allocation of remaining funds than that
shown in Columns 5 and 6, a word to this office as soon as
possible would be appreciated.

5. Supervisors are further reminded that commitments in
excess of the total authorization will not be approved unless
a memorandum is sent to the Secretary of the Research Committee,
stating the reasons.

Attachments

Distribution: (See next page)

OFAICazaL FL
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Dis tribution:

DRC: (List 1) Mr. Duloy
Ms. Stout

EPD: (List 2) Mrs. Hughes
Ms. Hidalgo-Gato

DED: (List 3) Mr. King
Mr. Stoutjesdijk
hr. Lowther

CPS: (List 4) Messrs. HabteZymelman, futagami, Heyneman,
R. Gomez, Willoughby, Harral,
Jaycox, Rathnam, Yudelman, Hotes,
Donaldson, Scandizzo, Verrart,
Rovani, Golloday, S. Bhatnagar

Regions: (List 5)Mr. Serageldin, Ms. Duani
Messrs, Bachmann, Greene, Jayarajah, Bergsman

All lists: Messrs. Doud, Panickaveetil, S. Parch,
Bery

Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Hazzah
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Mr. Hollis B. Chenery October 27, 1978

Suman Bery

Abstracts 1978: Clearance of Drafts

I attach galley proofs of this year's abstracts for
your comnents and approval. While project supervisors have
had an opportunity to examine earlier drafts, this version is
also being sent to them for final approval and possible
updating.

Attachment

cc: Mr. B. Balassa

SKBery:lt
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution below. DATE: October 27, 1978

FROM: Bela Balassa, VPD>I

SUBJECT: Research Allocations, FY79

1. The attached lists show the revised financial alloca-
tions for all research projects in your department. These do
not, however, incorporate research projects approved at the
September 22nd meeting of the Research Committee.

2. Table 1 summarizes authorizations and expenditures for
each project from FY76 onward. The "total authorization" for
each project, which refers to the total amount authorized for
FY76 and all subsequent years without further submission to the
Research Committee, appears in Column 1. Expenses in FY76,
FY77, and FY78 are subtracted, and the remainder is available
for commitment in FY79 (Column 5) unless there are already
commitments for FY80 or beyond (Column 6).

3. Table 2 provides a breakdown of FY78 expenses into
disbursements and accruals, and shows the adjustments made for
over- or underdisbursements against FY77 accruals. Column 6,
Table 2 is thus the same as Column 4, Table 1. Funds available
for commitment in FY79 (Column 9-the same as Column 5, Table 1)
are derived by adjusting the existing FY79 authorization, if
any, for performance in FY78.

4. Project supervisors should consider carefully whether
a portion of the funds shown as available during FY79 (Column 5,
Table 1) might not be required until later. If they would
suggest a different allocation of remaining funds than that
shown in Columns 5 and 6, a word to this office as soon as
possible would be appreciated.

5. Supervisors are further reminded that commitments in
excess of the total authorization will not be approved unless
a memorandum. is sent to the Secretary of the Research Committee,
stating the reasons.

Attachments

Distribution: (See next page)

MAHazzah:tr
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Distribution:

DRC: (List 1) Mr. Duloy
Ms. Stout

EPD: (List 2) Mrs. Hughes
Ms. Hidalgo-Gato

DED: (List 3) Mr. King
Mr. Stoutjesdijk
Mr. Lowther

CPS: (List 4) Messrs. Habte,Zymelman, Futagami, Heyneman,
R. Gomez, Willoughby, Harral,
Jaycox, Rathnam, Yudelman, Hotes,
Donaldson, Scandizzo, Verrart,
Rovani, GoJloday, S. Bhatnagar

Regions: (List 5)Mr. Serageldin, Ms. Duani
Messrs. Bachmann, Greene, Jayarajah, Bergsman

All lists: Messrs. Doud, Panickaveetil, S. Perch,
Bery

Mrs. Stone, Mrs. Hazzah



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Research Advisory Panel DATE. October 25, 1978

FROM: Alan Gelb, VPD *

SUBJECT: Current Status of Panels

1. Commodities: First meeting held July 10-14;
Second meeting planned for February 79.

2. Transportation: First meeting held July 10-15;
Second meeting, October 30 - November 3.

3. Trade and Industry: First meeting held July 17-20;
Second meeting planned November 30 - December 2.

4. Agriculture: First meeting held September 7-15;
Second meeting planned December 11-15.

5. Public Utilities: First meeting October 17-19;
Second meeting planned for February 79.

6. Income Distribution and Employment: Panel report
distributed to EDs June 78 (SecM78-493).
Research Committee discussed Panel's
recommendations June 27, 1978.

7. Education: Panel members have visited several countries.
Panel meets October 30 - November 1 in Washington;
draft Panel report is currently being circulated.
A report is expected in November.

AGelb :tr



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE: November 1, 1978

FROM: Suman Bery, VP

SUBJECT: Draft Research Proposal on 'Wage and
Employment Trends and Structures'

You are invited to participate in a workshop discussion
of the attached draft research proposal. The workshop will be
held in Room K-4500 at 4:00 p.m. on Monday, November 6.

Attachment

Distribution: Messrs. L. de Azcarate
R. Gulhati
P. Knight
G. Pfeffermann
T.N. Srinivasan
J. Wall
R. Moran
L. Westphal
R. Mohan
M. Durdag
B. Balassa
A. Gelb

Ms. 0. Meesook

cc: Messrs. M. Leiserson
S. Bose
D. Lal
R. Webb
A. Stoutjesdijk
H. Hughes
B. King
J. Duloy
G. Pyatt
M. Selowsky
S.E. Lee

SKBery:lt
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D Initial the attached to indicate that it has been released for filing.

D Inidcate the loan, credit, investment or project to which the attached refers.

r Indicate the organization, meeting, research study (RPO No.) to which the
attached refers.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Those Listed Below DATE:October 24, 1978

FROM: Suman Bery, V

SUBJECT: Workshop on Research Proposal "The Costs and
Effects of Distance Teaching for Nonformal
Education"

You are invited to participate in an informal discussion

of the attached research proposal, which will be held in Room

A-520 at 9:30 a.m. on November 3, 1978.

Attachment

Distribution:

Messrs. B. Balassa
B. Waide
B.B. King
H. Aklilu
A. ter Weele
S. Reutlinger
R. Sabot
J. Bamberger
D. Papageorgiou
S. Yusuf
M. Cernea
C. Weiss
F. Lethem
B. Woods
F.H. Yun
D. Radel
S. Futagami
D. Jamison

SKBery:lt



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hollis B. Chenery DATE: October 23, 1978

FROM: Suman Bery

SUBJECT: Timetable for draft reports by Specialized Panels

1. The following is the current schedule for reports by

the Specialized Research Advisory Panels:

Agriculture and Rural Development

Draft report expected to be prepared at December
meetings and available for circulation by end
December.

Commodities

Draft report to be prepared by Chairman at
beginning of January. Panel will meet again
in Washington end January, early February,
1979.

Industrial Development and Trade

Panel will prepare draft in Washington end
November. Draft for circulation should be
available mid December.

Public Utilities

Complete draft will be prepared at second
meeting of Panel, February 12 to 18, 1979.

Transportation

First draft prepared. Second meeting of panel
at end-October.

2. Detailed terms of reference and work programs are

available for the Industrial Development and Trade,
Public Utilities and Transportation Panels, and are attached.

Attachments:

SKBery:lt



Mr. G. Pyatt, DRC October 23, 1978

Suman Bery, VPD

meeting with the General Research

v sor~ Panel

This is to confirm your meeting with the General
Panel at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, October 26 in the DRC
Conference Room (K-3700).

A copy of the Panel's draft terms of reference
and biodata of the Panel members are attached for your
information.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Balassa

SKBery:lt

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Mrs. H. Hughes, EPD October 23, 1978

Suman Bery, VPD

Meetinq with the General Research

Advs Pranel

This is to confirm your meeting with the General
Panel at 2:15 p.m. on Thursday, October 26 in the DRC
Conference Room (K-3700).

A copy of the Panel's draft terms of reference
and biodata of the Panel members are attached for your
information.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Balassa

SKBery:lt

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Mr. B.B. King, DED October 23, 1978

Suman Bery, VPD

Meeting with the General Research
Advisory Panel

This is to confirm your meeting with the General
Panel at 3:15 p.m. on Thursday, October 26 in the DRC
Conference Room (K-3700).

A copy of the Panel's draft terms of reference and
biodata of the Panel members are attached for your information.

Attachments:

cc: Mr. Balassa

SKBery:lt

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.V., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. Telephone: (202) 393-6360 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

October 11, 1978

Professor Juergen B. Donges
The Kiel Institute of World

Economics
P.O. Box 4309
D-2300 Kiel 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Dear Professor Donges:

I enclose material referred to in the RAPIDE Report

in which you have expressed interest. Most of them have come

to light and I am sending you what is now available.

Working Papers (WPs) 243, 260, 278 are enclosed.

Many of the papers listed are actually outputs of the

research projects you have indicated.

670-40 - WP 151 is out of print.
670-43 - Output is not yet available.
670-45 - WPs 198, 211, 278 enclosed; 197 (out of print).

670-84 - Output is contained in the Fei-Ranis-Kuo
manuscript which is enclosed.

670-90 - WP 237 is enclosed.
670-94 - A copy of the Anand paper is enclosed.

671-06 - WP 234 enclosed.
671-08 - appear to have generated no output yet.
671-30 - appear to have generated no output yet.
671-31 - enclosed is manuscript of Sabot's book.

This includes the Stiglitz, Lipton
and Schuh papers.

671-39 - draft report by D. Anderson is enclosed.

The papers by Stern, Lal, Berry and Sabot, Webb,

Pyatt and Round and the Anderson-Leiserson report are enclosed.

This leaves the Beenstock and Mazumdar paper, (I

believe the last is related to 670-43) and the IDF report to

come. I shall try to obtain them for you.

Yours sincerely,

Alan Gelb



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Research Cmunittee Members DATE: October 10, 1978

FROM: Suman Bery, VP

SUBJECT: Minutes of the Meeting on September 22, 1978

1. Present at the meeting were Messrs. Balassa (Acting
Research Adviser and Chairman) , de Azcarate, Holsen, King,
Lerdau, Picciotto, Turnham, Waide, Walters and Wood. Mr. van

der Tak was present for part of the meeting.

International Study of the Retention of Literacy
and Numeracy (Stage II: Egypt Case Study)
(Continuation of RPO 671-55)

2. The proposal was presented by Mr. van der Tak, Chair-

man of the review panel, who said that the importance of the

subject was not disputed by the panel. There had, however,
been controversy on the analytic design that was appropriate
in order to achieve the objectives of the research. Initial
drafts of the proposal had envisaged a single round of testing
and surveying and had expected to analyze the data on a cross-

sectional basis. Participants at various workshops as well as
members of the review panel had urged the importance of re-

testing some of the students identified in the first round,
in order to permit adequate control for a variety of background
and environmental factors. In response to these observations

the project sponsors had agreed to include a retest in the

study design. In order to provide funds for this retest they
had agreed to reduce the size of the sample of schools to be
surveyed in the first round. The proponents of the longitudi-
nal approach were satisfied by this outcome. Mr. van der Tak
noted that certain organizational issues on the study were
still not fully resolved.

3. In the ensuing discussion general support was
expressed for the aims of the proposal. Mr. Balassa noted
that this was a case where the new workshop format had proved
useful in clarifying the objectives of the research and modi-
fying the methodology. There was concern expressed by committee
members on the timing of the project and particular concern
about the over-commitment of the time of one of the principal
analysts on the project. A question was also raised about the



Research Committee Members -2- October 4, 1978

scale of the demands represented by the project, particularly
in view of the strained budgetary situation.

4. On the specific organizational questions raised by
Mr. van der Tak, there was general agreement that the substan-
tial involvement of Mr. Hartley of the Development Economics
Department in the statistical design and data analysis would
be desirable. It was further suggested that a steering group
which included staff from the departments be appointed to
oversee the progress of the project.

5. After further discussion the committee agreed to
accept the recommendations of the review panel and to approve
the proposal in its revised- form including a second round of
testing, provided adequate funds were available and provided
that Mr. Hartley joined Mr. Heyneman as team members responsible
for statistical design and data analysis on the project. The
committee asked that a steeting group be formed which included

representatives from the various departments, to oversee the
progress of the-study and to ensure adequate-coordination
between the departments involved in the execution of the study.
The committee also suggested that target completion dates be
reconsidered in light of the retesting now included in the

proposal.

Resource Availability in FY79

6. Mr. Balassa drew the attention of the committee to
the substantial overcommitment of FY79 funds that had already
occurred, and asked Mr. Bery to explain the origins of the prob-
lem. Mr. Bery said that the major problem was the slippage of
expenditure originally budgeted for FY78 into FY79, particularly
on some of the larger projects. The resulting underexpenditure
in FY78 had resulted in funds being lost to the program while
the carryforward of commitments into FY79 when combined with
prior commitments for FY79 had resulted in the present -over-
commitment of FY79 resources. The figures for slippage in
FY78 expenditure and hence the degree of overcommitment in
FY79 had only recently been finalized. It was now intended
to undertake a review to determine whether certain funds could
be decommitted for FY79 and phased into FY80. Committee members
agreed that explicit overprogramming needed to be kept within
reasonable bounds to ensure that overexpenditure did not occur.
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They also agreed that in the case of proposals present before
them, the best procedure was to indicate in each case the
committee's general support or lack of it, and to indicate
their rankings, leaving the actual authorizations to be
determined in the light of budgetary availability.

School Resources and Educational Quality

7. Mr. Walters, panel chairman, said that this proposal
had been thought worthy of support for a variety of reasons.
The Uganda study, conducted under Phase I of the project, had
found that school resources, including textbooks, did have a
significant positive effect on academic achievement. These
results were contrary to the conventional wisdom prevalent
for the developed world; their confirmation or refutation on
a larger scale would be worthwhile and would have definite
implications for Bank lending policy. An attractive feature
of the proposal was that it intended to use existing data
rather than undertaking primary data generation. The rate of
return on research committee funds ought therefore to be very
high. The only major concern felt by the panel was that
inadequate time might be being made available for the detailed
consideration that the analyses deserved.

8. In the committee's discussion questions were raised
on the intrinsic value of the work to the Bank, the coherence
and relationship between the various elements being proposed
and the phasing and timing of the additional work being con-
templated. Some committee members were skeptical as to whether
there would be genuine 'value added' as a result of the proposed
research while others felt both that the questions being asked
were of substantial policy interest, and that the exploitation
of existing data sources to answer these questions should be
supported. Some members were uncomfortable about the diffuse-
ness of the proposal before them, had doubts about the compara-
bility of the results that would be yielded, and were not
convinced that work on all fronts needed to proceed simulta-
neously, particularly in view of the time pressure that had
been mentioned by Mr. Walters. The discussion therefore turned
to components of the work which committee members felt to be
of high priority. There was a general view that the most
interesting data set to be analysed was the data being generated
by the Philippine textbook project and that the researchers
would do best by concentrating on this work first. This view
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was, however, opposed by some members who felt there were
significant benefits to be derived from attacking the basic
question on a variety of fronts. In conclusion the committee
agreed to authorize work only on the Philippine component of
the proposal at this stage.

Export of Manpower from Bangladesh and Pakistan
to the Middle East

9. Introducing the proposal, Mr. King reported that
the principal reservations of the panel he had chaired were
regarding the cost benefit framework to be adopted in the
proposed study. The proposal had been through several reviews.
Over the course of these it had been agreed that a common metho-
dology for the cost benefit analysis be used in both country
case studies. However, it had also been recognized that the
issues were intrinsically difficult, and that the precise
approach that could be taken depended substantially upon the
data that were available. Accordingly, the panel had felt it
important that a steering group be appointed for the project,
and that the chief methodological consultant, Mr. Guisinger,
discuss these conceptual issues with the steering group at an
early stage. Provided this was done the panel was prepared
to recommend approval of the proposal to the Research Committee.

10. Supplementing Mr. King's presentation, Mr. Waide
commented that there had been steady improvement in the
proposal through the review process and said that the project
sponsors were in full agreement with the panel on the need for
a detailed articulation of the methodology before launching
into the heart of the work. However, he wished to request the
committee that the project be permitted to proceed ahead
directly to its second stage once the methodology had been
finalized and accepted by the steering group instead of an
approval of the first phase only, which would involve a return
to the Research Committee for further approval.

11. In the discussion of the proposal some questions were
asked as to the operational significance of the proposed re-
search. Responding Mr. Waide said that the countries
concerned had an urgent need to decide upon their overall
policies towards temporary migration, which had become a very
important source of foreign exchange for them. They were
still unclear and the Bank was equally unclear on whether
migration should be supported or restricted, whether explicit
training schemes were warranted to encourage the flow of
migrants, and whether existing policies on the collection
and use of remittances were adequate. Mr. Picciotto commented
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that the conclusions of this research would have a direct
bearing on the design and justification of training projects
currently proposed.

12. Some questions were also raised on the capacity of
the principal consulting organization, PIDE, to execute the
tasks to be assigned to it. In response, Mr. Waide acknowledged
that there were weaknesses in the existing PIDE set up. It was
expected, however, that the new Director would act to improve
the quality of the institution markedly. It was also thought
that Mr. Guisinger's prior links with PIDE would be a substan-
tial-force for getting the best out of the organization.

13. The committee agreed to accept the panel's recommen-
dation and to support the project, subject to funds being
available. It endorsed the panel's suggestion that a steering
group be established to oversee the progress of the project,
and that Mr. Guisinger be exposed to the methodological
reservations expressed by the panel at an early stage so
as to address these issues explicitly in the work on Phase I.
Continuation of the project into the second phase would be
contingent.on approval of the results of the first phase by
the steering group.

Penetration of Japanese, Canadian and
Australian Markets by LDC Manufactures

14. Introducing the proposal, Mr. Holsen said that the
country studies to be funded were to employ a methodology
similar to that being undertaken in Market Penetration studies
of the U.S. and of other OECD countries under Research Project
671-66 and 671-67. The extension of the work to Australia,
Japan and Canada seemed sensible and he recommended the
proposal for the committee's support. He wished to point out,
however, that the stated budget in the proposal was charged
fairly heavily to FY79 and this did not seem in accordance
with the phasing of the project envisaged in the detailed
submission.

15. Commenting on the proposal, Mr. Walters said that
he was surprised to see no mention of the work done by the
tariff board of Australia on market penetration. This was
probably the most extensive work done on market penetration
anywhere and it was clearly important that the group of
researchers identified in the present proposal be fully
aware of what had already been done. On the Japanese study,
Mr. Balassa noted that the objective circumstances were
somewhat different from those facing other countries, in
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that the problem was one of too little penetration rather
than too much. In this connection he wondered whether it
was entirely appropriate for full responsibility to be en-
trusted to the Japan Economic Research Organization (JERO),
given that JERO was closely allied with the Ministry of
Industrial Trade and Investment (MITI). He suggested that
it might be useful to involve outside researchers capable
of speaking Japanese in order to ensure that the analytic
purposes of the research were adequately served.

16. * The committee expressed its general support for
the proposal and endorsed the comments of Mr. Walters and
Mr. Balassa. It recommended that the scope for rephasing
the expenditure on the project be actively explored with
the sponsors.

17. At the end of the discussion of the individual
proposals, Mr. Balassa asked committee members to establish
rankings for the proposals before them, in order to provide
guidelines on how projects should be regarded following the
budgetary review. The rankings were as follows:

Export of Manpower from Bangladesh
and Pakistan lst

Penetration of Developed Country
Markets 2nd

Retention of Literacy and Numeracy 3rd
School Resources and Achievement 4th

18. Committee members were also asked to provide rankings
considering just the Philippine component of the school resources
study. In this vote the migration and penetration studies were
again placed first and second respectively; however, the Philip-
pine component of the school resources proposal was placed third
and the retention proposal was placed fourth.

Determinants of Fertility in Egypt (Ref. No. 671-81)

19. Mr. Picciotto reported on the meeting of the steering
committee on the project, "Determinants of Fertility in Egypt"
of which he was chairman. He said that in approving the pro-
posal the Research Committee had required that a steering
committee review the proposed survey questionnaires and the
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proposed methodology of analysis prepared by the investigators
before releasing full funding. It was the judgement of the
steering committee, which had included outside consultants
and a representative from the Population Projects Department
that there had been substantial progress made in articulating
the goals of the study and the methodology to be used. The
steering committee was, therefore, prepared to recommend
relea.se of the remaining funds subject to the continuation
of the involvement of outside consultants in the preparation
of the detailed survey module, and thereafter into the
elaboration of the analysis.

20. The Research Committee accepted the steering committee's
recommendation that full funding be released as per the initial
budget request. It requested that the steering group continue
to oversee the progress of the project for the time being and
that Mr. Picciotto continue as committee chairman. The costs
of consultants involved in the steering committee ought from
now on to be charged against the project budget.
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October 4, 1978

BY POUCH

Mr. Nurul Islam
Assistant Director General
Economic and Social Department
Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations
Rome, Italy

Dear : ..

In preparation for the first meeting of the General
Research Advisory Panel in Washington, D.C. on October 26-28,
I enclose various materials to provide initial information on
the Bank and its research program and to provide a general
indication of issues on which the panel's guidance and advice
are sought. A list of documents enclosed is at Annex 1. A
brief guide to them follows. ( -

General information on the Bank is provided by the
leaflet "The World Bank" and by the World Bank's Annual Report
for 1978. You should already have received a copy of the
Bank's World Development Report 1978.

Information on Bank research is provided by the two
most recent reports on the World Bank Research Program. Your
attention is particularly drawn to the description of the
research cycle on pp. 4-10 of the 1977 report and by the case
studies provided in Chapter 3 of both reports. The genesis
and evolution of the Bank's research program is outlined in
the memorandum "The Research Committee - An Informal Early
History". Detailed descriptions of research projects currently
underway are provided in the Abstracts of Current Studies.
Since the last published issue is a year old, it is supplemented
by summary narratives of research projects that have been added
to the program in the last year. Output from the Bank's
research program as well as other documents produced by the
Bank for public circulation are described in the Catalog of
Publications.

Draft terms of reference for the panel's work were
sent to you earlier but are again enclosed for your convenience.
Some issues of particular concern to the Board of Executive
Directors of the Bank are discussed in the following documents:
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the 'Suoplementarv Statement' of March 2, 1978 addressed to the
Joint Audit Committee of the Executive Directors, the 'Sugges-
tions by Directors' of March 7, 1978, and the 'Answers to Mr. H.
Janssen's questions' of March 20, 1978.

As you are aware, the General Panel will be in a
position to benefit from the findings and observations of six
specialized research advisory panels which are examining Bank
research in the areas of agriculture and rural development,
industrial development and trade, income distribution and
employment, public utilities, commodities and transportation.
In addition external advisory panels have examined the full
range of Bank activities in the fields of population and
education. This review includes a discussion of the Bank's
research activities in these fields and may be of interest to
the General Panel.

The final report of the Research Advisory Panel on
Income Distribution and Employment has been submitted and is
enclosed. We expect that draft reports of the remaining
specialized research advisory panels will be provided to you
in late December or early January prior to the second meeting
of the General Panel. A schedule of the meetings of these
panels is enclosed as well as lists of panel members.

Extra copies of all these materials will be available
in Washington. In addition to these materials special briefing
papers are being prepared to assist the panel in its work.
These will be sent to you shortly.

Hotel reservations have been made for you at the
Embassy Row Hotel at 2015 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. from
Wednesday, October 25 through Sunday, October 29.

In case you have any enquiries my telephone number
at the World Bank is (202) 676-1998; that of Suman Bery,
secretary to the panel is (202) 477-6003. The Bank's telex
no. is 440098 and the cable address is INTBAFRAD.

With best wishes

Yours s ncerely,

Bela Balassa
Acting Research Adviser

Research Committee

cc: Research Committee Members
Mr. A. Karaosmanoglu
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